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ACRONYMS

AIDS - Acquired Immuncidefrtlency Syndrome
AIH - Atestado de Intemacao Hospitalar; Hospitalizaion Cerlification
CETESB - Environmental Agency for the State of Sao Paulo
COLD - Chronic obstructive lung diseae
CVD- Cardiovascular diseases
DATAPREV - Sistema de Dados, Social Securty Institute Data System
FEEMA - Envimomental Agency for the State of Rio do Jane.o
FUNDACENTRO - Natonal Foundation for Occuanl Safety, Hygiene and Medichi
FSESP - Fundacao de Servicos de Saude Publica; Foundation for Public Health Services
HMO - Healfth Maintenance Orgizatbion
HIV - Human Immurndeficency Virse
ICD - Intnationa Cassfiation of Dieases
IBGE - Fundacao Instiuto Brasileiro de Geogria e Estatistica; the Brazilian Cens Bureau
INAMPS - Instituo Naclonal de Assistencla Medica e Providencla Social; National Institute lor Medial
Assistance and Social Security
INPS -Instituto Nacional de Previdencia Social; Nation Inritute of Social Secury
OECD - The Organizaton of Economic Cooperation and Development
PAHO -Pan Amerkan Heah Organization
PNAD - Pesquisa Nacroal por Amostra Dcmiciiiar; National Household Sample Survey
OALY - Quality-adjusted-fife-year
SABESP - Public Water and Sewerage Comp.any for the State of Sao Paulo
SAC - Sistema de Apuacao de Custs; the cost accouning system developed in the State of Sao Piao.
SIA-SUDS - Outpatient certation system devet3ped by the State of Sao Paulo
SIAT - Sistema de Alta Tecnologia; High-Technology Medical System
SICAPS - Oupatient celfication system devebped by the State of Parana
SUDS - Sistema Unificado e Decentalizado de Saude, Unified and Decentraized Health System.
WHO - Worid Health Organizaton
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RB S UMO

Intcodurrao

Atualmente o Banco Mundial ap6is, no Brasil, ltportantes
programas: de sadde materno-infantil, de doongas infecciosas e outros
problemas basicos de sa6de em Areas rurais do Nordeste o na perdferia
urbana de SSo Paulo; de combate & leiehbmanase a a esquistossomase no
Nordeste; e de combate & malAria na bacia amsaznica. 0 ostudo aqul
resu:.do aborda os 'novos0 problemas qua o sistema de sa6de do Brasil tort
de enfrentar nas pr6,imas 4':adas, & medida que a populagbo envelhece o que
o papel das doengas croni_ s e degenerativas e da AIDS ganha em
importancia. gste enfoquc. nuo significa que tais problemas de ^pos-
transigbo' sejam Imais importantese do que as outras questOes de maior
vulto, entre as quais as que s&o objeto dos atuals emprtstimos do Banco
Mundial ao setor da satde no Brasil.

O estudo tem, isto sim, a seguinte motivagbo. 0 investimnnto em
saide do Banco Mundial no Brasil equivale tao somente a cerca de It do
investimento total eo saMde no Brasil. Ora, ja que o objetivo dos seus
emprestimos 4 meLhorar a sa6de (e nSo apenas promover bons projetos), e
Amperativo que o Banco Mundial tambrm ap6ie o oesforgos do Brasil no
sentido de molhor aplicar os demais 99Z. Para tanto, o Banco Mundial
consedera importante pesquisar, em conjunto com os brasileiros, a Qperacao
atual do sistema de sa6de, os novos desafios que o sistema enfrentagr nas
pr6ximas dicadas e o modo pelo qual podera fazer frente aos iesmos.

O Brasil ja e um pais intensamente urbanizado, em quo as *-angas
cr6nicas e degenerativas dos adultos sao responstveis pola maior parte dos
dbitos, das doengas edas despesas reldcionadas com o seu tratamento. Tal
como docunmentado neste estltdo, a importincia epidemiol6gica e fiuanceira
dessas "novas doengas' se tornara ainda maior nas pr6ximas dtcadas.

O estudo defende a tese de que as crescentes demandas de
tratamento dessas 'doengas de p6s-transiglo' usurparao esforgos que
deveriam merecer prioridade mtxima, tais como os de prevengco nao 86 dessas
"novasg doengas, como tambdm de doengas 'antigass e ainda muito
importantes. 0 estudo procura identificar as reformas quo poderiam ser
introduzidas tanto em termos de estrategias de provengbo como de politicas
de financiamento, a fim de minimizar essas ameaga.

Cumpre mencionar tambem duas outras limitagoes desto estudo. Em
primeiro lugar, no Imbito dos sproblemas de p6s-transibao*, o estudo aborda
fundamentalmente as questOes epidemiol6gicas e financeiras o atenta apenas
transitoriamente para as importantes questoes relacionadas como o
desenvolvimento institucional e de recursos humanos. Em segundo lugar, o
estudo nao aborda toda a gama das quest6es relacionadas com a sa6de doe
adultos. A questto essencial dos servigos de sa6ide reprodutive da mulhor 4
o assunto de um futuro estudo correlato do Banco mundial. (167)
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O cont;tot transfotma8es profundas nes ltlmas dEcadas

Nas 61timas decadas, o Brasil passou por transforma9Oes econ6micas
e politicas profundas e muito rhpidas. Entre 1965 e 1980, o crescimento
m6dio anual do PIB foi de 9S ao ano. A produgso industrial aumentou a taxa
media de 10? ao ano, ao passo que a participa9lo da agricultura no PIB
decala de 192 para 11t. A proporglo da for9a de trabalho agricola baixou
de 49Z para 31S no mesmo periodo de 15 anos. Essas modifica;Oes tamb6m
revestiram importante dimenslo politica. 0 "milagre econOmico' do Brasil
foi gerido por um governo militar autoritario e centralizado.

No fim dos anos 70, o futuro do Brasil snostrava-se risonho. 0
crescimento econ8mico mantinha-se forte e a democracia parecia estar a
vista. Embora o Brasil continuasse a ser uma das sociedades mais desiguais
do mundo, com 102 da populaego a concentrar 471 da renda total, naquela
epoca muitos brasileiros consideravam a sua patria como uo pals do futuro".

O Brasil dos anos 80 muito pouco tem de reconhecivel como produto
da decada do *milagre". A renda per capita praticamente n8o cresceu na
decada atual, e sao muitos os desiludidos com o que a polltica p6s-militar
ofereceu. Os brasileiros descrevem corretamente a crise como algo mais do
que urs mera crise econuoica ou atE mesmo econOmico-politica: trata-se de
umnA *crise moral'. que abala os pr6prios fundamentos da organizeago social.

O presente estudo discute alguns dos desafios que a hist6ria lan;a
ao setor da saide no Brasil. A discussao baseia-se em duas premissas
principais. De acordo com a primeira, a estrutura do setor da sadde e a
filosofia que orienta o seu desenvolvimento 96 podem ser entendidas no
contexto de realidades politicas e econOmicas da sociedade. Assim com o
perfil da nova sociedade ainda esti se definindo, tambem as discussOes
sobre a estrutura do setor da sasde variam de anacrOnicas recordag6es dos
"bons tempos* ate propostas idealistas de uma rapida transforma9ao, em que
serviqos de alta qt Alidade sejam prestados a todos, segundo as .espectivas
necessidades. No setor da sa6de, tanto quanto na sociedade em geral, 'o
antigo estt morrendo e o novo nao consegue nascer; neste interim, surge uns
grande diversidade de sintomAs m6rbidos' (63). A segunda premissa 6 a de
que, devido & rapidez e alcance das mudanras ocorridas em decadas recentes,
6 essencial uma perspectiva hist6rica para definir os desafios ora lancados
e as respostas apropriadas.

As conseqWfncias para a safte

As transforma90es econ6micas havidas nas 6ltimas d6cadas induziram
transformacoes demograficas e epidemiol6gicas igualmente profundas. A
migrasao interna foi macica: a proporgao da popularlo urbana aumentou de
113 para 2/3 entre 1960 e 1980. A facundade caiu rapidamente: em media, a
mulher de 1965 poderia esperar ter seis filhos durante a sua vida fertil;
em 1985, tal expectativa ngo passava, em mEdia, de pouco mai. de tr8s
filhos. Os 6bitos associados ao subdesenvolvimento tambem cairam
extraordinariamente. As taxas de mortalidade infantil reduziram-se em mais
de 402 entre 1965 e 1985, e08 o6bitos por doencas infecciosas e parasiticas
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baizaram em cerca de 701 entre 1960 e 1980. A propotg8o de mortalidade
atribulvel a epis6dios cardiacos e vasculares, c8ncer e lesOes, subtu de
381 em 1960 para 542 1986. Enquanto que estas antigas ameacas regrediram,
novas surgiram.

Dentro de 30 anos, mais de 85Z dos brasileiros viverao em Areas
urbanas, o ndmero de pessoas idosas ter& dobrado, 10? da populaqAo tera
mais de 65 anos, e as doenqas cardiovasculares, o cancer e as lesoes serao
responsaveis por cerca de 74? dos 6bitos. At# um certo ponto esta mudanca
6 uma faceta inevitavel e desejavel de desenvolvimento. Contudo, quando
comparado a outros paises que se encontram ao mesmo nivel de
desenvelvimento, o corrente perfil de mortalidade no Brasil 6 atipico em
certos aspectos. A proporgao total de mortes devido a lesoes 4 muito mais
alta do que aquele que 6 tipica em outros paises, com aumento recente de
homicidios acentuando este fator a.nda mais. Calcula-se que daqut a 30
anos a epidemia de AIDS introduy uma significante interrogagao no futuro da
sa1ide no Brasil 0 Brasil tem JA presentemente o terceiro maior nd1mero de
casos de AIDS no mundo. Dados anthropol6gicos e epidemioldgicos sugerem
que a epidemia vai alastrar rapidamente do grupo de alto risco
--homoseouais-- para o resto da comunidade. A tendOncia epidemiol6gica 6
assustadora.

O caso especial dos pobres

A teoria-padrao da transicao demografica e epidemlol6gica sugere a
existOncia, no Brasil, de dois grupos epidemiologicos distintos. As
doencas nao transmissiveis (cardiacas, cAncer, les6es) seriam problemas dos
ricos, ao passo que as tradicionais doen9us infecciosas continuariam a ser
o problema principal dos pobres. Tal quadro representa uma meia-verdade e
6 enganador. Trata-se de uma meia-verdade porque as doencas da *p6 s-
transicao' constituem, sem d6vida, o principal problema de sa4de dos ricos,
e porque os pobres continuam a sofrer em grande escala das *doencas
antigas*. Por exemplo: mais de 10? das criancas nascidas no Nordeste ainda
nao sobrevivem o seu primero ano; essa taxa de morts 1dade infantil 6
superior & de muitos paises da Africa e da Asia. Contudo, o quadro 6
enganadar porquc, tambem no caso das 'novas" doencas, as taxas slo maiores
entre os pobres.

Os pobres, que jA nao vivem principalmente nas areas rurais, mas
nos corticos urbanos, estao sujeitos a riscos maiores por diversas raz8es.
A maioria dos pobres vivem em lugares onde a poluicAo 6 a mais elevada, a
protecso contra o trifego 6 minima e a criminalidade 6 alta. Muitas vezes,
trabalham nas ind%istrias mais perigosas. Al6m disso, os fatores de risco
individual s8o mais altos entre os pobres. Em Porto Alegre, por exemplo,
ums recente avaliaglo dos fatores de risco de doen9a cardiovascular
(tabagismo, consumo de alcool, hipertensao e obesidade) revelou que a
probabilidade de alto risco de um adulto nao educado era cinco vezes maior
do que a de um egresso da escola secundaria.
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As conseqU1ncias sbo previsivels. Em Sao Paulo, os indices de
mortalidade por acidentes de transito e homicidio sao d'zas e cinco vezes
respectivamente maiores entre o0 industriarios e trabalhadores mainuais do
que entre profissiona4s liberais. Em Porto Alegre, os indices de
mortalidade de adultos sao duas vezes maiores em areas pobres do que em
Areas urbanas de classe media. AtA mesmo a AIDS estt passendo a ser doenga
dos pobres: a proporcao de vitimas com educacAo secundaria caiu de 79T no
periodo 1982-85 para 332 no periodo 1985-88.

0 financiamento dos servi9os de satde

Antes de 1968. os servigos pdblicos de sa6de no Brasil eram
tinancir-dos principalmente pelos orgamentos gerais dos governos federal,
estadual e municipal. Tanto o financiamento como a prestacao de servioso
de satde no Brasil sofreram profundas alterasOes com a consolidagbo em
1968, do sistema de seguro social. Na decada dos 70, o financiamento dos
servigos de saide pelo seguro social (administrado pelo Instituto Nacional
de Assistencia HMdica e Previdancia Social - INAMPS) passou a representar
mais da metade do investimento p(blico em sa6de, que cresceu & media
aproximada de 152 ao ano. Esses enormes incrementos de despesa foram
usados para erigir um sistema que se concentrava pesadamente no pagamento,
ao setor privado, da provisao de tratamento hospitalar aos trabalhadores
dos setores formais da economia. A proporcao do dinheiro p6iblico no setor
da saOde, aplicada em servi9os curativos, cresceu de 35Z em 1965 para 852
no comeco dos anos 80. Despesas em atividades da preven9ao da doenga e da
promogbo da saUde de adulto sao muito baixas. Cerca de 702 de toda da
despesa p6blica de sa6de no Brasil e gasta em hospitais, proporclo que e
muito mais alta do que a de palses industriais, e ainda mais alta do que a
de outros paises com renda per capita similar. Os gastos tambem se
concentram pesadamente nas regiOes mais desenvolvidas do pals. No sul e no
Sudeste, a disponibilidade per capita de leitos hospitalares e ambulatdrios
e duas vezes maior do que nas outras regi8es.

Devido a importbncia das contribuigOes do seguro social, o
financiamento da saCde no Brasil e vulneravel a oscilagoes do ciclo
econOmico. Em an-s de recessao, as "contribuicoes' se reduzem
paralelamente aos salarios e ao erprego no setor formal, enquanto que as
demandas de compensacao por desemprego aumentam. 0 efeito da combinacbo
destes fatores, combinados com um crescimento economico lento, e de que a
despesa per capita do setor pdblico em saade permanece mais ou menos
constante na decada dos 80.

As dificuldades de financiamento e o processo democratico exigem
uma reforma nu organizagbo e financiamento dos servicos de sai6de no Brasil.
A culminacgo de varios anos de acirrada campanha 4 a estipulagbo dado pela
Constitu9bo de 1988 no sentido de que haja apenas um sistema de saLde
custeado por recursos piblicos, e de que grande parte do controle desse
sistema seja descentralizada para os niveis estadual e local.
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Por que 4 necoss6rio agirt

0 progn6stico do sistema de sadde do Brasil nso 4 bom. Nas
pr6ximas ddcadas ocorrerAo crescimentos explosivos na demanda de servios,
a medida que aumenta a idade da populaglo e que 6 exercido o direito
constitucional de tratamento gratuito e piblico para todos. 0 impacto
financeiro dessas mudanqas sera forte, ja queo custo do tratamento das
bnovas' eoengas e maior do que o custo do tratamento das 'antigas'. Por
exemplos tipicamente. o custo de uma hospitaliza;ao por acidente vascular
ou cardlaco no Brasil e quatro vezes maior do que o custo de uma
hospitalizagao pot infecgSo intestinal ou respirat6ria. As doencas
cardiovasculare,, o cancer e as les0es explicam 452 das baixas hospitalares
e cerca de 55Z dos custos de hospitalizacao dos pacientes. Sem um controle
explicito, as despesas com serviwos ambulat6rios de alto custo tambem
poderao aumentar rkpidamente. Em 1988, apenas quatro procedimentos de
clinica externa de alto custo - hemodialise, estudos hemodinamicoa,
endoscopia e tomografia computarizada - representaram 3Z da despe:-I total
do INAMP'.

Caclula-se que s6 devido a mudancas demogrAficas e epidemiologicas
o custo de sa6ade por pessoa no Brasil dobrar& em termos reais durante os
pr6ximos trinta anos. Finalmente, a experiencia dos pa$ses
industrializados indica que a popula,ao incapacitada registrara alZmento
expressivo e potencialmente caro nas pr6ximas decadas.

o atendimento de todar essas demandas exigira a duplicac8o das
despesas per capita em saCxde, ou ate mesmo a sua triplicacai nas ddca0'as
vindiouras5 Ja que isso e invilvel, a implicaiao 6 de que havera
concorr&ncia pelos recursos disponiveis. Enquanto a forga propulsora do
sistema p6blico de sa6de continuar a ser a resposta para a demanda
expressa, o resultado sera uma crescente dsspesa em servigoa curativos de
base hospitalar e alto custo, em beneficio dos mais influentes. Como
corolario, a menos que se implantem importantes reformas, cada vez menor
sear a despesa com os dois investimentos de prioridade mais alta: a
preveng&o eficiente em funcAo do custo e a prestaglo de servigos aos
pobres.

Melhoria de prevenglo

A experigncia dos paises industrializados demonstrou, de modo
inequivoco, ser impossivEl abordar com eficiencia os problemas de sa1dde na
'pos-transicao" tAo sbmente por meio de tratamento, seja qual for o seu
grau de sofisticaglo. Conseqaentemente, a formulagio de planos de
eficiente prevenglo dessas doengas "novas" representa importante tarefa de
sa6de no Brasil (e nas sociedades industriais).

HA tres maneiras de simular a prevengao dessas doengas. Primeiro,
por meio de atividades de promogio da saode desenvolvidas pelo governo, por
comunidades e por individuos, como 4 o caso da campanha de combate ao
tabagismo, do Ministerio da Sa6de, e das de melhoria da sa6de ocupacional,
promovidas por sindicatos de Sao Paulo. Segundo, por meio de agoes de
protegbo da sa6xde empreendidas por entidades e inddstrias, tais como o
programa do CETESB para a melhoria da qualidade do ar em Cubatao e da
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melhoria das faixas para pedestres no Rio de Janeiro. E terceiro, por meio
de servigos de preven,ao individual prestados por assistentes de sadde,
como 6 o caso do programa de triagem do cancer cervical em Campinas.

A Divislo Nacional de Doen,as CrOnicas e Degenerativas do
Ministerio da Sa6de, bem como alguns governos estaduais (notadamente de Sao
Paulo e do Rio Grande do Sul) tem envidado, nos 61timos anos,
significativos esfor9os no sentido de instituir programas de preven,go de
doenVas cr6nicas. Embora sejam importantes e meregam todo o apoio, tais
iniciativas tem sido de ambito limitado. Dado o virtual equacionamento de
"saGdel com sprestabao de servi,os individuais' no Brasil, tais eeforgos
tam-se concentrado fundamentalmente nos cuidados preventivos proporcionados
atraves do sistema de servigos de saide. Tem sido relativamente pequena a
atenebo prestada as atividades de protecAo e promo,glo da sa6de.

De um exame de certas interven;oes (bem sucedidas e malogradas) no
Brasil, e de unma revisao da experiencia nos paises industrializados e de
uma considera,co dos proviveis custos e impatos de varios intervengoes
emergem certos principios importantes para um programa de sa6de preventiva
no Brasil da spos-transi0o0":

* cumpre atribuir prioridade maxima A redugbo dos riscos,
consoante metodos que nao dependam da discrisgo individual
(tais como a protecao mais eficiente do pedestre no trifego, a
melhoria da seguran,a no lugar de trabalho e a melhoria da
qualidade do ar); por esse motivo, o foco de atencao deveria
ser a popula,co, e nao o individuo;

-fundamentalmente, a atengdo deve concentrar-se nos fatores de
risco (incluindo o tabagismo, a alimentagao inadequada, o
consumo de alcool e drogas e a falta de exerc'cio), e nao na
condic,o m4dica; por esse motivo, as intervencOes fora do
sistema de cuidados medicos serao freqUentemente as mais
importantes; e

as programas devem orientar-se principalmente para a popula,ao
pobre, bem como levar explicitamente em conta a sua situa,ao;
por esse motivo, cumpre atribuir papel proeminente As
organizatfes que incluem membros pobres (sindicatos e
entidades riligiosas e comunitirias).

Tal perspectiva implica importantes reformas na agbo de governo.
As institui,des do setor p6blico aos niveis federal e estadual que se
ocupam de questoes tais coma a promo,co da sa6de ocupacional, a seguran,a
de produtos, a protergo ambiental, a seguran,a de drogas e alimentos, a
seguranca do trifego e justica criminal devem ser grandemente fortalecidas.
Deve ser considerado o estabelecimento dum instituto federal para a
promosao da sadde e a prevenglo da doen9a, cujas funcoes incluirbo:

acertar prioridades para a promogbo da sa6de e a preveng&o da
doen,ca dentro do setor sadde e em outros setores relevantes
(tais como a ind6stria e transporte);
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establecer noras e diretrizes para atividades da promoc8o e
prevengao;

trabalbar com, e prestar assistencia tecnica a, os secretarios
estaduais e municipais da saCde, assim como a outras entidades
relevantes de outros setores;

fazer pesquisa aplicada para avaliar o0 custos e beneficios de
agOes de promo9lo e prevencao, e desenvolver modelos para
programas custo-efetivos da T--norao e prevengAo.

Irfelizmente, 4 provivel que uma extrapolacao da esperiOncia dos
paSses 1a;d.-:rializados com a formulagao de programas preventivos, em
especi1 i 'estinados a atender as pobres, nSo seja apropriada.
ConseS .;t'mente, o governo (federal, estadual e municipal) nao pode. no
Brasil, tratar adequadameute essa nova realidade sem desenvolver
instituio8es flexiveis e inovativas, capazes de coligir e analisar dados,
iniciar interven$oes baseadas nesses dados, acompanha-las e modifica-las
como resultado das constatac8es.

Mulhoria do financiamentos

No decurso das proximas decadas, os defafios centrais a formulagAo
de uma politica plblica no Brasil incluiraos descentralizagAo e
democratizaglo; reduqAo do deficit fiscal, principalmente mediante a
reduglo da despesa pfiblica; e tratamento das 'dividas' econOmicas, sociais
* ambientais contraidas durante as decadas anteriores. Dadas a magnitude,
a novidade e a complexidade desses desafios, parece que este processo de
ajustamento continuara a ser lento e tortuoso.

Muitos profissionais da sadde no Brasil acreditam que 'o pouco que
se gasta em saMde' 4 o problema principal quo o setor enfrenta. No Brasil,
a despesa geral e p1blica em seade (cerca de 52 e 2,52 do PI3
respectivamente) 4 tlpica de uma economia com o nivel de PIB per capita do
Brasil. Dado que o nlvel geral da despesa atual parece ser adequado, e ja
que o Brasil enfrenta um prolongado periodo de austeridade fiscal, e
improvavel que, a medio prazo, o governo aplique muito mais em servigos de
saMde.

Contudo, o problema principal do setor da saide do Brasil nso 4 a
falta de dinheiro, e sim, a aplicaglo iniqua, ineficaz e ineficiente dos
adequados recursos disponiveis. Iniqua, porque slo demasiados os recursos
gastos com o tratamento curativo de base hospitalar, e muito pouco os
aplicados em prevengco e cuidados basicos eficazes em fungao do custo. k
inefetiva porque se gasta muito em 'bens privadasa (tais como tratamento
curativo, que beneficia somente os usuirios de tais servigos) e se gasta
pouco em 'bens p4blicos (tais como informaego sobre comportamento saudavel
e proteglo ambiental, que beneficiam a sociedade como um todo). Ha uma
ligaglo Intima entre demassiadas despesas paras as camadas priveligiadas e
demassiadas despesas em bens privadas. Portanto, mudancas no sentido de
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equidade tembem implicariam mais efetividade (17). Finalmente os gastos
s10 ineficiente, porque os sistemas de administragAo e recursos humanos,
em virtualmente todos os nlveis, sao antiquados e improdutivos.

Seri que hi recursos para um pacote da preven9&o intensiva?
Apesar do falta da informacoes precisas sobre custos no Brasil, calcula-se
que um programs inicial (que podera incluir: campanhas contra o fumo, abuso
de alcool e drogas, acidentes de tr8nsito e AIDS; atividades que promovem
exercicios fisicos; e uma campanha nacional de detecao precoce de clncer
cervico-uterino) custaria somente 32 dos recursos p6blicos gastos em sa6de.

Tal como no caso da prevencao, tambem nao ha soluglo fAcil e de
curto prazo para o financiamento dos serviVos de saUde, nem 'modelos' que,
se seguidos, garantirlo o sucesso. Ate agora, nenhum pals industralizado
encontrou solucao para o problema do financiamento das necessidades de
safide de popula.oes que, a semilhanga da do Brasil, estao envelhecendo, t8m
grande prevalOncia de doencas crOnicas e degerativas e acham ter direito
aos beneficios de ura atenclo medica sofisticada e dispendiosa.

Com base nas iniciativas parcialmente bem sucedidas em outros
paises, bem como nos modestos Oxitos que o pr6prio Brasil registrou nos
filtimos anos, evidencia-se que uma resposta criativa ao financiamento dos
servi9os de sadde nas pr6ximas decadas talvez deve incluir:

Decentralizacao e um sistema transparente de transferOncia de
recursosa Dado que o sistema de sa6de continuara sujeito a
forcas ex6genas que escapam ao controle do sistema, ser8
necessirio torna-lo mais flexivel para possibilitar
ajustamentos inovativos rapidos a mudangas de circunst8ncias
externas. Importante componente dessa flexibilidade sera a
descentraliza9io de grande parte da autoridade decis6ria, tal
como previsto na Constitui9&o. 9 essencial, tambem, que as
transferOncias de recursos de sadde da Uniao para os estados e
deste para os municipios se tornem mais automaticas e
transparentes. Preve-se que as normas que governam tais
transferencias serao incluidas na lei complementar ora em
discusslo no Congresso.

Nelhor alocacto de recursos. 0 impato das despesas pdblicas
sera maior se se gastar mais em atividades que sejam custo-
efetivas para a promog1o da sadde e prevengao da doenca, e se
gastar mais em servi9os preventivos e curativos para os
pobres.

Atribuic1o de prioridade aos pobres. Jt que slo os pobres os
mais expostos e suscetiveis as nnovosa riscos de sa6de, e ja
que sao eles os subservidos, tal realocacAo significart,
necessariamente, uma reorientacao dos recursos ate agora
destinados aos grupos servidos pelo sistema, para aquel3s que
pouco tQm sido servidos. Trata-se de um processo
inevitavelmente pontilhado de tens6es politicas.
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Mobilizago de recursos privados. Dada a probabilidade de que
08 recursos pUblicos para a sa6de permaneSam limitados, e
visto que cumpre atribuir prioridade a prevencgo aos pobres.
sert necessario mobilizar o0 recursos privados das classes
mddia e rica a fim de complementar a disponibilidade de
recursos p6blicos para lhes prestar servi±os. t provavel que
eficientes entidades privadas de servicos de conserva,ao da
sa4de desempenhem importante papel nesse processo.

Racionamento. TAo altos sdo os custos unitarios de
determinados procedimentos m4dicos que o seguro e uma
caracteristica universal dos sistemas de sadde nos paises
desenvolvidos; tais sistemas, tanto pfiblicos como privados,
protegem necessariamente o individuo contra custos
calamitosos. Mas, uma vez minimizado o custo individual de
procedimentos altamente dispendiosos, a procura desses
procedimentos aumenta e a conta de satisfagao do total das
demandas individuais excede a disposi,ao coletiva de pagar.
Um racionamento dos cuidados medicos e, entAo, inevitavel,
mesmo em sistemas de financiamento privado. No Brasil, a
procura do sistema de servi9os de sa6de aumentarA em
decorrQncia de modificagoes demograficas e epidemiol6gicas, na
medida em que o acesso a servi,os pdblicos de sa6de passe a
ser universal e na medida de novas disponibilidades altamente
tecnol6gicas de tratamento. Conviria explicitar
detalhadamente esse racionamento inevitavel. ja que o
racionamento implicito fatalmente significara a atribui,ao de
baixa prioridade aos necessitados.

Uso de incentivos e tecnicas administrativas modernas. 0
interesse pela eficiOncia com que slo aplicados os recursos
publicos em saide no Brasil s6 comeoou a manifestar-se nos
dltimos anos. Uma revisso da experiAncia dos palses
industriais, da America Latina e do Brasil sugere que o pals
concentrou-se em demasia nos controles normativos, e efetuou
poucas experiOncias de melhoria de eficiOncia mediante a
provisAo de incentivos aos encarregados da presta,co de
servicos de saCide a aos seus usuarios. A moderniza,Ao
administrativa requerida pelos servigos pdiblicos de saOide no
Brasil incluiria: a definigAo de metodos mais criativos e
produtivos de trabalho conjunto como o setor privado, o
desenvolvimento da capacidade de avalia,go e administra,co da
tecnologia de alto custo, e o desenvolvimento de modernos
sistemas de administra,ao de dados e recursos humanos. 0
INAMPS passou a empreender, em meados da d6cada dos 80, certas
a,ces Oteis nesse sentido, e recentemente alguns dos estados
deram alguns passos preliminares importantes rumc &
moderniza,ao administrativa do sistema de prestagao de
servicos pdblicos de sadde.
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EXECUTIVE SUMEMARY

Introduction deaths, sckness and illness-related spending. As
documented In this paper, the epidemiological and

The World Bank currenty supports major Brazilian financial weight of these new diseases will become
programs designed to Improve maternai and child much greater in the coming decades.
health and reduce infectious diseases and other
basic health problems in the rural Nonheast and There is a danger that the escalating demands for
urban periphery of Sao Paulo; and to control treatment of these post-transiton diseases will pre-
Chagas' disease, leishmaniasis and schistosomiasis empt those efforts that should be given highest
in the Northeast; and combat malaria in the Amazon priority, namely prevention of these new diseases
Basin. This study focuses on the problems which and prevention of the stDi very imporant old
the Brazlian health system will face in coming diseases. The paper seeks to identify changes in
decades as the population gets older, and as preventive strategies and financing policies that
chronic and degenerative diseases and AIDS could minimize this danger.
irease.

Two limitations in the scope of this study should be
The focus in this report wil be on the caues of acknowiedged. Frst, with respect to the post-
mortality which become dominant In the atter transition problems, the study addresses primarily
stages of the epidemiologic and denmWaphic epidemiologic and financing issues, and pays only
tanstion. Although these problems - such as passing attention to the imporant issues relating to
cardiovascular diseases, cancers and injuries - human resource development and institutonl
have existed for cetries in Brazl, they come into development. Second, the study does not address
prominence as the epidemiologic and demographic the full gamut of adult health issues. The vital issue
tansition is completed, and are referred to as "new" of women's reproductive health services ith focus
or poswtransition" problems in this reporL of a companion forthcoming study by the World

Bank (im?).
The focus on these problems does not imply that
these they are more wm.ortant than tie other major The Context: Profound Changes In
challenges, including those addressed by current Recent Decaides
Wordd Bank helth loans to Brazil. Rather, the
motivatbn for the study is as follows. World Bank 3razil has undergone profound and very rapid
lending for health in Brazi amounts to only about economic and political changes In recent decades
1% of the countrys totat health expenditure. Sine Between 1965 and 1980, GDP grew at an average
the objective of World Bank lending is to improve of 9% per annum. Wnile industrial production rose
health (and not just to have good projects), it is at an average of 10% per year, the share of
Imperative that the World Bank support Braziian agriculture declined from 19% to 11% of GOP and
efforts aimed at spending the 99% more effectively, the percentage of the labor force working in
too. To do so, the World Bank deemed it Importnt agriculture fell from 49% to 31% over the 15-year
to investigate, with Brazilians, how the curnt health period.
system operates, what new chailenges it will face in
the next few decades, and how it might deal wih There was also an important political dimension to
these challenges, these changes. The Brazilian "economic miracle"

was directed by an auforitarian and centralized
Aiready Brazil is a heavily urbanized country in mOitary government.
which chronic and degenative disease and
inJuis among adults account for the maJority of
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In the late 1970s, Brazil's future looked bright. mortality rates dropped by over 40% between 1965
Economic growth remained strong, and democracy and 1985, and death rates due to infectious and
seemed to be within sight. While Brazil remained parashic diseases declined by about 70% between
one of the most unequal societies in the world, with 1960 and 1980.
10%f of the population accounting for 47% of total
hncome, at the end of the 197Us many Brazilians As these 'old threats" have receded, so 'new
considered Brazil 'the country of the future". threas" have arisen. The proportion of mortality

attributable to cardiovascular diseases, stroke,
The Brazil of 1989 is scarcely recognizable as the cancers and injuries (including homicide) rose from
product of the "miracle" decades. Per capita about 38% in 1960 to 54% in 1986. To some extent
income has hardly increased in this decade, and this change reflects changes that are an inevitable
many are disillusioned with the post-military politicai and desirable part of development. However, when
dispensation. Brazilians correly describe the crisis compared with other countries with similar life
as more than simply an economic crisis or even an expectancies, Brazil's mortality profile in the mid-
economic-cum-political crisis: It is a "moral crisis," 1980s was atypical in certain respects. Most
In which the very foundstions of social organization strikingly, the proportion of total deaths due to
are uncertain. injuries is much higher than would be expected,with

the escalating homicide rates of recent years
This study discusses some of the challenges for the accentuating this abnormality still further.
health sector that are the consequences of Brazil's
recent past. The discussion is based on two It is projected that in 30 years over 85% of Brazilians
principal premises. The first premise is that the will live in urban areas; the number of elderly will
stucture of the health sector, and the philosophy have doubled, with about 12% of the population
which guides its development, can be understood aged 65 or older, and cardiovascular diseases,
only in the context of broader political and cancers and injuries will account for over 74% of
economic developments within the society. Just as deaths.
the shape of the new society remains unclear to all,
so too, discussions of the structure for the health The AIDS epidemic introduces a major question
sector range from anachronistic yearnings for "the mark into the future of health in Brazil. Already
good old days" to idealistic proposals for a rapid Brazil has the third largest number of reported AIDS
transformation to a system in which high-quality cases in the world. Anthropologic and
services are provided to al according to their needs. epidemiologic data suggest that the epidemic is
In the health sector, as in the society at large "the likely to spread rapidly from the standard high-risk
old is dying and the new cannot be born; in this group - homosexuals - into the community at
interregnum there arises a great diversity of morbid large. The epidemiologic trends are ominous.
symptoms'(3). The second premise of this study is
tha, because of the rapidity and depth of the The Special Case of the Poor
chnges in recent decades, an historical
perspective is essential in defining current The standard theory of the demographic and
challenges and responses that might be epidemiologic transition suggests that two distinct
appropriate. epidemiological groups would be found in Brazil:

Non-communicable diseases, (such as
The Consequences for Health cardiovascular diseases, cc-'cers and injuries)

would afflict the rich, while infectious diseases
The economic changes of recent decades induced would remain the principal problem of the poor.
equally profound demographic and epidemiological This picture is simultaneously half-true and
changes. Internal migration was massive, with the misleading. It is half-true because the post-
proportion of the population living in urban areas transiton causes of death are, indeed, the major
increasing from one third to two thirds between health problem for the rich, and because the xpoor
1960 and 1980. Fertility fell rapidly: In 1965 the do continue to suffer heavily from the "old',
average woman expected to have about six children infectious diseases. For example, more than 10% of
in her lifetime; in 1985 she would expected to have infants bom in the Northeast still fail to reach their
just over three children. Deaths associated whh first birthday, a higher infant mortality rate than that
underdevelopment also fell precipiously. Infant in many African and Asian countries. The picture is
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misleading, however, because the rates of most of cura*ive services rose from 36% in 195 to 85% In
the new causes of death are higher among the poor the early 1980s. Spending on activities for
than among the middle class and the rich. preventing disease and promoting health among

adults is very low. About 70% of all public health
The poor, who now live primarity in urban slums spending in Brazil is spent on hospitals, a higher
rather than rural areas, are at higher risk from a proportion than in irdustrialized countries and a
variety of sources. In many instances, for example, much higher proportion that In other countries of
they live where pollution is highest, where protection similar per capita GDP. Spending is also heavDy
from vehicles is minimal, and where crime is high. concentrated in the better-developed regions of the
Arid tFey often work in the most dangerous country. The per capita availability of hospital beds
industries. Furthermore, individual risk factors are and outpatient fecilities in the South and Southeast
highest among the poor. In Porto Alegre, for is more than double the availability in other regions.
Instance, a recent assessment of risk factors for
cardiovascular diseases (smoking, alcohol Because of the importance of social securiy
consumption, hypertenson and obesity) found that contributions, public health financing in Brazi is
an uneducated adult was 5 times as likely as a vulnerable to swings in the economic cycle. In
secondary school graduate to be at high risk. years of recession, contributions decline wih wages

and formal sector employment, while the demands
The consequences are predictable. In Sao Paulo, for unemployment compensation rise. Combined
death rates due to traffic accidents and murder are, with slow economic growth, the net effect is that per
respectively, two and five times greater for industrial capita pubi!c sector spending on health has
and manual workers than for professionals. In Porto remained about constant in the 1980s.
Alegre, adult death rates are twice as high in poor
areas as in middle-class areas of the city. Even Financing difficulties and the democratic process
AIDS is becoming a disease oi the poor The have necessitated changes in the organization and
proporion of AIDS victims with a secondary school financing of health services in Brazil. The
education declined from 79%/h for the period 1982-85 culmination of years of bitter struggle is the
to 33% for the period 19851988. stipulation in the Constitution of 1988 that there be

just one publicly-financed heaith care system,
The Financing of Health Services bringing together the functions of the Ministry of

Health and INAMPS, and that much of the control of
Before 1968 public health services in Brazil were this system be decentralized to the state and local
financed primarily through the regular budgets of levels. This is the Unified and Decentralized Health
the federal, state and municipal govemments and System (the SUDS).
were administered by the federal Ministry of health,
and by the state and local health secretariats. The Why Action is Needed
financing and delivery of health services in Brazil
changed profbundly with the consolidation and The prognosis for the Brazilian health system is
extension of the social security system in 1968. In bad. In the coming decades, there will be explosive
the 1970s, s acial security financing of health care increases in the demand for services as the
(administered by the National Institute for Medical population ages and as the Constitution-enshrined
Assistance and Social Security, INAMPS, separate entitlement to publicly-financed treatment for all is
from and Independent of the Ministry of Health) implemented. The fancial impact of these
came to account for over half of all public hrialth changes will be great since the cost of treating the
spending, which increased an average of about new diseases is higher than the cost of treating the
15% per year. These huge increases in spending old diseases. For intance, the cost per
were used to erect a separate health system. This hospitalization for a cardiovascular incident is
system financed primarily personal and curative typically four times the cost of a hospitalization for
health services (as opposed to the Ministry of an intestinal or respiratory infection. Already
Health public health system). It concentrated cardiovascular diseases, stroke, cancers and
heaviy on paying the private sector for the provision injuries account for about 45% of the sick who are
of hospital-based treatment for those working in the admitted to hospital, and about 55% of the costs of
fonral sectors of the economy. The proportion of hospitalizing the sick. Whout explicit control,
public money in the health sector spent on personal
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spending on high-cost ambulatory services could The list of potenta interveons which would have
also escaae rapidly. a positive impact on health is very large. A key

public policy task is to decide which of these
As Fe population gets older and as different types inwerven shoudd be undertaken. This decision
of Illness predomine, heath care costs wl rise. should be based on an analysis of the costs and
We estimate that the cost of "staying in place" - benefts of different Interventions.
Poviding the cuTent quality of services to the
currently-erved proportion of the population - wfll There are several ways in which prevention of these
double by 2020. To address the priority health diseases can bestimulated:
needs - more spending on prevention, improving * health promotion activties undetaken by
the quality of services, and covering a larger govemment, communities and Individuals, such
proion of the popedation - will require much as the Ministry of Health's current anti-smoking
larger increases in health spending. campaign and ongoing union activity to improve

occupational health In Sao Paulo;
Wil this 'problem" be taken care of automatically by * health protection actions taken by agencies
growth in per capita income and consequent growth and indusres, such as the environmental
in health spending? The answer is "no". Those protection agency of Sao Paulo State (CETESB)
whose incomes will increase most will probably be program for improvement in air quality in
the beoter off. Lke other Brazilians, they will be Cubatao, and the improvement of pedestrian
living longer and suffering more from chroni and crossings In Rio de Janeiro;
degenerative diseases. They wil want their * preventive services delivered by health
increased spending on health to translate into provicers to individuals, such as the cervical
higher quality personal services for them, not into cancer sc, uening program in Campinas.
more effective prevention and better services to the
poor. 'nder the current system of public financing, In recent years there have been signifcant efforts by
and w.,1 the curent program incentives favoring the National Division of Chronic and Degenerative
personal curative care, they would probably get Dises of the Ministry of Health and some state
what they want Whout changes ina ancing and governments (notabty Sao Paulo and Rio Grande
program xenives, even large Increases in health do Sut) to initiate chronic disease prevention
spending coLuld leave the fundamental problems - programs. Although these efforts are important and
too few resources fbr prevention and inequiy - shouLd be strongly supported, they have been
untouched. limited In scope. Given the virtual equation of

"health" wih "the deiery of hdividual sevices" in
Put another way, as long as the driving force of the Brazil, these efforts have focussed primarily on
pubic healfth system remains response to providing preventive services through the health
expressed demand, the resut will be escalating delivery system. Reatiwely little attention has been
spendig on high-cost, hospital-based curative care given to health promotion and protection actiwties.
for those with more infuence. Improvements in
prevention and In meeting the needs of the poor From an examination of some interventions
requirethat major changes be made in the way In (successful and unsuccessful) in Brazil, from a
which the health sector is financed and public review of the experience in industrialized countries,
priorities are set, even wih substantiat growth in and from a consideration of the likely costs and
per capia Income. impacts of different interventions, some important

principles emerge for a preventive health programn
Improving Prevention: In a post-transition Brazil:

* Highest priority should be given to reducing
Experience In industrialized countries has shown risk in ways that do not depenrd on individual
unequivocalty that the poet-transtion health profile discretion (such as protecting pedestins more
cannot be dealt wih effectively by treatment alone, effecively from cars, imprving safety In the
no matter how sophisticated. Accordingly, a major workplace, and improving air qualityl; whence
health task in Bil (and industrialized societies) is the focus should be on populations, not
to devise effective schemes for prevention of these individuals;
new diseases. * Focus shoud primarily be on risk factors

(including smoking, poor diet, consumption of
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alcohol and drugs, and lack of exercise) not on the economic, social and environmental "debts"
medical condiion (such as hypertension); incured during the previous decades. Given the
whence lnterventins outside of the mdicalr magnitude, novelty and complexity of these
care system will often be most importan challenges, it appears that this process of
* Programs must specifically address the poor adjustment wi' - ue to be slow and fitful.
and must take explickit account of their situatior,
whence organizations that inciude the poor Many heaith professionals in Brazil believe that the
(such as unions and religious and community major problem acing the healfth sector is that "too
organizations) must be given a rajor role. litfe b spent on health." Brazil's overall and public

spending on healt (about 5% and 2.5% of GDP,
This perspective Implies major changes In respectively) are typioal for an eoonomy with Brazil's
government action. Public sector instituions r the level d GOP per capita. Because the overall level of
federal and state levels that deal with issues such as curent spending on health is similar to that of other
health promotion, occupational health, product countries with similar per capita incomes, and
safety, environmental protection, food and drug because Brzil faces a prolonged period of fiscal
safety, highway safety and criminal justice should austerity, it is unlikely that government will spend
be greatly strengtened. Consideration should be much more on health services in the medium-term.
given to the establishment of a federal instftution for
health promobon and disease prevention, whose The principal problem In the health sector in Brazil is
mandate would ba to: not, however, too little money, but rather the

3 set priorities for health promotion and disease inequitable, ineffective and inefficient application of
prvention activities wihn the health sector and the adequate resoures which are available. It is
in other relevant sectors (such as Industry, inequitable because too much public money is
transport and labor); spent on the well-off. it is ineffective because too
* establish norms and gidelines for heafth much is spent on *private goods (such as curative
promotion and disease prevention activities; care, which provide direct benefits to the users of
* work with and provide technical asance to such services) and too little is spent on "public
sate and municipal secretariats of health, as goods (such as information on healthy behavior
well as to relevant agecies in other sectors; and environmental protection, that provide benefits
* conduct applied research to assess the costs to society as a whole). There is a close connection
ad benefits of different prevention and between too much pubic spending on the well-off
promotion activities and to develop models for and too much public spending on private goods.
the ot-effecfive intiuion of d For this reason, making public spending more
prevention and health promo activn equitable would also make it more effective"n.

Finaily, public spending Is ineflicient in that, at
Unfortunately, it is probably not appropriate to virtually all levels, the management and human
extrapolate from the experience of IndustriaiLed resource systems are antiquated and unproductive.
countries in devising preventive progrm,
especially those designed to reach the poor. Is an intensive preventive package affordable?
Accordingly, government (federal, state and local) in Although precise information on costs in Brazil are
Brazil cannot deal wih this new reality succuly not available, it is estimated that an inhial 'core"
without developing fl6adble and innovatiw preventve program (which might include
institutions capable of collecting and analyzing data, campaigns to prevent smoking, alcohol and drug
initiating interventions based on these daha, abuse, traflic accidents and AIDS, and to promote
monitoring the bterventio and modifying them as exercise, and a national cervical cancer screening
a result d the findings. program) would require only about 3% of totaJ

public resources spent on health.
Improving Financing

As wth prevention, thee are no easy or short-term
Over the course of the next several decades, the soutions for healfth seri financng, and no
central challenges in formulating public pdoicy In amodels" to follow hat will assure succesc. No
Brazil wil inchude: decentralization and industrialized country has yet found a solution to the
democratizati; reduction of fiscal dekits primarily problem of financing the health needs of
by reducing government spe, iding; and addressing populations that, like Brazil's, are aging, have a high
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prevalence of chronic and degenerative diseases, medical cars b therefore lneviable, evenI
and feel entitled to the benefrs of sophisticated and privately financed systems. Demands on the
expensive medical care. health care system in Brazil will increase as a

result of demographic and epidemiologic
From the partially successful efforts of other changes, as access to publidy financed health
countries, and from Brazil's own modest successes services becomes universal and as high-
in recent years, t is apparent that a creative technclogy treatmert techniques become
response to financing health servbes In the next avaDable. It Is desirable that the criteria for
decades might indude: rationing be specifed explicitly, for implicit

* Decentralization and a transparent transfer rationing wll surely mean giving low priority to
system: Because the health system wil continue the needy.
to be subjected to exogenous forces beyond its * Using incent.ves and modem management
control, the system will need to become flexible techniques: Only In the last few years has any
so that Innovative and rapid adjustments can be attention been paid to the efficiency with which
made to changing external circumstacs. An public resources are used for health in Brazil. A
important component of such flexibility will be review of experience In industriaized countries,
the decentralization of much decision-making Latin America and Brazil suggests that Bril
authority, as envisaged it the Constitution. For has focussed too heavily on normative controls
decentralization to work, it is essential that the and experimented too little wih improving
federal-state and state-municipal transfers of efficiency trough incentives for providers and
health funds become more automatic and users. The required modernization of the
trnparem ft Is anticipated that the rules management of publicly financed health care in
governing such tarasfers wMI be included In the BrazP would indude: the definiton of more
complementary law currently being diacussed in creative and productive ways of working with the
the Congress. private sector. the development of capaciy to
* Resoure allocation, with prbrity for the poor assess and manage high-cost technology; and
The impact od public spending on health will be the development of modem human resource
increased If more is spent on cost-offecive and nbformation management systems. Some
health promotion and disease prevention useful work in this direction was started by
activies, and If mnore is spent on providing INAMPS in the mid-i18s and some of the
preventive and curative services to the poor. it states have recenly made signifcant preliminary
Is the poor who are most exposed to, and sufter steps towards modemizing the management of
nost fron the new health risks, and the poor the public health delivery system.

who are under-served.
X Mobilizing private resources: Given that
public resources for health are likely to remain
limited, and that prevention and care of the poor
should be given piot, it will be necessary to
mobilize the private resources of the middle-
class and the rich to supplement the public
resouces available for their care. It is likely that
modem, efficient private health maintenance
organizations will have an important role to play
in this process.
* RationInW Costs of medical procedures can
be so high that insurance Is a universal feature
of health care systems (public and private) In
developed countris to proteot hdividuals from
so-caled catasrophic costs. But once costs to
individuals of expensive procedures are
minimized, the individual demand for such
proced:.aes escalates and the bill for meeting
the sum of Indidual demands exceeds the
colletive w;ilingness to pay. Rationing of
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Part I:
THE HEALTH SECTOR IN CONTEXT:

New Economic, Political, Demographic
and Epidemiological Realities

Thi part of the study dsousses some of the agrture fel from 49% to 31%Mo. Beteen 1960
challenges conronting the Braziian health sector as and 1985, the proportion of adult women who were
a result of prolounch .nomic and poitca changes economically active incrsed from 17% to 3MMo .
In recent decades. The discussion is based on two
premises. The first is hat the structure of the health There was an also an Imporant poliical dimension
sector, and the phioophy that guies Is to these changes. The "mirade was directed by a
development can be understood ody in the oontext centralized mlary government Resoures and
of broader poitil and economic deveopment power were heavly concente In the executive
wifthin the society. The second premie is hat, branch of the Federal Govemment While frmal
because of the rapidity and depth od recent par.y politics were stfled during the years d mlitary
changes, an htrcal perspective is essenil In ule, the prooess of hIdustaiaon and
definig curent challenges and the appropite formalizalion of the work foce was accompanied by
responses. the development of new forms of workes'

organiatins. Independent *'i.de unions arose,
making obsolete the government-sponsored trade

THE ECONOMIC "MIRACLE' oswl3 * unions that had been set up in the 1930s. The two
largest trade unions, wih tes of millions X

Brazl's recend economic history is dided indo two members between them, became hndependent and
distinct phases: the miracle years" of the 1SS0s powerful political and social forces, especialy in
and 1970s and the economic stagnation of the Sao Paulo.
1980s. During the 1960s and 1970s, BrazD was one
of the fastest-owing economies in the world, wih The health consequences 101.tse
GDP Increasing fi-old during the period.
Between 1966 and 1960, inusil production rose The economic changes during the mirade years
at an average of 10% per annum. Simultaneously, induced equally profound demographic and
agrbulture's share of GOP declined from 19% to epidemriolo.al changes. The South anc.
11%ps04). Cofee acconted for 44% of Brazis Southeast experienced massive rural-to n
exports in 1965; two decades later, Industrial goods migration; between 1960 and 1980 the rurn
accounted for 67% of eorts population In the Southeast shrank by 33%.

Outmigration from the Northeast was also lge,
The benefts of this industrial growth were spread wih the proportion of the natiawl population In this
very unevenly, both by region and by Income dass. region declining from 32% In 1960 to 29% In 1980.
The South an ' Southeast Regins accounted for
about 75% of the new non-agrbultual jobs(los). When people moved, they faced a dfferent set or
And the richest 10% of the populabon captured social and economic circumstances and they
about 50% of GOP throughout the period(140. modified their behavior accordingly. In 1960, for

example, the average woman expected to have
The economic boom had profound implications for about 6 chidren in her lifetime; by 1980 this figure
who worked and where people worked. Between had fallen to 4.5 (and by 1985 to 3.5).
1965 and 1980, the share of the labor force in
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The industrlization and urbanization prCOSc effect on lwg cancer rates Is still not fuily
also changed the health risk that workers and their apparenuim.
families faced. In the 1960s, the typical worker lived
In a nural area, worked in agriclture and had little For the boter-off, the changes were less abrupt.
disposable income. The healfth of his family was and the new threats somewhat less acute. Alugh
poor because he could not afford to purchase they also lived In urban areas, they generly lived in
needed food and because they suffered from less polluted areas wih lower crime rates and better
endemic infactious and parasitc diseases. His traff control and they worked in less hazardous
children died of diarhea and respiratory infections. occupationsmwy). However, they, too, adopted
He and other adults suffered from Chagas' disease, behviors tnat put them at risk of cardiovascular
malaria, schistosomias - and leishmaniasis. diseases and cancer They exercised little, smoked

a lot and seldom controlled their diets.
The miracle changed the face of this Bril. Despite
the government's growth-before-socla-improve- Dui this period, there were gadiu
ment philosophy, deaths associated with improvements in the abysmally low levels of
underdevelopment fell sharply. Between 1960 and education. By 1973 26% of eligible chiidren were
1980, nfant mortality rates dropped by about 40%, enroled in secondary schools. Atough this
and death rates due to infectius and parasitc represented a substantal Improvement on the 16%
diseases declined by about 7%101n. These enroJled in 1985, this still left Brazlian levels of
Improvemants rnohstanding, the old problems secondary school attendance at about one half of
remained very serious in Brazil. For example, In the median for upper middle income countriues".
1980. the infant mortality rate (of 77 per 1,000) is
much higher than that of other middle-income The provision of health
countries in Latin Americarw. OirVICO MPMIaA*91,le1)

When a rnral family migrated to Sao Paulo, its In 1987 pre-existing social insurance funds were
stion changed totally. There were many social cornolidated into the National Institute of SocIa
and economic rewards, but there were also new Welfare (INPS). Participation was mandatory for all
threats. Husband and wife both entered the work formal sector workes The system was designed
force, operating dangerous machines in factories as a "pay-asyou-oW system, In which contributions
where they were also exposed to hazardous were to be used to pay for three major types of
chemicals. They had to take transport to work, and benerfs: retirement, disability and healfth services.
they and their families had to learn to coexist with
automobiles and other vehiles. They breathed Durwi the late 1980s and 1970s, as the economy
polluted air. Altough their Income increased, so, grew rapidly and as formal sector employment rose,
too, did health-threatening ways of spending this the social security budget expanded - at an
income. Television adverIsements encouraged average annual rate of 13% in the 19708Lan. It soon
them to snoke cigarettes and drink alcohol. The aounted for about 6% of GDP, and about 30% of
woman could purchase bith control pills at the local the total federal government budget2).
pharmacy. They lived in favella, where crime rates
were high. Between one quarter and one third of the social

seurity budget was used to finance health servies
The health effects of some of these new eats for contributors and their families(. The bulk of
were immediately apparent: Pedestians died in these resoures were used to purchase hospiw and
large numbers in traffic accidenrsW; murder rates ambuatoy are services from private contractors.
rose rapidlyr2; and the numbere injured in From 1977 onwards, the health component of the
industrial accidents increased sharplyuuon. social security system was administered by the
Cardiovascular disease rates, and more particully Naonal InsWte for Medical Assistance aid Social
stroke rates, in the cties of the Southeast were Security (iNAMPS).
among the highest in the world in the 1980s83. The
fill impact of scme of the other risks would take Wlth the rise of social security-unded health care,
longer to show up In health statistics: Cigarette federal planners considered "health" to be largely
consumption rose rapidly in the 1970sl2, but its taken care of. The Ministry of Health received only

a little over 1% of the total federal budget. and its
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pootial s oD GOP decllned(s). Thi meant firancg), the puI ctor ehose to allow
t expnditurs on pevenion and basic sevces physicians to hold both public ard pvate oba.
for the poor grew sloWy, while there was explosive This Introduced an obvbus onflt of tarest, sine
growthinl personal cWative serve for tose physiians cod, and did, use th public servie
employed in the mal sector. to rerui pais for their pia paccs. in

anothe Importn way INAMPS reflected the razil
Because It acoounted for at three quarters of all of the miracle yeaw With annual budget increases
federal health spendig, the socal security of 13%(21, it central bureaucratic c tn was to
adminbtration became a powerful force In the spend money and to account for expenditures, not
health sect. Its vision, ower, was consistwt to worry about effciency. INAMPS' own faciies
with s mandate, which was to provie personal were given geneous budgets and the contraed
services to formal sector workers. The network was paid on a fee-for4ervlce basis. This
management impeative was to pay bills, not to set gave rise to two istit cultures that today
heaM policy. constiute major impediment to reform: The public

sector had no inentive to try to do more wth less,
Slowly but surely, therefore, this meant that Uhealth" while private contactors had every incentiv to
became vrtualy s'Joymu wth the pmvision of boost income by pving m esry sevices or
perona curative serie As spending on "private even biing fior servics not performed.
goods (see Box) grew, so the proportion of public
healt resources spent on *public goods" (such as Just as there was Internal opposi to the overa
control of endemic dieases) fell. The proportion of development model, so too he were crkics who
total health spending devoted to preventton and senuously opposed the heavy reliance on
basic healfth erces declined fom 64% In 1965 to hospitals, the pratation of medical services, and
15% in 198Ot. the absence of criteria and conts, and who

correcty predicted the diso s which would arise
The health profile of formal sector workers was the from such a modeiPslt.
health profile of the new Brazl, with cardiovascular
diseases, stoke, cancers and Injuries acconting
fof the majority of hospial costs borne by INAMPS. THE DECADE OF ECONOMIC

STAGNATION
INAMPS' modus operandi was a direct reflection of
the poliical dimate of the miacde years. INAMPS
was (and is) a federal isttion, wih power At the end of the 19708, Brazil's economc situatiOn
centralized In a President and his bueuRcray. changed dramatically. The oil shock was a maJor
INAMPS did not consult wih the state and factor, as were expansionary domestic fical
municipal governmenus, and gave them no say In policies and -m peristence of high real Interest
what i did wilhin their jurisdictions. INAMPS was a rates. The economy of the 188Os came to be
"given th state an al health authrties had to dominated by rising Nation, high public fiscal
accommodate. derics and the need to service a arge external

debt The river of growth of the 19O60 and 19709
INAMPS delivered servs to contributors ftrough slowed to a trickle, with GNP per capita increasig
two prEipal mechanisms: INAMPS' own facilties by only 1% a yeartl5.
and prvately contracted suppliers of hospital and
ambduatory care services. With the additiona There were also deep polFical chanes in the 1g9s
assistance of large subsidies for the construction of that affected the health sector. The govewment
hospials, private contractors, the so-called passed out of direct militry control, and poldit
"contacted network4" came to play a domiat role participation broadened. State governments
in all aspects - hospitalizatins, complementary became more asseri as did the Congress, wih
tests, and outpatient services - of the health care broad segments of cil society, induding business,
system. professional and workeWs' organaions,

demanding a voice in policy formon
In the face of growig opporwnies for phy s in
the wprivate sector (somewhat of a misnomer,
given the dependency of this sector on public
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The Private and Public Benefits of Health Care(oeo

Goods and services provided by the health system %;an usefully be classifed with respect to who
receives the beneft of them. At one extreme are purely private goods, for which all benefds of use
are captured by the person who consumes the health service, and at the other extreme are purely
publir goods, for which all benerts are equally received by all members of socety. A heart by-pass
operation is a good example of a purely private health good. Improving air quality or providing
nortin on healthy behavior closely approximates a purely public health good. Many actua' heatth

services are of a mixed type; the consumer captures some purely private benefits, yet others also
benefit from that person's consumption of the service. For example, the person who is vaccinated
agairtst measles receives a private benefit of protection, but others benefn as well because they are
less likely to be exposed to the illness.

Consumers are almost always willing to pay directly for health services with largely private benefits.
But they are generally reluctant to pay directly for programs and services which benefit society or
communities as a whole. Consumers tend to wait and hope that others will provide the funds needed
for the adequate provision of the public type of service - the so-called tree rider problem. That is why
In most societies the health services with largely public benefis are funded by general revenues rather
than user charges. Only public involvement will provide sufficient public goods (and mixed goods with
a significant public benefit).

Health services wih mostly private benefits, for which there is therefore great willingness to pay, are
often equated with curative care while those wih mostly public benefits, for which there is little
willingness to pay, are equated wh preventive care. But the correspondence is not exact. For some
preventie care, such as screening for hypertension or cervical cancer, most benefits are captured by
the recipients of the service and their families. For some curative care, such as the treatment of a
sexually4ransmitted disease, there are public or social benefits to others as well as private benefis to
the patient

The health consequences some very polluted cities. On the other hand, there
was an explosive rise in homicides, and rates of

In broad terms, the health profile in the 1980s was lung cancer and breast cancer rose. And in 1982,
continuous with thb which had emerged in the the first AIDS cases were reported in Brazil.
1970s: Urbaniation, rapid fertiity declines and
(with some temporary exceptions) infant mortality The provision of health services
declines continued. In termns of the new diseases,
as shown in Chapter 11-4, the picture was mixed. The consequences of the recession for INAMPS
Society was learnig to live with some of the new were seriousol). Contributions to the social security
rsks: Deats from traffic accidents declined system dropped as wages fell and formal sector
signicantdy, as did death rates due to industrial employment declined, and the allocation to
Accidents. In the industrial cities of the South and INAMPS fell as greater demande were made for
Southeast, the high cardiovascular disease rates retirement benefits.
confinued the slow decine that began in the 1970s.
There were improvements in acute coronary care In 1980 30%/ of social security funds were spent by
and in some Important risk factors: Per capita INAMPS; in 1982 and 1983 the proportion was
cigarette consumption declined significantly, and below 23%(V3. Afthough INAMPS' allocaton has
notable improvements were made in air quality in increased appreciably in the past few years, there
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has been litlo real gwth in iAMPS' budg over of time beore the rfm become law and are
the course of the decadePe. Implemented.

There Is lite doubt that INAMPS would have had to An Importnt devwopment in the 1980s has been
undergo majr changes even if declining allocations the grwth d a the modem, autonomous private
had been the only threat to the nodus operandi health sector In BmzDcri5. This sector includes a
developed In the 19709. Concurrently however, the varity of health maitenance organi
system was confronted by two other threats. Fist, (HMOs), preferred prier orgnitions (PPOs),
In a democratic Brazil, it was no longer acceptable and heath insurance schemes. In substat part,
to have publicdy ficed health sernices for half of this sector has aisen because of the dedine in the
the population, and virtually nothing for the other qualiy of publicly financed servies during this
half. And second, it was no longer acceptable to period. Because the modem industril sector must
nave ali policy dicted at the federal level. Stae have a work force with low rates of ilness and
and local officials demanded more responsib0lity absenteeism, wokers in most of these industries
and control. For the critics of the health services are enrolled in an HMO or PPO. The payments are
system mounted during the years of milkary nrle, shared by the employer and the workefs (wtho
this was the moment in which to begin forging a contnue to pay their 'contributonsr to the socila
new system. secury system, but who use that system only for

those items not covered In the plan). It b estimated
In the mid-1980s, a forceful and articulate advocate that these plans provide servkes to about 20 millon
of these changes assumed the Presidency of people, primarily In the industiized Southeast
INAMPS and set about the difft task of reforming
the agency. The challenge was not only to prepare This sector is quite distnct from the so-ed
INAMPS for a new role in a unified and "private sectr of the INAMPS-contracted network.
decentralized system, but also to introduce controls The culture of the contracted network is parasiti,
that had betv neglected in the boom years. All of since it depends on INAMPS for its existence, is
these reforms were essential, and each represented riddled with conflicts of interest and has a vested
a threat to eAther or both the INAMPS bureaucrats interest in pmventing the modernization of the
and the privat. network that had flourished under public sector. The HMOs and PPOs, by contrast,
the old system. gt no public funds but compete strenuously on the

basis of cost and quality for a share of the market in
Between 1985 and 1988, resistance from these the industrial centers. Aflthough it has some serious
actions notwitsdng, major changes were made problems (discussed in more detail in Part l1l), tt
In INAMPS. A seies of measures, Includhg an end appears that this sector could be a major stimulus
to the fee-for-serve payment system and to, and posibly even a partner with, the public
implementation of more thorough audts, were heafth sector In Fe difficult years ahead.
undertaken to reduce the excsses of the
cornracted networkc And, through the SUDS
(Unified and Decentralized Heafth Systems) decree TOWARDS THE 1990s
of 1987, publicy financed health serices were
frmaly integrated at the state level, and all The Bmzf of 989i ssicy recognizable as the
Braziis granted access to these senvices. product of the "miracle decades. Braziians

correctly describe the cris as more Fan simply an
However, in tie heafth sector, as In the society at economic crisis or even an economio-cum-politic
large, 'the old is dying and the new cannot be born; crisis: It is a 'moral crisis", In which the very
in this inteffegnum there aries a great diversty of foundations of socia organizaton are uncertain.
morbid symptoms...' In the last few years tPese
modernzing reforms have stlled and, in cenain There Is litle doubt that the halcyon years of the
instances even rolled back. The decisive 'miracle' are gone forever and that the country wDi
ideologial battle was over the content of the health face practed economic and political difficulties in
chapter In the new Constitution, which the years to come. On the economic fnt,
unequivocally establishes a unified and macrooonomic imbalances and deficits in the
decentralized system. ft appears to be just a matter social securiy system are not sustainable and wil

necessitate cuts in public spending, which wIll
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inevitably cote to affet healf as well as otr The prognosis for health sorvices
sects This likely to be a fiul process, as fiscal
realites clash with the dream of expenditure The C;onstituti 1d#8c lays the gond rules
nured by fe proess of d and the that wIl gn fte dvlopmet of the pubic health
Constionf 1988. set h th comig decades. ft ndas a

uned publc hel sym to whih all w have
The framework for a democatic razil has been ld accs and corol of which Is to be largly
down in the new Constiuton of 1988, which decentralized to the stae and local lWes The
mandate th he legltue shr resposblity deWiled suctre of this systm and the
wih the executive branch In formlating nationa arrangements 1or fi it, wi be parituly,
policy. The Constution also givs state and local carified with the passage of te complementary
governments substantially increased responsiblity legislation on health (to be considered by Coness
and resources, and explicity rscognizes fte In late 1989). But th fundamental Imbalame
importance of non-governmental social between enrtitements and resoures wi only be
organitins, such as unons and communwty resolved In the budgetay process over the years.
organizatons. The cunt prognosis Is poor.

On the polical fon the prie for the year of It is cerain that much greater demands wi be
atophy durig miliary rule wI have to be paid. placed on the health system as the popultion ages,
Anachrnit political pts and behavior are still as the expeiWve chonic and degenative
t norm in Brazil; parties that respond to the diseases become still more prominent, and as all
relities of the new Brazi are sti incipet Brazlians gain access to fte public systL it is

equaly ctain tt public financial resouces wil be
The prognosis for health iape of meting these ring nesds, let aloned

financbn v heafth eveion and prootion
The denographic and epidemiologic trends aci It i argue in Part I t the most likely,
described esarier will continue through the coming although preventae, scenario is tt the vast
decades. In 30 years, more than 85% of Brazilians maorky of public resoucs wi be spent on
wOi live In urban areas; the number of elderly wIll ineffective, hilgCost curative medicne for the
have doubled and 12% of the population will be 65 prIviged dcasses. While there is no pacea, the
years or okder; and cardiovascular diseases, system could do much better if it modifies some
cancers and injuries wi account for about 74% of curently hegemonic proposals, and is wIig to be
deaths. innovative and fledble.

Prevention of the new causes of death is a complex
hrfowhrhNthere is no blueprL it is dear that A CAVEAT ON DATA
chnges are often slow, and th consequc of
such changes aro often apparent only after long Pts 11 and lIl of this report present detailed
delays. And yet there Is also clear evidence from epidemiolojlcai and finncial data on the heal
Brazil and elsewhere tha changes are posile, and sector in Brazil. As would be the case in a broad
that these can both impove health and, in the long anaJyss in any country, the precis data required
nH, reduce ths costs of illness to society. are not always avaibe. In the case of Brazil, it is
Accordingly, the major task for the Brazilian public appropriate to point out some of the particuaifies
health system in the coming decades will be to o, and limitations to, the avaable data.
develop effecdve ntituons and programs for
health promotion and d;sease prevention. Part Iof bFst, there are limitations in the type of
this report outlines priorities for sch acti and the epidemiologic data avaibe. As wi become
major philosophcal, instional and financia apparent in Part 11, by far the mos. complete and
dcnges that wi need to occur In the healfth sector. comprehensive data are on mortalq ( . Data on
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the prevalnc, and ncidene od fection, lness the fee-forswvce payment system, fte contacted
and diabity are far less saWactory. The hzard newhork by and gse no longer cares for many
of drwig conclusions ftrom morality data alone Is INAMPS patlens with complicated and sive
ilusted by consdering the relative Importance of conditions, referrw them instead to public
burns and motor vehile accidents In Sao Paulo. If hospiaLs An assessment of the rlative costs of a
mortality data alone are used, buns appear to be simplend cdeap eategy ofdmes (such
relately unimportn (equvalent to only about 10% as inesinal Ictions) and a complex and
of the number of death from trafic accidents). If, expensive catory (such as cancers) wing
howee, the concen is wih dbity, and is social DATAPREV data ondy would be totally misledg.
and financlal costs, then a dfRt pkture emerges. A finsi and by no means trivial limation b the
A svey of fe Institutionaltzed disabled In Sao diclty in get stingeenmp abuation o of
Paulo shows that the numbers itkutonlized for te antied DATAPREV inormatbn system.
bums is about equa to the number instutlorized
as a result of trafc accidents.

A seoond cause of concern is the wide variability In
the quality and quantity of data by region as Figure
1-1 showst. Wifth some mhior ex eptions, reliable
mortality dafa are si avaiable ony In the Souh
and Southeass ft Is these areas, too, th have the
longest and most detaed data series, and the most
merous and sophistced arelyses. Sao Paulo

is preminer, but Rio Grande do Su has also
been fertie gound for epidemlokgical enquiy.
White there are somne heartening excepions - such
as excellent work on the epidemiogy of cancr In
Fortaeza, Mnd on cardbvascular dia and
menta health In Salvador - this study will
necessaly draw very heavily on studies fom Sao
Paulo and Porto Alegre. For a studytat fouses on
chronic and degeneative dieases and diseases of
adults, it could be argued that tese indusri
eters are the leading edge, and that it is
precisey their exprWie that are most inaigfui
in tri to foresee national developments In the
decades ahead.

A third cause of concern is the paucity, type and
reliabity of data on health care fiancing. Most of
the financial data used In this study come from
DATAPREY, the accout system used by
INAMPS to pay the contacted networ The
DATAPREV data have many lImitatns. Fbls%,
DATAPREV was designed as an accounting
systm, not as a tool for health planning and
evaluation. For example, the DATAPREV system
does not contain any hbrnftion on who uses the
iNAMPS-financed servbes, and does not even
cogiect infrmtion on the diseases treated through
outpatint facilities, Second, the contracted network
represents only one part of the complex of health
providers In Brazil. Extrapolations fom the
DATAPREV data woudd be misleadin In many
cases. For example, with INAMPS' limition of
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Part II:
PREVENTION:

What are the problems and
what can be done?

SUMMARY

A review of rik factors and trends In major causes of adult death beween 1980 and 2020 shws8 t It is
lilkely that
* the proportion of all deaths due to cardivascular diseases, cancers and Injuries wfll rise from 54% to 74%;
* death rates due to cancers wil ase substantally due to recent heavy exposure to cigarette smoke and
envfronmenI poiutlon;
* death rates due to injuies wi corninue to ncrease, with rWing homicide rates a cr3tial factio
* death rates due to cardovasculdar dis will decline slowAy; and
i the gap between the health of the poor and the rest of society will widen.

The joint effect of demographic and epidemilogic trends will be a large tncrease in the cost of medial
treatmen By 20M, this effect alone (wthout allowing fbr an ncrease In the proportion of the population
served or the quantity and quality of care) wfll double the per capita costs of providing medbal treatmenL ibis
gloomy assessment, moreover, is based on the Implicit assumpfion that AIDS wil disappearl Every
indication. however, is that the AIDS epidemic in Brazil will be larger than in the industriaWized counties

Although these are problems for society at large, the risks for vtualy all these great public health threats are
concenD amongst the poor. This makes the already diffiut problem of prevention even more difficuLt
And It inplies the evolution of a dualistic society from a public hth point of view.

In such J .lvNlrmnmeit previon is a daunting task. The pfir,ry prevention task is a fundamental one:
construcWg a more equitable and just socety. In the heah sector, larg.cale programs for health
promotion and disease prevention need to be initiated, with efforts concentrated on cost-effective preventive
acvits. There is an importt role for community and workets' organizations In pushing for better tralfic and
worker safety and better evironmental conditons, and for government in providing supportive legislation and
resources. The health system has a role in working with others to motivate people, pertiuafy the poor, to
smoke less, eat better, excise more, and practice safer sex. There Is evidence from oter counties that
modernization of the crimial justice system (which includes a major role for prevention and for community
involvement) can have a sinificant impact on homicide and other crimes. Filly, the medial care system
has a role In improving the coverage and effectiveness of screening programs and In providing better quality
treament for the 5lk, both rich and poor.

Should a suocessful prevention package be Implemented, It is conceivable that In the year 2020, overall
skness and death rates woLdd be 15% lower than would othenNwise be the case, and that per capita medical
care costs would increase 75% over costs in 1980, rather than the 100% increase that is anticipated In the
absence of effective prevention.
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CHAPTER 11-1:

THE IMPORTANCE OF POST-TRANSMON HEALTH PROBLEMS

Table 11-1: The relative importance of different diseases (% to total)

Mortalty Estimated Years of Premature
Publicly Potentially Retire-
Financed Productive ments
Costs of Life Lost
Hospitalization Between Years
for Illness 1 and 65

SOUR:ee (96) (36) (14) (138)
Cardiovascular 33 29 13 28
RespIratory 10 1t 7 --

Mental 0 21 0 14
Injuries 12 6 19 -

cancers 11 20 10 --
Infectious & 10 4 4 5
parasitic

t4oN.o unlcabe dseaswes of adul and inues all deaths abutable to cardiovascular diseases,
already domine the healfth pte In Brazl. As cane:s and injuries wil rise from 54% to about
shown in Table Il-1. cbidatory dc_wses, cancers, 74%; and the proportion of all deaths in persons
mentl Illnesses and injuries account for about 55% under 15 years of age wil decde from 25% to
of all death; 42% of yeamn of potetily productive about 9% (Fure 11-).
life lost bwen te ages of i aid 65 yeas; 42% of
prnattr retireents-; and 75% of the publidy This pan of the study discusses:
financed cost d hosptaizatIon for ilness 9 a cost-benefit franework for assessing which

itventi should be given pioty (Chapter 11-2);
By conta, fectios and parasiic diseases 9 the major risk factos for the postrnston causes
account for only: 10% of all defts; 4% of years of of death (Chapter 114);
potently producfive life lost between the ages of 1 9 levels and trends in the major post-ransit
and 64 years; 5% of prematur retiremens; and 4% causes of death (Chapter 114);
of the publicly fiaed Coat of illness-related 9the likely stucture of morality In the next 30 yeas
hospitIaons. (Chapter 11-;

9 fe special probleir. of the poor (Chapter 114);
As the ep(demlogcal transition poeeds in Brwaz, 9 prev e acties which have been carried otA
the reve imnce of infectious and parasic In Brazi and elsewhere, the osts and Impacts of
disas wil contna to decline, as wil the rlative these activities, and the impications for sett
impoce of fhldhood death and diseas prities for preveon In Brazdi (Cawpter 117).
Between the yers 190 and 202D: the proportion of
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CHAPTER IM*t2

A FRAMEWORK FOR SEMlNG PRIORMES

By definition all preventive and cwative * many Interentions (such as imprpvemert In air
interventio result In improvements In health and qualy produce benefits oter than just health
are, therefore, "desirable'. However, all benefts;
inteentbns also cost money. Since prite and * there are large uncetities regarding Fe
public resources are limited, chic have to be eoormic valuation of health benefts, and
made. There are two principles which whuld be * many interventions (such as exercise) affect a
considered In making such choics First, prority number of health outcomes.
should be given to those intervents which
produce the greatest 'impact' per dollar spenL In part because of these diffulties, the emp,icba
And, second, private goods (for which all benerfts of literature on the coss and impacts of interventions
use are captued by the person who uses the for improvng the health of adults is primarily a
service) should usually be privately financed, with literature of the costs and effecvene of curative
public fancing used ordy for public goods. medical htVenti* . There is a smaller (but still

PVgncant) literature on the effectinss of
PRINCIPLE 1: GIVE PRIOR17Y TO seondary preventive actions (suh as sceing
COST-EFFECTIVE INTERVENTIONS programs). However, there are few analyses of the

costs and effects of primary preventive program
Assessing Impact: For lack of data, a definitve recent assessment of

the costs and Impacts of preventive progrms In the
The Impacts of healt programs can be meawred United Statew1w) was unable to assess the cost-
In several ways. In the past there have been limited effectiveness of preventive progms desgned to
efforts at estima economic benefits, but most change "life-stylet (smoking, diet, and exercise, for
analyses have estimated the demogaphic impacts example) and ondy able to ouine what sort of
(such as increases in life expectancy, years of life information would be needed.
saved, and deaths averted). A problem with these
demographic measures is that they inpliy A second dffulty in aesseng impacts arises
assume that Fte sole objective of a health because the effect d most preventive hivento
intervention is to reduce mortality. An important depends an a host of counry-specifi factors
recent development Is the concept of a 'quality rincluding the capacity of the Implementivj
adjusted-Ife-year" or QALY. By assigning utiity agencies and the behavioral response of those
values on a scale from 0 (dead) to I (eal, and potentily affected by the inrvention). There are
then combining thm utilty weights with data on lIe therefore large uncertainties h extrapolating from
years gained, analysts have been able to cakulate the experience of one country to another and, more
the QALYs resulting from varbus health care specffically, from the experience of Industialzed
interentonm. Diferent inteentions are then countries to the quite different circum In
compared on the basis of costtCALY. Brazl.

There are formidable analytic difficulties in
assessing the Impacts of health interventons. First,
even in the most sophistcated developed countries
such an exeris is problematic because:
* litte Is known about how different prevenwe
proams irdlunce p-sonal healt ptces; * There b a more substanti literature on the
* there are large unceres regarding the drect cost-effectvnm of interventions for Improvhi
and indirect pact of most healfth Interventi; child survilva().
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Assessing costs: Seond, oe e analyses have also
nstgated dages In specfc prevenve progms

There are formidable ooccepual and empirial For example, the frequency wih which women are
difficulties with Iasming costs, too. Consider, for advised to hwe pap snears has been inraed
example, an assessmen of te costs of an exercse from 1 year to 5 years on Fe basb of a cost-
program. A recent analysis has shown that an effetvess analysl1s1".
exercise proWam is probably cost-effective If the
opportui cst of time spent execising is relaively An analytic procedure In Brazil:
low, and not cost-effective f the opportunity cost d
time Is hths4. How should such time be valued, Given the universal limitation of cost-beneft and
and how should this chmge If the execise is costfective analyses, and the limited amonrt of
"enjoyableT ? data available on both costs and Impacts In Brazl, a

rigo, quantve procedue for setng priortes
In addtion, eve in developed countries there are is not possible. Nevertheless, te principle - that
emprical difficltes wth estimating costs. it is planners shouldd take both lIkely costs and effecs
genally necessary to piece together cost to accout - remains impotant. Accordingly, In
nforation from unrelated sources of infonrm Chapters 113 and 117 of this paper attenion Is paid to

the likely costs and effects of different health
In developing countries the task of esmating costs intventns In Bazil, the tentve Implions for
is considerably more dificul In Brazil, due to the policy, and the steps which need to be taken to
pervasive distortions In the ways In which health improve the quaity of data avaiable for assessing
servc-es are financed, the relationship between both costs and Impacts. Finaily, I is relevant to note
nominal *cOsts and the opportunity costs of that over the past few years there have been maor
resources used is often tenrous. In practice cost conceptual advances In cost-effectivess
estimates generally have to be derived from limited techiques In industfialized countres$4n, and there
and unnatonal data, or based on the Is xrently much interest In assessing the cost-
eeperIence of deveoped counties (in which the effectiveness of health prnotion and preventn
organizaton and iternal efficiency of the services activities. It is likely that In five years time a great
are usually quie distinct). deal more will be known In Industrialized countries

and, if the relevant data can be collected, In Brazil,
Cost-benefit and steffectiveness too.
analyses In Industrialized
countries: PRINCIPLE 2: USE PUBUC

RESOURCES TO FINANCE PUBUiC
In principle, cos-effectiveness analyses should GOODS
affect the ways In which resources are allocated:
* within specfc health pams (e.g. how often As described In Box 1-1, standard economic theory
should women have pap smears?); advocates the use of public resources for public
* Between dfferent types of health programs (e.g. goods (which are subject to exeralikies or
how much should be spent on coronary bypass excludability). Although some preventive health
opeations refive to hemodialysis or a a smoking activities (such as air pollution corol and the
campairg?); and provision of health inormatin) are classic public
costenefit analyses shodd affect the allocatbon of goods, the distincton between public and priste
resources between the heath sector and other goods Is not syoymou with the ditinct
secws of the economy. between preventive and curative care). Curative

care - such as treatment of semally-transmitted
In praci, there are only two levels at which the diseases - can sometimes be h part a pubic good.
uncertainty associated with the costne Conversely, the beneis of much preventive care
measures is suffciently small that actual polices that is admIntered to indMduals (such as
have been affected In a major way bv such screening for hypertension and cervial cance) are
calulaons. Fihst, by far the major applicatbn of largely captred by those who receive such care,
such andyses has been to assessing the relative and are thus primarily private goods. Under many
efficacy of specific medical procedures (which are health financing systems It might be appropriate to
prmarDy cuative, but sometimes preventi, toom). use publi funding to cover the costs of providing
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indMiduals wth information on the problem and
options for treatment, but have Individuals
themselves cover the actual costs of the reatmenL

How should this conceptual construct affect the
financing of preventive services in Brazil? As
discussed futher in Chapter 111-3, given the current
structure of health financing ir --azil, and given the
level of underinvestment in preve&.we services, as a
first step, public financing for vitually all cost-
effective preventive interventions is JustMied, at least
in the short term.
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CHAPTER 1I-:
MAJOR RISK FACTORS FOR ADULT ILL-HEALTH:

LEVELS AND TRENDS

Why do some adults suffer from these non- there are no comparably poftable subsite
communicable diseases while others do not? By cropqso. Tobacco Is also an Important source of
far the most imporant underlying risk factor for revenue to govermenL The tax on carettes in
adult Il-heal In Brazil Is the Inequiable economic Brazi Is among the highest in the world (75% of
and social system Povrty and low levels of sales price is tax), and represents about 12% of all
education emerge repeatedly as the most poweful tax revenues(s0o.
variables explaining why disease and death rates
are particlarly high for certain groups and Currety about 63% of adult Brazilian men and
individuals in Brazi. This chapter documents the about 33% of adult Baiian women smoke
specific ways In which this underlying factor Is cigarettes. The average male smoker smokes
transiated into proximate group and individual about 20 cigarettes a day, while the averge female
health rsks. Specfically, the levels and smoker smokes about 10 cigarees a dayt.
determinants of, and trends in, personl behaviors
(smokdng, diet, lack of exercise, use of drugs and As shown In igure ll-Z per capita cite
alcohol and sexa behavior) and in group risks consumption increased rapkly for decades uni the
(envorontal contamination and occupatal late 1970. Sinc t per capta consumption has
hazards) are sxamined. declined by about 20%.

Detailed national-level data on smoking habts in
HAZARDOUS PERSONAL Brazi are not avanable. A sies of praene
BEHAVIORS sumveys in South and Southeast Brazil (Figure 11-3),

however, Indicate thatm:
Smoking* * smoking prevalence was substaniy higher

for men than women In the 1970s;
Tobacco smokdng is & major cause of disease and * the prevalence for both sexes increased
death among adults toughout the worideo). among all age roups during the 1970;
Smoking has a diet causal role for cancer, * the prevence for women contued to
cardiular dsase and cwonic obstrctive lung hirease for all age groups In the 1980, vwile
disease and an idirect role in diabetes and iniury. rates for men declined.
It is esinated that cigarette smoking is direcwy
responsible for about one quarter of all adult deaft The relationship between cigtte smokn and
worldwide. income is complex Compisbons of both countries

and IndividuaseisPl show that higher income Is
Tobacco is an important crop in the Brazilian assoiated wkh:
economy. Brazil b the word's fifth largest tobacco * greater expenditure on cigarettes;
producer and the second largest exporter of * a higher per capita level of cigarette
tobacco leaf and tobacco manfctured products. consumption; but
Tobacco Is partbulary important to the econormy of * a lower prevalence d cigarette smoking.
the Southern Region: It accounts for about one-
quarter of all exports from Rio Grwande do Sul. Sarnta That Is, higher income generally means a reducton
Catarna and Parana (which produce three quarters in the number of people smoking, but an increase in
of Brazfl's tobacco products). For many farmers the number of cigarettes smoked and expenditure

on cigarettes.
* Background papers on smoking were prepared
by Achutim and Costa e Sivare
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In Brazi, a survey of household eapenditres In * adverting wDi icreasingly focus on women
Brazi tn the mid-1970su showed that for the poor and the young; and
and middle class, a 10% change In total Income * for decades to come (as suggested by Figure
was associated wth about a 10% change In 11-2) indiduals and society will suffer high
expervtures on cigarettes. For higher Income morbidity and mortality resudting from the recent
grups the demand for cigarettes was considerably high prevalence and heavy consumption of
ess ewastic. These results are broadly co rstert cigarettes.

with findings in Industriized countties.
What might the costs and effects of ar. intensive

With regard to prevalence, In Brazi as In other anti-smoking campaign In Brazil be? It has been
countries, better-educated (and higher Income) estimated that in developing countries the annual
individuals have responded mast to anti-smoking cost of a national anti-smoking campaign is
campaigns. Recent stdies in Brazil have shown between 0.005 and 0.025% of GNPil). In Brazi this
that the poor and le9 educated are more likely to would mean from $12 to $62 million dollars per
be cigarette smokerstis. year, or Just 0.2% to 1% of all spendbig on health.

The quantity of cigarettes smoked is also elastic Wha about "benefits? There are no relible
wih respect to prices. In industralzed countries, estimates of beneft In Brazil. In the United States it
in the long run the corsumption of cigarettes has has been estimated that cigarette consumption in
dropped by about 6% for each 10% increase In the 1987 would have been 80% higher without the
price of cigarets, with demand among young natonal anti-smoking campaign(tse,. And the
males being particuly sensitive to price changes. effects of smoking on health are dmmatic. It is
No data on the price elasticit of demand for estimated that 25% of smokers die from smoking,
cigarettes are available in Brazil, but it is widely with a premature loss of life of about 14 years for
believed that demand for cigaretes is highly price each smoking-Induced death(li).
eatic, especialy for younger people (whose
smnoking habit is apparently lees well-formed). This The costs of an antismoking campaign are small
assumption is Incorporated inlo the National Anti- and the benefits very large. For developing
Smoking Campaign (which recommends etll higher cowuies it is estimated that it costs between 2%
taxation of cigarettes as a means for reducing and 25% of GNP per capia per death averted, and
consumption)(ah. between 0.2% and 2% of GNP per capna per year of

life gained (or between 10 and 100 times less than
As In other countrs, cigarette consumption In the cost per year of life gained through use of cost-
Brazil is probably also responsive to antismking effective curative care)l'i.
information and propagandt2). Anti-smoking
campaigns in Brazil started In Rio Grande do Sul In In summary, although precise estimates of costs
1976. The national anti-smoking campaign and benefits are not feasible, i is clear that the
mounted by the Ministry of Health is widely potential benefits of a range of anti-smoking
regarded as effective and wel managed. Anecdotal measures (icluding increased taxation, legislation
evidence suggests that these campaigns have aimed at reducing advertising and prohibiing
begun to have an effect, at least among more smoking in public places, and nformation on the
educated groups. Broad trends - dedining hazards of smoking) are very large and the costs
cigarette consumption, declining snmking relatively small. Appropriately, an important
prevalence, particularly in the better-educated parts element of the Brazilian national anti-smoking
of the country and among better-educated campaign involves operational research to identify
individuals - support this perception. the costs and impacts of different anti-smoking

interventions.
it therefore would appear that:

* social and legal proscriptions on smoking wil Poor Diet and Lack of Exercise
Increase;
* prealence and consumption will decline In indusrlized countries in recent years, the focus
faster among more-educated individuals than of nutritional concem has shifted from what is not
among less-educated person; eaten (insufficient vitamins, for instance) to what is

eaten. It is now well documented that high levels of
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dhoed In the blood are a major cause of (versus 30% of the middle dass) wish to bos
corowy hem diasse and b Is gally believed wegL.
tt high vels d choleetWl I the blood may be
partily contold hrough reduced Iake of Finally, despie extensive evidee that heart
choes (thugh reduced consumpfion of attacks can be prevernted by exercise, ody 25% of
aniral fats and eggs, for example)ms%. It is also poor aduls exerse reuay. compared wih 47%
belived - but t vewy welt documned - that of middle-class adutsp1. A recent sudy In Poto
diets that are low I fiber and high in animal as Alegre sows Fat regular leisure-ime exercisi:
accounth fr up toone d of all cancers * Is more common among men (30%) than

women (18%);
Informaton on dietary habis in Brai is patchy and * just about as common in older (60-64 year
outdaed. The bst nati nutron survey was old) adults as in young (20-24 year od) adults;
conducted in the mkl-1970s At th time, the * is twice as comnon among women wih post-
average Brazlian diet appeared - from this secondrwy sch mmeducationthanaamong
perspective - to be healthy. The average level of llerate women.
animal-fat consumption was substatially lower, and
the average consumption of ceals about the What of the costs and benfits of inerveion
same, as that in Indusaied counorie). In the desgned to improve health though imprved diet
late 1970s, however, a survey of serum cholesterol and exece? Even in indusriaed countries,
levels in Poto Alegre fwnd signifcanty higher- there is no acceptable estimate of the cost of
than-recommended levels4a. inducing dietary changes, or the effect of such

cages on health. It is broadly accepted, howeer,
A maj0r problem i interpreting the dietary survey that the cost of providing infrmaon on the
data is the likeiihood that, ven the extreme pobabe beneficia effecs ofd ieay change
nequality d income In razil, to distriution about (reduced conmption of dwteol and sabtured

the ntonal average was broader in Brazl Fan In fats, and incrmased onsmption of fiber and fesh
most otw countries. fruits) Is low and the potential benefits subsat l.

In the 15 years shie the nurion survey, the diet of A recet sbudy has asessed the cost
most people has changed signilfcantly, but data of execise progams In the Urntd Stabte . The
documenting these chges are not avaiable. t is results depend on how time spent exercsing Is
generanly belWved that the diet of the middle class valued. In one analysis the time of those (35% In
has deteriraed substantially wih the advent of the US) who actively dislike exwecise the time was
"fast fOdS and canned foods, which have high valued at the average wage rate and the time of
levels of salt fats and carbis, and IfWe Aber("). those who liked exercint (5%) was sumed to
The diet of the poor has probably changed less, be zero (wih the enjoymernt value' assumed to

tnuing to be low in prote, vitamins and fiber. cancel out the oppormtily cost of the time
epended). Even when benefits were limited to

Brazilans' awareness of the Iportance of diet and improved cardiovascular health, this execise
of what conastit a healfthy diet and healthy body program was roughy as cos-effetive (10-70% of
weight is low. Only about 100,000 people are GNP per capita per quality-adJusted-life-year -
tested for cholesterol each year In Brazil (when QALY- saved) as rebavely cost-fectiv treatments
iternationa experience would suggest that (such as coronary bypass operatins for the left
cholestero leves shoud be monitored in about 10% main artery, with an approximate cost of 25%
of the population, or 13 million peoplels4e. GNPlcapita per QALY). In an alteave

assessment, in which it was assumed that
As wih oth health risics, the poor appear to be participation was limited to those who enjoy
worse off. A recent Pan American Healfth exerin, the Impact per unit cost was much
Organzation survey In Porto Aegre showed that higherstil.
about 15% of men and 24% of women are obese,
and hat obesity is pawticulariy common among Thb study suggests that exercse programs may
poorly eduaed worn4). A recent natonal often be a cost-efective health itrvetion. At the
swvey, however, ndices that orly 21% of the poor minimum, public campaigns aimed at stimulating

exercise cost liWte and appear to have considerable
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efect. Ihe feasibility and oost-effectlveness of There are nded indicatm, too, that alooholism
casing th supply of exercie facities (such as cotues a seous health problem in Brazil.

swmming pools and ogging tack) should be Alcoholic account for about 10-15% of all
assessed. The data fma the Poto Alegre study admissions to mnal hospitals in Brazil. And,
suggest that spcil attention should be paid to because alcoholism seriously afects work
encouaging lesaure-time exere amongs women peformance, there b demand amog progressive
In genea nd poor women in paricular. companies for alohol-trament profaesonals.

LAke alcoolism, ille drug use is both a wci and
Alcohol and Dirug Abuse* a hnalth problem In its ob right, Ir is associ

whh other health problems. In couties with a
Thwer are swious health risks associated wih the major drug problem, a substanti proponion of
consumption of alcohol. Acute effet Include taffic robberies and murders are dnrelated.
acidents (akcoh conumption is implicated In Widespread Intravenous drug us constiut a
40% of fat traffi ocideni in the US) and mabor public healfth problem, because sared
homicide, and dhonio effects inude ctosis, needles act as an effective trarnmiter of some
cancers (lver, mouth, tongue and esophagus) and pathges, includIng the hepaftis B and AiDS
coonary heart disas (for heavy drinkers). vuses.

As In many other areas, data o anlcoh By all accounts, intravens drug use In BazA Is
consumpton are inadequate. Data hm 100 very low and does not constitute a serious public
showed that the per capia cI on of lcol hea problem. The sian regading other
in Brazil was one tird of tnat in lndtralizd ds' (cncinpally over-thcutr drugs,
countries and one Wf that In Chle. Studies in other marijua a-id cocaine) Is more complex. In recent
counties have shown that the demnwd fbr alcoho is years, there hawe been a substantial number of
much more elastc than the demand for studies of drug use, principally among adolesnts
cigaretteelsoesi, both with respect to prie and and young adults in big CItIes44). Only four of these
hcome, and that these effects are pasIlrly studies - two in Sao Paulo, one In Sslvador and
strong for adolesoent and young adultswlla. Thus, one in Brasiia - can be considered acceptable from
the large per capita icease in income in the a methodological point of view. The findings of
1970s in Brazil, must have been accompanied by thesestudies are remarkably consistent
large increases In alcohol consumption. As with * tranquilizers are the most commordy used
cigarette consumption, it is also likely that alcohol drug;
consumption has dropped in Brazil in the I=eO& * marijuana is the illegal drug of choice, with
This effect has probably besn parcularly markced the prevalence of recent use abcut one half that
for adoescents and young aduls. of traquiizers;

* 2-4% of high school students, and 7-9% of
Three popuatS4 sludies, conducted in the universiy studenis reported ever using
1960s and 1970s, suggest that alcoholism I a mariwua,
serious problem in Braz ir. These studies showced * between 1% anci 3% of respondents had
that the prevalence of alcoholism among acults 'recently used marijuana, with the higher
ranges from 8% (Salvador) to 13% (Riberao Preto, prevalence In the population-based survey in
SP) among males, ani is around 1% for females. Salvacor; and
These rates are not dissimilar to the 1960 rates in * the, prevalence of cocaine use is about one
the United States (10% for men and 2% for women). fifth of the marijuan prevalence.
A recent study In Porto Alegre(4 found that 18% of
men and 2% of women drink aliohol every day, and These numbers indicate much lower drug use than
that uineducated men are three times more likely in industriaized countres. In the United Kingdom.
than men wfth post-secondary educaton to drink for instance, 17% of high school students report
daiy. using marijuana within the last month(1as), while in

the United States, 35% reported doing so in 1979
and 27% in 1982(si).

* This secton draws heavily on a paper provided for
this study by de Aimelda Fho and coleaguesLq.
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The of the for Brazilian studies, hver, concludqs that in Bazi biexuals are ntioning as
sweyed high schol and university studens. This an effective "bridge" for transmiting AIDS out of the
is a highly selective sample In Brazil ..nhere only 1 In c iassc highrisk groups to the community at
5 pesons atends high school. Neertheless, the iargemt'4,12M). Secoid, the team (and others) draw
fuidings snwgly suggest that, as of the mid-1980s, attenion t oter sexwa practices that contibute to
the drug-epidemic image propagated by the media the tansmission of AIDS in Brazil3'31l4.1i2).
is not accurate. (A review of well- and poorly
designed drug prevalence surveys In Brazi found a Surveys In 1985 and 1087 show that awareness of
much higher prevalence In the pooriy designed the dangers of certain seal behavios Is
surveys)(4. increasingec). In a 1987 survey, 20% of young

adults reported changing their sexuwa practices
As with nmWst oer preventive activities, there Is because of AIDS. Most Impressv i9 the large
viruly no directy-relevant data on the Costs and increase in reponrd use of condoms between 1988
effects In Brazi. There are, however, indirect and 1387: Condom use inaeased frmm 6% to 27%
Indications from Brazil, and data from induLriraiized among yon males and from 17% to 49% among
countries which suggest that the provision of homosexuals and bisexuals. There is also some
information on alcohol and drug abuse, and the evidence that the demand for the services of
pvision of alcohol and drug treatment programs, prostitues has dedinedw.
are cost-effective interventions.

What of the costs and benefts of AIDS prevention
The indirect evidence from Brazil is that In recent activities? There is lite information available on
years compan es have actively recruited substanti either the costs or impact of AIDS prevention
numbers of professionais qualified for treating activities, and no published estimates of the cost-
alcohol abuse among workers3). The direct effecvs of such programs. it is, however,
evidence is from studies in industrialized countries. believed that the Impact and benefits are great, and
In Obahoma In the United States it Is estimated that the costs relatively small.
alcohol treatment programs cost about $570 per
dint per year, and that the bmefits (in terms of
iceases In productivity, Improvements In health HAZARDS TO GROUPS OF PEOPLE
and reductions in automobile accidents, arress and
criina justice costs) amount to about $1,300 per
cient per yearti2o. Although it Is widely assumei Environmental contaminatlon*
that the benefs from information and education
campaigns regarding drug and alcohol abuse Durnthe period of intense dustriai n, it was
outweigh the (relatively small) costs, no precise offiial BrazDlian government policy to pay litle
estimates are available attention to environmental potecin. At the World

Environment Conerence In Sockholm in 1972 this
posifon was artiuaed deMiry Brazl woud

Hazardous Sexual Practices continue to industrialize withou concern for
envionment probiems, only after full economic

As discussed In more detaO In Chapter 11-4, AIDS and socia development was achieved would
represerns an omhous threat to public health in erwironmental prtection be undertaken.
Brazil. About 70% of AIDS cases In Brzi are
sexually ftransmittedcm. A recent stdy by a team The state of the environment in Brazi can be
including researchers from Rio de Janeiro, Sao described with some precsion only in selected
Paulo, Santa Catarina and Minas Gerais draws ars, and, even there, only for selected problems.
attention to two partiulariy hazardous aspects of Not surprisingly, most serious environmental
semxa behavior. First, they draw attention to "(the) analyses and protect!on programs have taken place
population of men who have regular interourse where the problems are most flagrant, and where
wih both men and women"m'). In 1986 the human and financial resources are most available.
proportion of AIDS patients classified as "bisexual" Per capita spending on environmental protection in
In Birazi was about 20%, about 10 times the
proportion typicaily seen in Europe and North A backgrrMnd paper on environmentahealth was
America11). The Brazilian AIDS research teama prepared by Noguieras.
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Sao Pauo i ree ftImes tt any othe stat. death due to resatory conditions were 80%
Three quarte of all hfnds spen in Brazil on highert orman Vt partiuar day, acoo.ln
envIonmentl protecton are spent In Sao Pauo. to a review of death reosWo.
The Sao Pauo State envomental protection
agency, CETESB, is by far the most sophitated Ther have bewn sevea ubsequent sadies In the
enviromenta Institution In Brazil. Sao Paulo area documrnt the advse effects d

air pollution an health. Cross sectona sdies hav
As noted in Part 1, the rapid Industl development shom that respitory morbidity amng 12 and 13
in Brazil since fe 1950m was heaviy concentted year dds fos th r skpolluo gradient h Sao
In fe stae of Sao Paulo and, more specifically, in Pauxloh'. The most autiat sty is a recent
the Sao PauloSantos area. By the mid-18OsF the longitdinala of the effect of the air
15 mDllon people, 2 million vehi¢les and 30,000 polluton control poram in h industrial ciy of
industries concenrated in the Greater Sao Pauto Cubatao (the most polluted city on eartlh, near the
metropolitan area (which does not include fte Sao Paulo po of Santos) on respiratory capacty o
Santos area) posed grave air, water and solid and childrert A illustad in Fge 11-5:
hazardous waste disposal problems. * there were marked Improvements in air

quality between 1981 and 1985; and
A complete description of these problems is beyond * there were marked reducton in moderate
the scope of this study. However, several and sevwe raspratory impaiment between
examples of the problem help to Dluste the 1983 and 19S.
severity of contamiaion and the effects on health.
(In Chapter Il-7 some successes in Imprving air Wiat of the rest d Brazl? Whil Sao Paulo
and water quality in the heaviy industrilized areas undoubtedly represents the argest and most
of the state of Sao Paulo wil be examined in more serious problem, it also is the oy state that has
detail.) developed a relavely effctive response. Utie

quaniative information b available from the rest of
AirPollutoon the courty. But there is no doubt that serious

problems already exiesUiu. For example, Rio de
Although it has improved significantly in the 1980s, Janeiro, with 10,000 industries, 8 milion people and
air quality remains poor in Sao Paulo. As shown in about a milMion vehices, faces many of the same
Figure 11-4, in 1981 air quality standards (Brazlian problems as Sao Paulo. In Rio Grande do Sui, the
standards are similar to US and WHO standards) second most indusrized state, the problems are
were not met, or only just met, for paricuates, similar. Even in the 'backward' Noritast there are
smoke and sulphLur dioxide, while the carbon sebrus air polkution problems, such as heavy
monoxide 8-hour standard was exceeded nearly sulphur and fluoride pollution from an aluminum
40% of the timet2e. In 1985, despite reanwrkabe pianti Sao Lulz, and high levels of sulphur dioxlde
improvent, air qualiy was stil poor. Anual in all the metopolitan areas, and especially in
average partiuae and smoke levels still exceeded Salvador and Recfie. Given the tally inadequate
stndards, and the carbon monoxide standard was capacity and resoures for environmental analysis
exceeded 20% 0f the time2a. and corl ouside of Sao Paulo (wh the partia

exception of FEEMA, the state eniomental
Air pollution can have a variety of adverse effects on protecion agency of Rio de Janeiro), air pollution
health. Overall poor air quaiity is associated with win undoubtedly get worse in most metropolitan
respiratory Impairment and lung cancer, while high areas of Brazil in the coming decades.
levels of carbon monoxide can aggrvate coroy
heart diseases, and high lead levels can norease there is considerably less inormation on industrial
hypertenrion. contamination of soil, food and water, not

necessarily because these are less serious
By the eariy 1970s, air pollution in the industrialized problems, but because they are piterally) less visible
areas of the state of Sao Paulo was so bad that than air polution.
acute air pollution was actualy kig peope. On
August 1, 1973, for intance, sulphur dikoxde and
partbcuate lWels were twie the (already high)
background levels Deaths among the elderly and
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Sold end hmid8mw~sdi sooseJ In the metoltan am o Sao Paulo, te siation
Is even betten In 1988 90% of houses had water

As is toh c In Indstaled countries, much ls connectin and 8% were connect to sewes.
is known of conuambia with haous bdura Awto suspected ta la and unsanitary
wastes. As was well lustratei by tte nuclea wase connections hav rested In conamiatio f water
tgedy In Goinia In 198, hazardo waste supplies In te perirl areas, and tha this has
usally are simply abandoed, dumped or contrbted to hras In water-bore glrdlasb
dichrged ifto sege system ven the diease In rect yeas, generally the Sao Paulo
rudimry re d ifmato about soucmS, State Watr and Sntation Authty (SABESP has
practices ad contaminatbon lees t clearest an cellent reod in delihen se drkg water.
idan of a proble t contaminant levds In

human bens. A recent sudy In Sao Paulo In industralzed areas safe drining water supply
showed that despite reguaions for the disposal od depens funamentally on protection d the source
highly toxio pychlaed biphenyt, PCBs df t water, since convenIti water reamet
(mostly frm dd electical systms) are simply processe are ondy paiy successful In removing
thrown iMno sewage or burwed, and th he rmany toxic organic and norgani chemicals.
prealence of a!evated levels of PCB In hnun fat In Partially because the wahed d the
Sao Paulo was twice ha In idustrializved -envw mental center of Brazil (he metplitan
courni1es(le. area of Sao Paulo) is, for the prsernt at last,

satorily protected from Industri polluion,
The dbposai of hazardous wastes In Cubatao is a there is relatively ie Wormation on fe presence
source of great concern A rdcent case mues of txic chemicas In the rivers of Brazil.
the problem. A new residenta area was leated on
a recaimed marh. After the appearace of a The few data avaiae suggest that there are areas
strange sin di amon chldren livg in the In which toxic contam of water supplies is a
rea, I was dbcovered that a multinational cmical serwos problem. Perhaps the most worriome case

company had megaly dumped hehIshne i tat of the Paraiba River, whih is the source d
he sand t was usWed for te ni. And drinking water for the eight mion people liV In

sdies have shown that proxmity to petrochmical the metropdoan area of Rio de Janelro(. Sdies
industies In Cubatao is ceted wth higher levels by the Rio Sta lEnvironmental Protection Agency
of spontaos abonioncoi. (FEEMA) have shown th heavy metals - cudIng

lead, cadmium and nickel - are present in
Problms of codamiation by toxic chemicals are ignifiarnt amounts Some sole may be drawn
not cnfined to Indust areas. There are seval from the fact at hese levels are onlyt 10% of fe
well-documnted cases of foodcotmintion by lvels In poluted European rivers (specifically the
pesticides In Sac Paulo. And a study in fe city d Rhine). However, unlike in industriaied countries,
Ribeao Preto In Sac Paukxole state showed that such hweavily conbaad riers are used directly
the milk of women not exposed to ocwpational for drinking water in BrazL.
hazards had levels of vwarbus picides (ncding
lindane, heptlor, DDT and DDE) at least 3 ftmes Similar distubing findings have been made in the
higher ftn tha considered -safe by te Woild sate of Sao Paulhis). SudiWs by CETES have
Health Organiao. shown that over 60% of fish In the Tiete and

Pacicaba Rirs in the Sao Paulo metropolitan
Water Pduton area have merury levels above the limits

cOnSidered sae (0.5 ppm), and that 80% of
Over the last 2 years, BrAi has made remarkable fishermen and teir families who live near tese
progress In hmoving water supply In urban areas, rivers have elevated merury levels. In southern
with the proportion of urban households havin an Sao PiAo, CETESS detected lead levels over 70
in-hous conncton Increasing from 50% In 1968 to times hir tn the allowed limt In the Ribeira de
83% In 1088. Prog In providing swrage has lguape River, which is an inporant source of
been slower, with the proporion raiowy drikig water in th area.
inreasing from 30% to 38% over the same period.

Although water pollution problems are
uquestinaby most serbus In urban areas, there
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are problems in rural areas, toom. In Mato Grosso Occupational hazards
do Sul, for example, large amounts of pesticides are
used in the growing of soya beans. The residues Just as litle attention was paid to the environmt,
from these pesticdes are transported (along with In the headlong race for industrialization there was
large quantities d topsoil) to the inland marsh, the litle concern for the new occupational rsks to which
"Pantanar, where they have become incorporated workers were subject.
into the food chain.

Even the formerly pristine Amazon Basin Is auffering
the effects of industrl pollutio Large-scale By the early 1970s, industrial Injuries were
extraion of iron, manganese, bauxte and many extraordiwry common: about 18% of industril
other minerals by national or multinational workers suffered hnjunes each year. The maJor
companies is taking place without waste disposal. causes of these injuries were machinery, transport,
And over the lst decade, the Amazon Basin gold and liftng and lowering materials. Almst half of
rush" has resulted in heavy mercury contamination reported injuries resulted In permanent
of river water"17n. Mercury levels among goidminers incapacityt't0).
themselves, and among Indians living in areas
affec'ed by goidmining, are already several times Compilng an accurate pkture of the evolution A
those of Brazilians living in urban areasFo1. occupational injury rates is diffcult Under-reporting

is a chronic phenomenon. Occupational health
In summary, then, from the rich data avaiable for professianals generally believe that only about one
Sao Paulo and the glimpses of reality from other third of all occupational injuries in Brazi are
parts of the country, it is evident that Brazlians face reported. Furthermore, the extent of under-
ominous environmental health threats. The one ray reporting has probably changed over time. A law
of hope is the experience of CETESB in Sao Pauto, passed in 1978 made employers pay fr ths frst 15
which shows that, wih commitment and resources, days of absence due to injury and resuited in further
ft is oossible to effect major environmental under-reporting of acute injuries. Because of this
improvements in Braz;i. change, it is difficult to compare pre-1976 and post-

1976 rates. Neverheless, a comparison of 1969-72
What of the costs and benefts of these rates with 1973-7 rates and 1981-84 rates (Figure
interventions? Taking just the example of air 11-6) suggests that there have been consistent and
pollution, in the early 1980s it was estimated that the signfcant reductons in occupational injuries in the
cost of improving air quality in metropolitan Saa formal industrial sectow 1o.

Paulo to meet existing standards was between $1
and $5 per year per capitirn. In 1987 total per Three main factors account for these improvements:
capita spending on environmental protection was legislation protecting workers health in
just US$0.43 in Brazil as a whole with the highest establishments wih more than 50 workers and
spending being US$1.46 per person in the state of enforcement of this legiation; the trahing of 15,000
Sao Paulo)(iosl. occupational safety and health personnel; and the

rise of independent trade unions that made worker
There are multiple benefits from Improving air safeW a central concrn in collective bargaining
qualty. In the early 1980s it was estimated that a agreementsaiom
reduction of 50% in industrial partculates alone in
Sao Paulo would reduce mortality rates by over Progress In reducing industrial injuries, however,
1%('4n. In addition, in Brazil as elsewhere, there is has not been uniform. The siation is much better
substantial, and increasing, awareness of the in the formal sector (which includes only about a
Importace of environmental quality, and half of the work force) and, more speoficaHly,
willingness to pay for the amenity benefits of among larger enterprises. In part this is because
improved environmental quality. the occupational safety legislation only covers

industries with more than 50 employees, and in part
because labor Is more organized and better able to

* A background paper on environmental health was
prepared by Noguieraslio).
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press hr worker safety in large formal sector Sana Rosa district of Rio Gande do Sul show
indusies. Injury rates in enteprise wifth less than alarming levels of toxic poioning, with about 20%

100 workers were almost four times the rate In of workers showing some effects. Not surprisingly,
enterprises wih more than 500 workers. The true ndiscrmnbate use of pesticides affects consumers
differences are probably even greater, since under- as well as worker. As dicussed eatlier, mothers'
reporting is even more serious in small milk in Riberao Preto In Sao Paulo has shown
enterprierm¶o unsafe levels of several important pesticides.

Even less reliable information is available on As dused further in Chapter 116-, mortaity rates
ocoupational Injuries in the agricul sector. The for virtaly al cause and at virtually all ages are
most recent ratbio survey of agriuur accidens higher for the poor and less educated and for blue
was in the mid-1970s, when rates were about 40% collar workers. While it Is not possible to isolate the
lower than industri accident rates. The rnajority of independent effects, it seems certain that exposure
the injuries were on sugar-cane piantatiros, where t to enironnmental hazards in the workplace plays a
In 4 workers suffered an accident each year. ft substantial role in these diffrences.
appears that since then there have been substantial
advances in the modem agricultural sector in the Fially, it should be noted that employers pay the
Southn and Southeastern Regions, but that there social securiy system about US$350 milion
has been little progress in most other pars of the annually (about 4% of the social securifty budget,
country. and over 10% of the budget for social security

financed health services) as insuane against
Altough there have been Improvements in certain occupational d'seasen so>. Viuatly all of this money
areas, the overali rate of occupational injuries in is spent for compensation, treatment and
Brazil is stil very high. The reported occupatinl rehabiditation of victims. Less than 1% is used
death rate In Bazil is five times the rate in (ftough FUNDACENTRO) to improve occupational
industriized countriesa. safety.

Emosto trm susces Rehabilitation services for disabled workers are run
primarily by the social security system, which

Workers in Brazil are at risk fom the cassical rehabilitates an average of about 3,500 disabled
occuptional hazards d exposure to asbestos and workers a ycar. (The Social Service of Industry
toxic chemicals in industry, construction and (SESI), funded by employers, runs three mrtem
transport, and to pesticides in agriculture, and and well-equipped rehabiitaton cenrers in Sao
appear to suffer from the conseiuences at rates at Paulo, but accounts for less than 10% of all
least as high as those common in industrilized rehabifitations) Although meeting only a very small
countries before the hntiation of industrial safety propotion of the likely total need, the quality of the
programsm.11o). To cite just a few examples, rehabilitation centers is good, with over 80% of
clinical examinations have shown that: rehabilitated workers returning to work 10).

* about 6% of coal miners in the soutrn state
of Santa Caarin sufferfrom black-ung disease As Is the case with many other intervetions, no
(a rate similar to that among coel miners In the reliable estimates were found of the cost-
Applachns In the US); effectfiven of the programs for promoting
* 16% of workers at an asbestos cement factory occupational health, in BrazD or elsewhere.
in Lene in the state of Sao Paulo were found to
have asbestosis (which causes lung scarring INTERACTIONS AMONGST RISKS*
and Incapacity and, eventually, lung cancer).

Sine there Is no systematic collection of data on
The quantity of toxic chemicals used in agriculture chron disease rks In Brazil, there is litte
hnreased five-fd betwen 1984 and 1978, and informon on the Interacdon of these risks. Other
another 25% by 1987 to reach 100,000 tons. By al
accounts, this increase has not been accompanied ' This secion draws heavily on background
by Imprvd prcedures for protecing workers and fmaion prwoided for this stdy by RF
consumers. An investigation by the Unhivey of Rotenberg of the Centers for Disease Control,
Campinas In Sao Paulo and a separate study In the Atlanta, Unked States.
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sourcest howve, hdighlgt the a o the
combkied effet a f riss Studies In the United
States hae deonre that an Individual with
three maor oary ris (smokng,
hypercholestreolemla and hypertension has a 10-
year risk d deveopi a coroary event that s over
eight times hhe"rt than th of a psn wih none of
the th ris and almos twe e ll that would
petain N thee were no iemetion.

Moreover, rs tend to be aggregated in partiud
Ihididuals. In the Unted States these riks are
aggregated almost twbie as oftn as would be
expected under the hypthsis of dependence.
One cneecd thio risk aggegaon Is that
there Is parar beneft from tagetng groups
who, because of a mtplicity of risks, are
palady vlnerable.

What are the Impicats for Braz? Fkst, Bra 
simultaneoul dealing with fte beavioral rsks of
te posttansition period and heavy bude of

and cocpational rikW In such
mstas, the mliplir ect suggests a

par-tiarly havy bunmen of chroni diease hI the
opulaonm Seoond, beause (as dsown In Chaptr

11, It is among the poor, particuay, at riks are
agegated, the hghest pririy shotdd be to tarWt
ir ti speciicaly to reduce the risks fced
bythe poor.
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CHAPTER 1M:

MAIJOR CAUSES OF DEATHS AMONG ADULTS:

LEVELS AND TRENDS

In recent decades there have been maor chages * throughout the ounty cancer ras are
I the causes of death In Brazl. As shown i Figure lighty lower than would be expected (except in

11-7, fe proportbn of deaths due to infectous and the Narh).
parasic diseases has falen stadily from 45% In In the secon tt follow, the levels, risk factors
1930 to about 11% In 1980, whle the poportins and trends for the major post-transitional causes of
due to cad ivascular dieases, cancers and injuries death In Brazil are examined In detail.
have risen steadly. Figure 118 shows, for each
region, fe probability that a person who faces Cardiovascular diseases*+
cuwren motalty rsks toughout his lfe, will die
from a cardivascar d , cancer and Injury. Lels

When the whole of life Is considered, the effct d Death rates fom cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are
cardovascular dases is dombnat For Brazi as a high In Brazl, as shown in a recent cormrparisonm
whole, 38% wl die of a cardiovascular dbease, with of (age-corrected) CYD rates for Sao Paulo with
the probabiliy ying from about 20% In the North those for 27 Industriald countries (Table U-2).
east to nearly 45% In the SouhasL
About 10% wDl die from cancer and Table 11-2: Cardiovascular death rates in Sao Paulo
about 5% *om injuries For to and 27 Industrialized countries
'productve adult ya (ages 1564),
the picture is somewhat dift Men Women
About 30% of those who die hI ths
age group - a crucial one from an $ (ut4f 5thhIghest 2ndhighesg
economic and social pont of viw - p e rate 40* igher 75% htgher
wIll die from cardiovascular diseases,
and about 15% each, from hjries SP rank (out of 28) 15th highest 11th highest
and cancers SP rate/median rate 15% lower 15% higher

An au e sudy mortlity I SP rank (out of 28) 5th highest 2nd highest
43 industrriaized and develoinw SP rate/median rate 110% higher 125% higher
countriesli Is) found that couties with
simiar lifee ncles have dmila Source: Lollo et ai (88)
cause-of-death structb In the
secions In thi chapter on the naor cases of
death, the role of the partiular cause of death In

razi is compared with the role that woulid be * Background papers on cardiovascular diseases
expeced for a coury like - In terns of life were prepared by Laurenti and Loilom and Sousa e
opexpoc - Brai This compson wil show that Sia13vs.

razil is unsual In the folowing respects: + The standard gth revision of the Internatbio
* cardiovascular deah rates are unaiy high Clssfation of DiseasesrilS) (lCD) is followed In
In the devwoped pat of the county Brazi. Thus cardiowvascular diseases refers to ICDs
* iny rates are much higher than the norm in 390488 ischemic heart dies or cornary
all region (except the Nortas; and disease to ICOs 410414, and cerebrovasctar

disease or stroke to ICOs 430438.
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This Is true for both coronary heart disease and Southeast, for instance) than would be predicted,
stroke (each of which accounts for about one third while In the poor areas (the North and Northeast),
of all CVD deaths In Brazil). The rates are the probability of dying from a cardovascular
particularly high for disease Is somewhat lower than would be expected.

* women due to all CVD causes; and
* stroke in both men and women. Risk Facos:

Are these relatonships surprising, gven the fact tat Why are CVD rates so high in Brazil? Prbably
per capita GDP in Brazil is lower than in most because of the relatively high levels of vibually all
indusrialzed countries? As wM be discussed in the classic risk factors for these diseases (smoking,
greater detal ki Chapter 11-6, it would be predicted, obesity, lack of exercise, poor diet and
on the basis of a multitiona comparison, that hypertension) and because of the existence of
overall cardibovascular death rates would be lwer In some special risks (Chagas' disease and excesswive
Brazi than in industrialized countries, but that use of oral contraceptives)a). As was pointed out
cerebrovascular death rates would be somewhat in Chapter 11-3:
higher. In fact, as shown above, overall CVD rates * the prevalence of smoking and the quantity of
are igher r Bmrazi than the typical industrialized cigarettes smoked, which rose sharply for
country, and stroke rates are more than twice as decades, are declining for the population as a
high. whole, but rising among young women;

* the quality of the diet of both the poor and the
The proponion of total deaths attributable to middle class seems to have deteriorated In
cardiovascudar diseases has risen steadDy over the recent decades and knowledge of the effects of
past 50 years1o2 (Figure 11-7). Currently, diet on health is limited;
cardiovascular diseases are by far the leading * leiswe-time exercise is becoming more
cause of death in Brazil, accounting fbr about 33% common among the middle dass;
of deaths in the courry as a whole and even higher * the levels of virtually all risk factors for CVD
proportis in the more developed South and are much higher among the poor.
Souwthast regions (Figure II-). In addition to
being the primay cause of death, Table 11-1 shows High blood pressure Is a particularly Imporant risk
that CVDs cost nore to treat than ay other disease factor fr cardiovascular diseases. Although
syndrome in BrazD and are the leading cause of consWidered a primary cause of mortality in only 2%
premture retment. of adult deaths in Sao Paulo, hypertension is an

associated cause of about 30% of deaths among
CVDs are not confined to the elderly. Indeed, CYVs adults. Studies in Rko de Janeiro, Rio Grande do
are by far the leading cause of death among the Sui and Sao Paulo show that the prevalence of high
woring age population Brazg. About 30% of blood pressure in adults is high (about 12%), with
thmse who wm die been ages 15 and 64 wil die rates increasing sharply with age (nm. From
from a CVD. Cardiovascular dieases account for national prevalience studies of those seekig
about 13% of years of potenially productive lifeW medical care, it appears that these high rates are
lost in Brazim). consistent thrgughout the counry.

How does the role of cardiovasclar diseases in What of the "special" CVD risk factors that affect
Brazil differ from that which would be expected on Baziians, namely, Chags' disease and the high
the basis of the experince of other counbies? In pralence of oral contraceptive use? Fk%st,
Brazil as a whole, as shown on Figure 11-10, a Chagas' disease is a parasitic disease that is
person facing current ae and caus-pcfc endemic in Brazl. The prevalence is high (about
nortality risks throughout his life has about a 38% 4% nationally)isi,, particularly among poor peopte
probabilty of dying from a cardiovascular disease. who have lived in rural areas. Longterm infection,
This probability can be compared with the pattern - which can cause disorders of the heart musces, is
as derived in the multinatkoal studymtea - for a probably an important underiying cause of the high
typical" couty with razi's overall life expectancy. CVD rates in Brazil.

In the more developed areas of the country (the
South, Southeast and Center-West), the actual rates The prevalence of oral contraceptive use in Brazil b
are signfcanly higher (abot 10% higher in the high because of llmited availability of alteratie
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famiy planning methods. About 38% of women Overall death rates due to cances are high in Brai.
who use some ace meftod use the ptll', In he ciies of Fte Souh and Southeast,
a level twice t ink the United Stats. standardized cancer moaity rates are similar to
Con dicalns, which indude hypetesion, those in North American and European countries,
obesity, smoking, age and leng of use, are while in the poorer cties of the Northeast, rates are
frequently either ignored by the physician or hiigwr fan Is typk for less-developed counties.
unknown to women who self-prescribe the pill. Nevenheless, as shown in Fge 11-1-1, the
'The high level of pill use is prbably party pobbty u dying from cancer Is somewhat lower
responsible for the fact ta sbtrke Is he leading thn would be expected given overall life
cause of death among women of childbearing expectcy in Brazil. This Is so partily for the
age(84). Northeast

Trends Ccrs are an importnt cause of death for the
dying in the economicaly productive years. Trhe

Longitudinal stdies in Rio Grande do Sui and Sao probability that someone dying between ages 15
Paulo show that agestandardized CVD death raes and 64 years of age wil die of cancer Is about 15%
have been faHing since 1970. In Sao PauLo, (Figur Il-8).
between 1970 and 1983, death rates for coroawy
attacks and sWkes drpped by 28% and 17% Cacers already account for 10% of ail deaths in
respecivelyns. The causes for these declines Brazil, wih the proportion substantilly higher in the
(which are similar to deciines expeienced in most moredeveloped regions (14% in the South, for
industriaized countrie) are not kniwn. More insance) that in the less-devoped regions (7% in
specifically, the reltive contributions of Improved the Northeast). Overall, for fose dying between
medical treatment and 'sponaeouse prention age 1 and 64. e-ncers aooount for about 10% of
(through changed life style) are not known. 'years of potential life lost' in razih14).

The trends in risk factors for CVDs are mixed, with The most important types of cancer deaths (see
some (speifily smoking and leisure-ime Figure 11-12) are lung, stomach and bre
exercise) showing a general improvement, while cancers(iow. The prealence of difr types of
others (such as hypertensin condr, diet, dabes cancers varies widely In dieen pars of the
and use of the pil) show few signs of improveme country. As Figures 11-13 and 11-14 illustrate, the
it seeme likely that over the next few decades, age- 'cancers of develpmen (such as lung, colon and
specfic rates will corniue to go down sgnifiantly breat cancers) predominate in the more-devoped
among the middle class, but that litte improvent pars of Brazil, wdile the 'cancers of
wil ooour amog the poor. The net effect Is underdevelopmnt' (SUch as cervia and stomach
expected to be a gradual decline in ag-cowected cancs) are most important in the poorer pa of
CVD death rates, the countryp).

Cancels* Altough not an impotant cause of death, skin
cancer Is the most common type of cancer in Brazil,

Leve accouning for about one quarter of anl cancers
identried. Despite high rates of exposure to

Canoer is not a specfc sickness, bu a pcm surnight, skin cancer rates in Brazil are much lower
common to a heteogeneous group of diseases, than In othr suexposed popations (such
with wide variaons in etiology and epidemidogy. as Los Angeles)1).
Accordingty, an ursnding of the ovel
dynamics of the syndrome 'cancer' requires Rskfacoms
attention not just to overall rates, but also to levels
and trends in thse cancer that are, or may Wlh regard to the cass risk bfactrs for cancers,
beoome, maJor caes of sickness and death. the situaon can be chda_ateid as folowspn:

* after rising sharply for decades, the
* Background paper on cancers were prevalence smokg and the quarntty of
prepared by Fasutein and coileaguesa ) and the cigaretes smoked are declining for the
Nation Cancer Control ProanoR. popuation as a whole;
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* whfle historIcally men have been more contracepties) all poin owrds nceases in
frequent and heaier smokers t women, fe can rates.
dfferences are rrowing, and more adolescent
gMs than boys are smokin, Ijuries8* +
* dietary rks for cancer (gh consumption of
fats and meat, low conuumption of vegetables Leoels
and fiber) were at moderte levels in the mid
1970s, bu apper to hae been Increasing snce Deaths due to inies (ncudg traf accidents,
among al soci casses; homii, drowning, ce idustrial aocidents,
* falling fertily - the number of chldren bomr to fls and burs) accou for abotA 13% of al deaths
the avrage Brazilan woman declined by 45% In Brazd. For each region of the country (exe
between 1S5 and 19585 - has meant an the Norheast), death rates due to inJury are much
inease in the aveage women's age when she hir - about 15% higher for arazl as a whole -
gves bth to her fit chid and consequendy an than would be predted on the basis of life
bicrease in the risk of breast cancerpa1; expctany (Figure 1-17).
* the prevalence of oral contraceptive use, and
ptularly self-Wprescribed use among the poor. Deaths due to injuris are pari y importa in
is high and insing, and constitutes a cancer the productive yearm of life, account for over 60%
risk. of mortality in the 1540 year age group in Brazi

Figure 11-18). injuries constte the eadhg cause
In addition, the intraons of these indvd! risk of years of potentally producti life lost between
factors with the cwrendy high levels of Ages 1 and 64, account for 19% of the total
envromental conminato In the workplace, In lost(ui.
fod and in the air and water is Ikcely to have serius
effects. Motor vehile accidents and homicides are the two

dominant causes of inJury deathL In 1983 they
ihnds accounted for about 31% and 2S%, respectively, of

all deaths due to inuy for which the cause of death
Although age.adjusted cancer ates have changed Is krnown ffigure 11-19).
litte over the last 50 years in Brazi (as shown in
Fgue 11-15), rats are going to iwease Over the years of the 'economic miracle, the
subsiWay In coming decades because: number of vehicles per capita in Brazi: ireased

* ftis has been the pattrn In industrialized 10% per year. Durtng the 190s per capta
countries, whe tstandardized cancer rates incrs have sl ben substantial (aveaging 3%
inreAsedoa by about 20% between 180 and per year). In 1987 there was about 1 vehicle per 10
1980; Brazlia
* the 'caners of deveopTme (such as lug
and bat cancer), which will inrease over As Figure 11-20 ow, the perid of
time, are already major causes of death, (see kautomobiizatlon coincded with rapid rises in
Fige 11-12), whle the 'cancers of trafi-related death rates In Sao Paulo, age-
underdevelpnt' (such as ceroval cancer), standardized trafc death rats more than doubled
which wll tend to decrease overtime, are during the 1960s. Since the early 1970s in Sao
relatively Isss iipormnt Paulo, and since the late 1970s In Brazi as a whole
* ats for lung caner (wich has 1een the there is evidence that Brazl has, to some degree,
pr cawcer of chae in industrialized leamed to live wil, the automoble'. Crude death
countries) have increased sharpy In recent
years in Brazil in gener and in the more * A background paper on injuries, or xtermal
dewoped parts of azi In ricar (Figure U- causes", was prepared by Jorge(7. This section
16); also draws heaviyon other papers by Jorgemm.
* these changes are obviusly (Fgure 11-2) + Included in this categoy are the ternatonal
rdated to heavy smoking in prior decades; C c of Dismsestwi caWoris E800-e9.
* changes in risk factors (especally smoking, This caWgory b sometmes refeed to as
but also detrating det exposure to pollution, 'acciderns and vioenced1rs and, In Bazl, as
reduced ferilty and csmption ofral 'exenal caesw of death.
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rates ffm trafc accident In 1987 are abot the importnt cause of death than trafic accidents In
same as 1980 rates. Sao Paudo; by 1984 60% more Paudistas were

murdered than died fom traff accidents (Figure II-
Motrcydlits constitue a special high-rik group. 23). And rates continue to soar. In eardy 1989, the
In Sao Paulo, accidenit rates lvwMn motorcyces murder rate in Rio de Janeiro - 528 wurders in the
are twie those for other vehiles Motorycle month of Aprl alone - was three times the 1983
deaths acoount for about 10% of al traff-related Ievel".
deats in Sao Paulot.

Finally, alfthough the quality of data on suicides is
Although the years of dramatic icreases appear to poor, suicide rates in Brazil are low (about 4 per
be over, death rates from traffi aocidents in Brazi 100,000 in Sao Paulo) and have falten overall in
remain very hgh. Although overall per capita death recent decadesue.
rates tend to be higher in higher-ncome countries,
the crude rate in Brazi (about 20 per 100,000 per How do Injury-related deaths in Brazil took when
year) is similar to that of the United States and much compared to the 'typical international pattern? As
higher per vehide and per mile driven. The shown in Figure 11-17, in Brazi as a whole, a person
composition of deaths In Brazil, however, is quite facing 1980 mortaity risks throughout his life has
different from that in inralized countries In about a 6% probabilty of dying from an injury. The
several important respecsf. probability that a prson wiil die from injury is

substantiaily higher (with the exception of the
FMs as is evdent from Figure 11-21, pedestrin Northeast) than would be predicted on the basis of
deaths conrste a far larger proportion of total interwnaonal experience.
traffi deaths in Bril (43%) than in the United
States (15%). A deaed compais of As is the case thoughout this stdy, exsting data
pedestrian deaths in urban Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) necessitates that the focus be on causes of
antd the urban United States (Balniore) in the early mortality. If and when better data on diability and
1970s showed that those who wee Iess capable of morbidity become availede, the relative importnce
dealing with traffic (children undier age 10, the of different threats to health is ikely to change. For
eldery, and the intodcated) acoounted for three of istance, there are 10 traffielated deaths for every
every four pedestrian deaths In Baltimo, bu only bum-relaed death In Sao Paulo, but a survey of the
one of four pedestrian deaths in Rio de Janeiro. institnally disabled showed that burns
The task for a pedesta in acosing the tet was accounted for as much long-term disability as trafc
much more diffiult In Rio than in Bamore. accidenat

As has happened in other couridres, as the degree Rbskfcls
of lmo ion increased in Brazil, so the proporion
of pedestras among road casualtie declined In Brazl i is young adults (Fire lI-I8) who are at
(frm about 70% in 1970 to about 50% In 1981). greatest risk of injury-ated deafs. More
During the decade of the 1970s, whIle ovea death specifiy, it is young adult males, whose injury-
rates In the major mebopolian areas dedined by relted death rates are 5 times those of young adult
about 20% (see Fiure 11-22), adult pedestrian death females. More specifically stitl (as discussed further
rates declined by about half for vituay all age In Chapter 11-6), it is poor young adult males who
groups. Adult pedestrian death rates in urban Brazil suf most from injuries.
nevertheless remain two to three times greater than
the rates in the urban United States. The profile of pedestians who are killed in the

United States is strikngly different from that of
Homicide mtes in Brazi are very hig14n). In 1984 pedestrians who are kiled in Bril. In the US it is
the country's crude homiide death rate was about prinarily pedestrians who are impaired by alcohol
twice that of the Unted States, about ten times that or age who die, in B it is primay sober adults
of Canada, and about twenty times that of who die. In short its much more dargerous to be
industriaized countries in Euope. Murder rates in a pedestrian In Brazil than in the United States, due
the metropolitan areas are partiwly high, with the to a combination of recldess drivin and lack of
rate in Sao Paulo being twice the nstonat average, adequate pedestrian crossings and other design
In the early 19800, murder became a more safeguardso. Although data are not availab!e,
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indirect evidence (such as ncreased trafic fatality As Is the case In major cities In the US, drug-reted
rates on weekends and In December) suggest that murders appear to be responsible, In part, for recent
alcohol consumption by drvers plays an imporlant dramatic icreases In homicide rates.
rote in trafic death in Brazl as t does for all
countries for which adequate data existe. In the Trends
US, for Instance, about half of fatally injured dres
have elevated blood alcohol levels. In recent decades, traffic death rates in Brazil first

increased dramatically, then decined somewhat,
There appear to be severa factr that partalWy and, in the 1980s appear to have patued at
explain high homicide rates: poverty, cultuWal relatively high levels (Figure 11-20). Over this
acceptance of violence, substance abuse, the period, the composition of deaths has changed,
availability of lethal Instuments, increasing wih pedestrin deafts decdining from over 70% to
competiton for control of the dng trade, and about 0% of all deather7w, a trenid that may be
inefectiveness of the criminal justice system. expected to continue as Brazi becomes more

motorized.
There is Str cross-sectional, and weak but
supportrve longitudinal, evidence of the importnce Murder rates in Brazil as a whole and In urban areas
of poverty as an underlying factor for homicide in In partcular, have inaeased dramaticaly In the
BrazL Homicide rates in Rio de Janeiro and Sao 1980s (Figure 11-23) from already high levels. By
Paulo are much higher among the poor than among about half of all deaths among young adult males in
tie middle dasstlazl4e. And the Homicide the city of Sao Paulo, were homicides, and In the
Department of the City of Sao Paulo reported a 40% subsequent 5 years rates have increased
drop In the murder rate during the (temporary) substantially.
prosperiy of the Cnrado Plan period (in 1986).

Anecdotal and Idirect evidence suggests that AIDS*
alcohol consumption is a factor In a substantil
prportion of homiides. Saturday and Sunday, the Levels
days of peak alcohol consumption, are also the
days when murders are moqt common. During the Since the first AIDS case was diagnosed In Brazil In
two days prior to the municipal elections of 1988, 198I over 5000 cases have been reported, the third
when the sale of alchol In bars was forbidden, largest number - after the US and France - In the
there was a marked decline in reported homicides world. In December 1988 an esTmad 60,000
In the State of Sao Paulo. Brazilans were biected with HIV, the virus that

auses AIDS. The AIDS iniddence rate increased
These underlying auses also lead to other form of from 0.05 per milon in 1982 to 14 per million in
vilence (such as domestic violence and the 1988. For Brazil as a whole, the cumulated number
abandonment of dchildren). Anecdotal evidence of AIDS cases per capita is about 2D% of the
suggests that these other manifestations of social number In the US. The rate in Sao Pato State is
pathology, also, are increasing rapidly in Brazil. about 5 times the national averager oo'.

As In the United States, a major proportion of As shown in Figure 11-24, cumulated rates per capita
homicides are committed with guns. In 1980 In Sao vary widely In Brazil. Although over three quarters
Pato City and the State of Rio de Janeiro, guns of all AIDS cases have occurred In the ckies of Sao
accounted for 72% and 90%, respevy, of those Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, the proportion from these
homicides in which the murder weapon was two cties dropped from 83% In 1984 to 49% in
reported. In the mid-1970, in Sao Paulo the 1988oo.
majority of murders were committed in the home.
Thrughout the 1860s and 1970s, however, the
proportin of murders in public pla increased;
by 1980 the proportion of murders In the home nad
dropped to 35% In Sao Paulo, while over 50% * A background note on AIDS was prepaed by
occurred In pubcplaceatm. Castghorm. This section also draws heavily on

papers by Castilho and collea_ustss
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FRbk fa1as AIDS cases In Brazil will be 6 to 15 times higher
than current levels31). Of even greater concen,

The Word Heafth Organization has described two however, Is the anthropologcal and epidemiological
major AIDS transmission paradigms. The fist is the evidence indicating that AIDS in Brazi woil not be
pattern seen in North America and Europe, where confined to a reaively small "high.rsk" group, but
transmission is primarily among homoss and is spreading, and will continue to spread, into te
itravenous drug uses, and where rtes are much gwnera population. The epidemiological trends are
higher among men than women. The second Is ominous.
seen in Africa, where transmission Is primarily
among heterosexuals and where rates among Diabetes*
women are simiar to rates among men.

Diabetes Is a predisposing factor to a large number
It appears that a new transmission paradigm, of chronic medical problems. Comparing the
representing a combination of these two patterns, is prevalence of serous health problems among
emerging in BraziH and several other Latin American diabetics with the prevalence In the general
countretm2), in part for the reasons discussed in populationP5:
Chapter 11-3. Studies in Brazri have shown that: * blindness and amputations in diabetic

e the propottor of AIDS patients classified as persons under 45 years of age are more than 20
"bisexuals" (about 20%) is about 10 times the times more common;
proportion typically seen in Europe and North * incapacity is 2 to 3 times higher;
Americat1l4); * hospitaliation rates are more than twice as
* the prevalence of the HIV virus in men who high and hospial stays longer,
define themselves as bisexual (28%) Is as nigh * life expectancy Is about 30% shorter.
as that ir homosexal mertw;
* between 1984 and 1988 the proportion of Levels
heterosexually transmitted cases has Increased
apidly (from 5%to 17%)mr; The prevalence of insultdependent diabetes is
* amnong heterosexually transmitted cases, the about 3.6 per 100,000 for youths In the interior of
maleffemale ratio decreased from 4:1 to 2:1 Sao Paulo, a figure that Is at the low end of the
between 1984 and 1988 m; and (fairly wide) spectrum for industrialized countriest).
* the prevalence of the virus in female
prostitutes who do not use drugs Is higher than A recent study of the prevalence of diabetes in
in the US, and as high as that in African adults in state capitals in Brazil shows levels that are
prostittes in early 1980s1a7. moderate by industrialized country standards, and

that range from 2.5% (in Fortaleza) to 7.6% (n Sao
In any settng, the criical question for the spread of Paulo)m. In Sao Paulo diabetes is diagnosed as
AIDS Is whether a 'bridge* exists between the the primary cause of death in 2% of deaths, and is
homosexual and drug-using communities (that are an associated cause in about 10% of all deaths.
at high risk throughout the world) and the
population at large. In Brazil intravenous drugs wil In Sao Paulo almost a half of adult diabetics are
probably not act as an efficient "bridge", since unaware of their condition. The disease would
addiction rates are reatvely low. However, iis now presumably be detected much later when the
apparent from both anthropologic2o.114) and likelihood of complicatons was greater.
epidemiologic(37.12o0 evidence that bisexual men in
Brazil are functioning as a "bridge' to the general Risk ctorsan tends
society, and that HIV transmission among
heterosexuals, inciuding women, will become In Brazil, as In other countries, the prevalence of
widespread. diabetes Is higher among the poor, the uneducated

and the elderly than among other grouptss.
Trends

Predicting the future of the AIDS epidemic in any
society is highly problemati. Simple extrapolations * A background paper on diabetes was prepared
suggest that in 3 years the cumutated number of by Frarnoo.
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The prevalence of diabees has been increasing COLD was rare in Brazi- at Fte tum ofe cenury,
both in industriadized and developing countries in both because lNe was shoi and because the
recent years, apparently largely as a result of prevawene of risk facos was relatively low.
increased survi"a of thwse with diabetes. The same Afthough rates have incred over time, no major
phenomenon is undoubtedly occurring in Brazil. changes are expected in the comhng decades. The

prealence of COLD appears to be stable among
In Sao iJauLo age-standardized mortality rates for men but inreas (due to recen smoking
diabetes Increased substantiaily between 1930 and increases) among women. On the one hand, rates
1960, and have been more or less stable since. would be expected to fall because the prevalence
Crude death rates due to diabetes are about 16 per and quanftiy of sming are likely to fall. On the
100,000 in Brazil. Diabetes accounted for over 2% other hand, crowding and exposure to outdoor and
of all deaths due to known causes in Brazil in indoor air poiluton are likely to deterioate,
188305). especially for the poor(12.

Chronic Obstructive Lung
Diseases*

Levels

Chronic obstructie lung diseases (COLD), the most
imporant of which are chronic bronchitis and
emphysema, account for about 1% of all deaths in
Brazil, and abott 1.5% of deaths in people over 50
years of age. These levels are much lwer than
those In some industrialized counties. (In the
United KIngdom, for Itwance, COLD accounts for
17% of deaths among men and 8% of deafts
among women.) COLD Is more prevalent in the
South and Southeast regions, with the highest
prevalence (about 5%) in Rio Grande do Sui(3.12m.

Risk factous

The major risk factors for COLD are tobacco
smoking, industbl air pollttion and Indoor air
pollution. In spite of the lack of official data, COLD
is believed to be more prevalent among the poor
because(12m):

* poor people smoke as much as rich people;
* poor people smoke cheap, and consequently
more toxic, brands of cigarettes;
O poor people smoke their cigarettes down to
the very end, and cigarette toxicity increases
exponentially as the incandescent tip
approaches the lip;
* poor people, are exposed to heavy passive
smoking and to airways infections due to
overcrowded living conditions.

Trends

* A background paper on COLD was prepared by
Rigaoi2el.
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CHAPTER 116:

PROJECTIONS: THE UlKELY STRUCTURE OF MORTALIY UNTIL 2020_:

W 1ha Is te ely evouin of Fte major post- Scwab 2: The effelts d dchwVt dsk awd
ransition caus of death over Fe ne 30 yea? dogagestuc
To address this question some simple but realistic
"projctIos (ilustrative scenaris" would Projecting Fe combined effecs changing age-
probaby be a more appropriate desciption) wr spfic, causerspecifi deah rates. and chaning
made to ase Fe weight of the domant new age composition b considerably more complicated,
diseases In mortality over the ned 30 years as for it requires age-specif projecti for partiular
follows: causes of death, as well as for *other" causes (and
* Age4corrected death rates due to cancers, therer total mortality rates). In developing such
cardiovascular diseases nd Injuies and *other scearis, the principal asumnptIorn ar.
causes" were calcudl from available nafiona For cardiovascular diseaes: As disued In
data frm 1940 to 180; Chapter 114, death rates due to cardivasclar
- The trends in these age-corrected rates were diseases in Brazil are high, but have been shown,
examined in conjuntion with qualiitve inomion both an Fe basis of nationa1 trends and detailed
on trends in exposure to risk factors, likely latency local studies, to be failing over the ast 20 years.
perods and trends in bidutlized countries, and However, because of the delayed effects of the
"projections were made for these agrected large iase in smokg in Brazi in rcent
rates over the next 30 years; decades, and because of the deleteri is effects of
- The total numbers of death due to ftese caues changes in d;et, it is assumed that this decline wMI
were estimated by applWg the age-specific rates to be very gradual (as shown In Figure 11-7) over Fe
the population stce projected for the next 30 nexd 30 years.
years; For cancers: As shown in Fge 11-27, age-
- The likely cw uion d these adjusted cancer mortality rates have stayed
causes of mortality over the next 30 years were relativeiy cosant over the past 40 years in Brazi.
assessed; and As shown In Figures 11-13 and 11-14, the "cancers of
* The increases in per capita medical treatmnnt wealth- (such as breast and lug cancers) are
costs as a result d the changes in the age subsily higherin the more developed par of
composiion and disease composiion were Brazil, whle the "cancers poverty" (such as
estimed. cervical and stomach cances) are substanially

higher in the less developed regions. Acoordingly,
Scenb 1: te dens of age suurer over the next 30 yeamn in rid the piture b likely to

be mixed, with standardized maWity rates from
The first sconar assesses the effects of age- some cances rbsn whie rates for other cancer,
stuctural dnges alone on the mortality profile d fall. By far the most Importnt factor leading to
the poputo Ag-specic moality rates for change in cancer rates wil be the delayed effect on
19808u8 are applied to the age stuctures lung cancer of the large increases in smoking
projected for 2000 and 20204ua. Figure 11-26 shows between 1950 and 1980. For the purooses of the
that as a result of these agstructural effects alone, Milustrative scenarios, it is assumed that lung cancer
the proportion of total mortaity due to cancers, rates in 1razil wil reach current US crude levels (of
inJuris and cardovascular disease wi rase about 30 deaths per 100,000 per year) by the year
from 34% n" 1980 to 5D% I n2000 and 65% in 2020. 2020. (it should be noted that these rates are

substanftaly lower than independern predictons for
Rio Grande do Sui fbr the year 20001los.) Mortality

'A piojection model was developed for this study rates for other types of cancer wDi change much
by Belbro(lee.
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more gradualy, and some will Increase whfe of death tge, the rate wM rse by about 49%
others de e. Fc simplicity Is assumed ta (FI 11431).
thee wll be no chanw fom 19O0 levels In the
andarized death te due to all othr cancers These increases will primarIly be attibutable to
Iniures: As shown on Figure 11,27, death ras due are ries the reatve po of cancer,
to injuries (other tn suide and homioide) especially lung and homidde Although age-
nased subsntialy bween 1940 and 1970 and spefic canfovbar diae ates are assumed

thn decirted somewhat betwen 1970 and 1980. to dedhe over the period, as shown In Figure lIso,
These trnds, again awe onsn with local teds due to changes In age stucre and reductions h
(discussed In Chapter 114). Homicides, however, other causes of death,e reate impane of
hve ieased sharply In the major cks In recent cardoascular dseases wil oninue to rise (from
yearssz7m. For the purposes of these Illustative 32% of al deaths In IS0 to 419 of all deafts In
prons it is assumed that In 2020 stardardized 2020).
mortaliy rtes for homicide in Brazil as a whole wM
be 50% hgwr thn the 1964 levels (which are stll Quesion 4: Ho w th osts o d nicl eatmen
substantially below the 1984 levels for the maJor dung?
cities) and that the level of monraly due to "oer Once again, i i necessary to nmke a series of
injurs (induding trafic accidents) wfll renwin at simplifying assumptions. Fst, i Is assumed that
twho1 levels. the number of cases of a partbular diease that
"Other causes of deth": Death rates due to causs hve to be treated b propoakiorn to the number
other than cancera, cardbascular dieases and dyng from that disease. And, second, it is
inuris have falien rapidly, due many to rapid assumed that the costs of teat a ptar
decines In hfecous and parsitic death rates. it is dboase remain constant on real terws) over the 40-
asumed that these declines wfi continue (Fiure Il- year period. Under these simplifin assumptionW,
28). the model suggests that due to the changs in age

composio and dbease composiion, the reai
To derive the -lustrative scens", these costs of medical care per Braiian will just about
standardized moalWy ratea are applied to the age double In the 40year period.
structure of the poation In the yewu 2000 and
2020. An obvious omission from these projecions is

AIDS. The omission is not intended to Imply that
Question 1: How wi tie nur nu of deatd per AIDS Is not likely to be a maJor cause of sickness,
cWpt hi fte population frm these cses change death and final demand In the decades to
overtime? come. On the cornt , as dicussed In Chapter II-
As a consequence d the changig age sbure 4, the trends are ominu and it is quite
ano the changig composiion d cause of death, concevabie that al other public health questions in
the crude death rates due to cicultory dieases, Brazi couLd become seondary when compared to
cances and Injuris wDI bncrease substanway the problem of AIDS. AIDS is omitted from these
beween 1980 and 202. As shwwn In Figure 11-2, projectins because d the imposiblity oi mking
rude death tes over this pe*d wil hnrease any plausible estimes of the role of the disease

140% fbr cancews; 71% for cardiovascular diseses, even In the medium-term future.
68% for njuries, and 84% for alg three causes.

Question 2: ow wlD the riave impor of
ths diseases dcge oertime?
Figr 11- shows hat the proportional mortlty
from cancers, cardiovascular dise and Iuries
has rien steadiy from 21% In 1940 to 54% In 1980,
and is likely to rise to 74% by the year 2020.

Queston 3: Now w tie number of deals per
wodn per do overtine?
The rates per worker wDi also crease, athough not
as rapidly as the crude rates. For t three wuses
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CHAPTER 114:

THE POOR SUFFER MORE: RISKS, SICKNESS AD DEATH

AMONG DIFFEREfN SOCIOECONOMIC GROUPS

Should the problens of adult health and chronic average Income levels of the oountrle"s and
disases be accorded prorty in a country where states wem used and death rates were adjused for
the disases of underdevelopment, as manifested In age sructure. In the case of the Brazil data, rates
infaint mrtality rates, are stili very high? Or, to put It were funher adjusted to take into account the
another way, why worry about the diseases of the proportion of "deaths due to unknown causes.
rich cf Sao Paulo instead of the diseases of the poor Then the adjusted death rates were regrssed
df the Northeast? aganst per capita income. For many causespecific

death rates there was no discemible reatiorship to
This chapter wDIl show how these (legitmate) per capita income. For some (Table 11-3) there was
concerns do not correspond to realky In Brazil. Not iher a decive or suggestive relationship to per
orny do the poor suffer dp r ly from 4he capita income level.
diseases of under-
developmet, they, not
the rich, also sufer Table 11-3:
diproonately from The direction and strength of relationship between mortality due to

eases ca njurdies certain causes of death & per capita income In Brazil & the Americas
and AIDS. STRENGTH OF RBA11ONSHhlP

Decsidve Sugestive
COMPAR!SONS . Lunv4- - LungcAn3$-44
BETWEEN - 4n .
COUNTRIES IN Richer - ratcaneallas
THE DEATH e 4 year. - 35-4:
AMERICAS Populations Tr deaths, per ca :
AND STATEf RATES _ Su --i- 
CAPrTAL Stomach cancer, all ages Mental disorders
CMES IN HIGHER Cervical cancer, all ages
BRAZIL Poorer CVD, 15-24 CVD, 25-34

IN: Chrnic obstructive
Populations lung disease

Macro analyses of the _Traffic death, per vehicle Ail Injuries
relationship bet veen
death rates due to
different dieaes and
the average ncome of populations were done for Such comparisons between populati can only
two samples: the firm used PAHO data for the be suggestive, and may mask importa dfferencs
couries of the Americas between 1981 and at the indivdual level. Is there any evidence of

1984; the second used Ministry of Heafth data simil differences at the inidual or communy
for the 19 lgest state capital cites of Bazi lev In Brazil?
19T5. In both cases, World Bank estimates of the
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COMPARISONS OF FAMILIES AND Class and Dlsease
NEIGHBORHOODS

There are few data avalable on Xt reatonship
The relationship between class and disease may be between dass and the icidence and preence of
assessed by examining how rsk, dease and death adult diseases in a.
vary by the proxies for class, namely, occupation,
income and education. A major exceptions a rect study of the eldeiy of

Sao Pauloo1u, in which it was found that the
Class and Risk prene d d ic dieas and, mm

pary, muiple chonic disees, Was
Several recent surveys show unequivocally that it Is substanially highe among the poor and the middle
the poor who are nmst exposed to the dassic, elass than among the rkh The same study
indidl, dron disease health risk examied the relaoship between both indidual

and neighboiftWd income and metal illness
In 197 and 980,, a study in the industrial city of among the elderiy, and showed that prevalence was
Volta Redonda (in the State of Rio de Janeiro) much higher amwngst poor individuals and
examined the relationship between education and indiiduas lin hI poor neghtoods.

. As shown in Figure Il1Z3 the
prevalence of high blood presswe among the more Inialy in Brazil, AIDS was a disease of the
educated was nuch lower than among the less privileged: between 1982 and 1985, 79% of those
educated. suffering frm AIDS had completed post-secondary

educatiom In the last tor yes the suation has
In 1987 a detailed assessment of the risk factors for changed dramatclly, howevr, with the prcentage
cardiovascular diseases was conducted in Porto cases among hihly educated persons bfling to
Alegre4. Among other things, it analyzed 33%P4. A recert survey of hihisk goups
relaftonship between education and risk. As can be showed that, whfle none (out of 87) upper- and
seen by Figure 11-33, the uneducated are at middle-class priutes were inJected with the AIDS
substmanaly greater risk from hypertensin, alcohol virus, 9% of poor prstiue were hifectedp? AIDS,
consumption, obesity, smoking and lack of like most oher dsease, is beooming a disease of
exercise. if an individual with three or more risk the poor in Brazil.
factors is defined as a *hIghl person, then 40%
of uneducated women, but ody 7% of women with Class and Mortality
pot-secondary education, are at high rik

Two recent, comnphensive studies have
A ecet national survey by the National Diion of investigated the rdationship between dass and
Chrnic and Degenerative Diaes of the Ministry miortaity in Brazil.
of Health assessed the relatonship of cass to
smokin, obesity and exercisebs?. The preaence The first was an _esm of mortaiky rtes by
of smoking was found to be similar in all income age and cause in rich and poor areas of Porto
and education groups. However, orny 21% of the AMegreio (Figure l-34). As expected, infant
poor (versus 36% of the middle class) wish to lose mora-itly rates were sharply higher in the poor
weiht, and only about 25% of poor adults (versus areas. The study shoNed, too, that death ratss
47% of the middle dass) exercise regudarly. were also a ntially higher among the poor at all

age groups studied (up to age 65). For example,
In addition to their high exposure to these overal death rates for men between the ages of 45
windivldualw risks, the F also generally more and 64 were 50% higher for the poor than the rich,
exposed to collect, .sks (environmental and death t due to cancers, cardiascular
cortamination and occupational hazards). diseases, respiaory diseases and injuries were all

higher for men living in poor neighborhoods.
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The second study Ivolved a dead review of
120,000 death cefhroates for adults 1544 who died
In the state of Sao Paulo beween 1980 and
1i82,.1si). The study showed (FIgure 1135) tlhat

eal mortay rates and, specifically, mortality
rates due to traff acoident and homkide were far
hWm for blue collar woksm than for professIals.

In summary, it i the poor in Brazil who face highr
rit from the posttransition tha to heafth, who
have the highest dbease rates, and who die at the
higtest rt frm these diseases. Stategis for
peveion (discussed In the neod chapter) must be
based on these facts.
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CHAPTER 17.7:

PREVENTON: WHAT HAS BEEN DONE AND WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?*

From omm perspective, Brazil is simply passing In considering any proposal for improving health, il
though the epidemiologIc and demographic Is also usehf to ask whether people wiil benem
tanstion, and is just facing the problems of chonic wihout maldng any pesonal behsviora changes,
and degenerative diseases that are part and parcel or whh tey will have to change their beavior.
of progess and increased viy in all And, If they must make changes, how can they be
iniustrialized countries. As shoudd be dear from induced to do so? Accordingly, there are at least
the analyses in the preceding chapters, however, four ways by which individuals may be protected:
Brazil also faces some unique and daunfing * Aomati Protom Wihout any dage in
chalenges. personal behavior, the risk of sickness and

dealh is reduced when air quarity is imprved,
Building a more equitable and just society is the when pedestrian crossings are installed, when
mos Importan of these chalenges. While this is safety coditions are Improved in a factory, and
indeed a task for the siety as a whole and not just when product safety is improved;
for the healfth sectr- it neveheless Is the core * Fbnl lduoemet Individuals may
healh challenge. This is because it isthe poor who decde to givo up smoking or consume less
are subjected to the greatest risks fro. vlly alH alcohol if the govemment taxes these producs
of the *diseases of the tures and also because more heavily, and people nay drive nore safly
some of the most pressing problems - such as the if surance rales depend on driving records;
singly high rates of pedesrian deaths, murder, * Lega Requirernw: lndiduals may be more
and deaths in the workplace - are manifestations of likely to use seatbells, to drive only when sober,
the moral crisis' isW. to wear a motocce helmet, and to refain from

smoking in public buildings if laws mandating
The enormity of this primaiy challengie does not such behavior are passed, if peraties are stff
mean that more concrete actions cannot or should and if the laws are enforced;
not be underlaken, nor that these cannnt be * nformatxon:ndduais may decide to stop
successful. Indeed, it is in pan throgh the more smoking, to dnge their diets and to exercise if
limited and spefci actions discussed below that they are provided with nformaion on the health
Brazlians can work towards a more equitable and benefits of such actions.
more healthy society.

Experience in industriaized conies indits that
As discussed in Chapter P-2, resources should be programs opeating through these diffrent
albocated to those preventive programs which are mechanisms have quite different effects on the
likely to have the reatest *bet (measured in middle class and the poor. In general, the poor
terms of years of lives saved, deats averted or respond relativly lWie to persuasion. it would
inreased qualityadjusted-Iffeyears, QALYs) per apperthat this b also true in Brazil. For example:
unit of oost And public resources sould be used * A rweern survey of anudes towards changing
prim y fr those proams (or componen of health betior shwed that the poor were fa
programs) which are primarly public goods. more fatalistc than the middle classP7);

* The prevalence of smoking appears to have
started to decline among the middle dass but
not among the poorciaS;

* Backgrnd papers on adult health were * Many middle-cl ndividuals have started to
prepared for this study by AchuttA, Duncan. Rulz exrcise reguly, but apparen0ly the poor have
and Schmidt re. and background papers on the nos4f; and
elderly by Mala_ and RamOSl21).
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* Poor psties do notty to potect public health problems, and because they show
themsev hom AIDS, despike a good that prgress b posie.
undertandnw of the danger ty fcW

In Brazi the spoo Is a very rge goup. In Isa?, A "succes": Pollution control In
49% of wrkers and 28% of amiies ened ies Sao Paulo and Cubataowo.znm
than 2 nimum salades (USS 200) per monthm
As outlined in Chapter 1l., a great duhllenge fr In the 1950s and 19gs, there were maive
healh In lrazil Is reducing the rsks and Ilmpvin icra In the concentratn of humans, vehcles
the healh of th poor. A undamental queston th and ndusrs n tho Sao Paulo City - Santos area.
must be asked of any prposal for health promotion As described In Chapter 1143, by the early 1970s the
and disease prevertion is: wta efct it wIll have on advese effect of the high levels of air pollution on
the poor. human health were becoming dear. The policy of

ndevelopnt first, environment latero was
In this contex, priorty must b gven t those obioy reaching is limits h Sao Paulo.
improvemfets - such as beter air qulity,
pedestin crossings. and worker saty - that will The year 1976 was a landmark, with the pmage of
improve the health of even the pa poor. It iB Sao Paulo State Law 997 estabihg
also dear that s u health pomotion acs envionmenta standards and the gaory
among the poor wil require Igenity, innovaton mechanism for pollution contrl. By the late 19708
and rmetai If the costs per unit of impact CETESB had adopted a dstrgy for Impving air
are not to be very high. A key to this innvation quality In the state. For the short- and medlum-
mst be hnolemet of organizatons of the owr, term, the srategy was to identify and to controi the

such as uins, and community and religious largest poiLution sources by enforcing emissin
associations, stndlards and by mandating use of the best

avaiable pcal technotogy by industrs and
Are there any exprience In Brazl that sugget that (although this is yet to be implented by new
such actin can be undern and can make a vehicles.
dfference? And are thore bailures from which
lessons can be learned? In Grea Sao Palo, the source hnventy showed

that indsies wero responsible for about 60% of
ulate emissim and (thugh power

PREVENTION IN BRAZiL SOME generation acttiebs) 75% of sudphur dioxide
SUCCESSES AND FAIWRES emissionB, whle vehiles were the primay

owntr to the high levels of carbon monaide
In ths secton, some 'suce public heaW (65% d the total) and ntws oxide (90%). In
progrwams are discussed: fe CETESB proam fbr Cubstao on the other hand, the contbuion of
improvin air quality in Sao Pato, hpovemet in vehiles was much smaller and idustrs
pedestrian safety In large cities; the succes d represented m of the problem.
unions, govement and moden compis in
reducig occupational nlrles; and the cervicl CETESB's cotro effots have been remarkaby
screeniw program In Sao Paulo. successful. As shown In Figure 11-36, there have

been large reductions In supur dbodde, carbon
The tile wsuccs may seem roic: Air qualiy In monoxide and nibts oxdde levels in mebo Sao
Sao Paudo b st frequently poor, occupatin Palo. The same figure also shows tat thse
deaths and pedestrian deafts are sval times cannot be accounted for by a dedhe in the numbr
those in duiaied countries; only 2% of aduit of vehiles or reduced industi activity. CETESB
women have had a Pap smear, and the about 60% data Ow r that nh 193 the levels of lead In
of men and 30% of wmen stil smokel The the air were over 70% lower than In 197 The
programs described below are not touted as intoduct of acohol as a vhile fe played a
successes beue ty have solved the significant role In reduxig lead emisins and

problems they address, but rather because they carbon monod eves (alcohol engines produce
show how peope, cmmn and gvrmen 30% less carbon monxdde than gasolh enns).
can be boght togher to address very diiult Hower, by 198 only 35% of te light vdcle fleet
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was powered by alcohol enginesb so thi evidenly taied specaized courses coordiated by the
was not the only or even the princpa factor. The Ministry of Labors Foundation of Occupatioa
subsntial kmprvemts were primay a resut d Safety and Healhh (Fundaceto). Over 15,000
-ta effeness of the CETESS pWam In safety pfes have been twained in this way.

reducingemIssins. Thr, In 1978 legIstion to prevent occupatonal
injuries and dises was passed, although it, too,

In Cubalo, an indusi ciy near the port of applied only to ims wih more fan 50 workers
Sat, fe resulb were even more impressive. As Fourth and probably most Important, independent
shown in Figure 137, partclae sandards we wade unon were organizd in the 1970s. The two
corsistenty exceeded by 2% or more in hFe early major confederation of unions, wih millions of
1980s but by 1987 ambint levels were more than members, are parcularly well organized in Sao
90% below the standard levels. Paulo. S cdauses regarding worker safety are

now inluded in collecive agreements, and the
At the same time, dischag of inusra opation of te SESMTs is closely monitored by
wastewater effluents in metropolitan Sao Paulo wer the unions.
also being reduced substantiy. In the eady 1960s
SABESP introduced an industiali effluet tariff, wih Despite tese Improvements, death rates due to
industries paying acoording to the volume and occupatinl injuries are stll about 5 times higher in
biologicai and chemical quality (as measured by Brazil tan in Nor America and Western Europe.
biochmica oxygn derand (BOD) and and there is stai no occupational safety and health
suspended solids (SS) conetan) of the program for about two thirds d the work foe.
wastwater produced. The effects were dramatic, Neve ess, some progress has been nw de and
wih reductions in volume, BOD and SS of over 40% considerably more progress is possibie in industry
in u two yearsm. and agriuture by strenghening the 3 primary

elements - legisWion, enfrcement and union
These examples do not imply tht Sao Paulo's very pres - responsible for the improvemerns
seious pollution problems are solved". Rather, achieved so far.
they indicate that wth commitment of resources and
personnel, it b possible to effect maJor
improvements in Irazil's seemiy irctabe A "success": Cervical cancer
uban environmental proemsL control In the city of Campinas and

the state of Rlo Grande do
SUlbss,url7.

A "successW: Occupational safety In
Sao Paulomlov.1o In fte te 1960s, an experimental ceial

Mol Progam was inited by the Universi of
Despite e fat tha occupational Injury ras in Campinas Pap smers were taken from women
l3rBzl wre stM very gh, ther have been ubst attnding municipa health centers and analyzed at
imprem s in indusr saft since the eadly the University Hospitl Those testing positive were
1970. Prrs has been mst Impressive in the referredto the Unsy Hospita for reatment
modem, formal and large.ecale indust sector.

The prgm has grown continuously, with the
There are several reasons for these improvementL number of pap smears increasing from 450 in 1968
Fst, the very high injury rates in the early years of tO over 8,0a0 in 1985. The results of the progrm
the wmlaceu were probably In part due to the fact have been Impressive. As shown in Fire 11-38, the
that most workers had no previous industria initly high level of serous cancers (Stage II or
experience. Even If nothing ese happnd, injury higher) was substntly reduced (fom over 80S of
rates would probably have dedined as workers all cevical cancers to less than 30%). The primary
learned to work In this new envSonment Second, benefs of such a program are longer and healtier
since 1974 every establishment employg 50 or lives for women. But there are also subs
more people has ben. obliged to have a bavings in thecosts of treating cervcal cancer. In
Specialized Sewve of Occupational Safey and Camplnas it cost 9 times more to treat cervical
Health (SESMW) composed d ocupational hith ccer at an advanced stage than at an earlystage.
physicia, nuses, and safety engieers who are
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There are some cdear essons from the Campinas boosted in 1984 by the initiation of the PAHO anti-
experience. The lmiting factor was not the capacity smoking program. In 1985 the Ministry of Healfth
of the laboratory, but the organization and capacity appointed a group of scieniss, government oficials
of the outreach system. Even by 1985, despite and public representatives to develop a national
considerable Investments of resoures and training, program to control smoking. Wch stimulatin and
the cervical cancer program was operating support from the national level, a large number d
aisfctoriy in only 15 of 48 heafth posts in Ioca anti-smoking programs have been launched in

Campinas. In the words of the program staff, this recent years.
program is a "very modest' beginning.

This campaign is generally considered to be weii
From the experience of cervical cancer programs in conceiveci, well managed and innovative, but the
other countries, a problem with the Campinas effects on smoking patterns are not known.
program (and the state and natinl programs that Awareness of the dangers of cigarette smoking is,
draw heaviy on the Campinas experiment) is itS however, quite high. A recent natinal survey
heavy reliance on existing medical care sites. As a showed that 58% of adults considered smoking to
result a subsential porfion of the population may be be the most important risk factor for cardiovascular
missed, especially those at higher risk. it would disease, and tha 22% considered it to be the
appear that a concerted effort to deal with cerAcal secondi most important cause.
cancer may not be successful if it is focussed
uniquely, or even primarily, in the currn health As shown in Figure l-2, the prevalence of smoking
care system. A major outeach effort wil be has declined considerably in Brazil in the 1980s.
required. Although the necessary longitudinal data are nrot

available, it appears that declines have occurred In
In this lighl another modest, but equaliy interesting, all socieconomic groups, altfough for dfferent
experience is the involvement of a non- reasons For the poor k has probably been a matter
governmental organiation - the Women's League of income, whUle the antismnoking campains have
for the Combat of Cmcer - In outnreach efforts in Rio probably also had an effect, along with Income, on
Grande do Sud. A joint program iwovig the State the middle clas.
Secrarlats of Heahth and Education, the Industrial
Socil Sevbe (SESI), and the League has hivved As with all other preventive acties In BrazD, the
outreach to schools, factories and communities, and great challenge for the anti-smoking campaign is to
has made moble dinis avalable for Pap smeas. devise inovative ways to affect the smoking habits

of the poor. In additon, because smoking is
These posWve experiences provide some Insights icreasingly common among young women,
ino how to address he cervical cancer problem in programs must specifically address women.
Brazil. Unti receny, howsve, nafton effo have
been dismal. In 1983 ody 7% of primary health
centers offered cvical cancer scrig, and fewer A failure to date: The hypertension
than 2% of Brazilan women had ever had pap control program^K13i1W
smears. More recenty, there have been
Improvements in some states and the iniiation of a Most hDflures of prevention in Brazl are falures of
national effort as part of the National Campaign omission. The control of hypertension, however, is
Againt Cancer. one area where some efforts have been nade, but

with ittle success.

A "success": The national anti- Hypertension conrl programs have been hiniated
smoklng campalgnpism In several states (including Minas Geras, Rio de

Janeiro and Ceara), and the Foundation for Public
The frst antmoking campaign hI Brazi started In Health Services (FSESP), which operates primariy
1976 in Poto Alegre, through the Initiative of locaJ in less-developed regions, has started hypertension
medical leaders wih the support of local heat and control programs h half of Its medical care units.
education authtes. In 197 the Braziian Medical The performance of these prgrams is generally
Assoction adopted the pgam and gave it a very poor. Two survs in Porto Alegre (one in the
rnional dimenswon. These effort were further late 1970s, one in the late 19809) show tt there
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have been few improvwnents: igoance of the setings. Neve ess, there are reasons far
condition, abandonment of treatment and poor presenting such tenuous data". First, because
contrd of blood pressure remain common. even wth such impwfect data t is possble to

Identify some health intventi which are
It has been estmated that about US$350 million Is unequiocally 'good buys" and some which are
spent annually on hypertension control programs In unequlvocally "b buys". Second, because the
Brazl, and that about 30% of hypertensie are procedure encourages planners to give more
detected through such programs. However, about consistent thought to the likely costs and berefts of
60% of those detected abandon treatmen, and ordy dirn preventive acons. And third, because the
about 30% d those treated have their blood frmework indicates what types of informion nust
pressure controled. In other words, 4% of be collected as part of an effort to rationalke the
hypertensives have their blood pressure controlled allocaon of public health resouces.
at an annwal cost of US$350 milion.

From Table 114 it appears that, from the restricted
Since 1985 the National Division of Chronic and list of Iaervents for which cost-effectiveness
Degenerative Diseases of the Ministry of Health has analyses are avaiable, the unequivocal "good
lnitiated an integrated program for promotion of buys" Include:
cardivascular health that includes a program for
hypertension control. Alfthough still in the PRIMARY PREVENTION:
developmental stage, this program starts with a Trffic:
considerably broader approach. It orrectly Motorcycle helmets.
envisages the Federal Government as hig Seat belts, but only if compliance Is high.
responsibaity for developing norms, undertaking the Alohol abuse:
necessary monitoring and evaluation tasks, Counselling and treatment
provid information to providers and the Anti-smoking:
population at large, and stimulating state and local A mass campaign
authorities to iniiate cardiovascular health Individual counselling by physicians
promotion activities. Individual cessaion clins

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE? Where the cost of exercseis not high and where
the exercise is enjoyable.

As outlined in Chapter l1-2, resources should be
allocated to those interventions for which the cost- SECONDARY PREVENllON:
effectiveness is lowest. Table 11-4 dramws together Cervialcancer sree :
the estimates (from Chapter 11-3) of the likely costs Where program is well organized, and where
and impacts of specific interventions. prevalence of cervical cancer is high.

Breast cacw.
Becase of the variety of measures of effectiveness Physical examination only.
which are used in the lIerature, and because it is
not possible to convert from one effectvens TREATMENT
measure to another, several cost n Hip repemt
measures are used In the table. In reading the Pacemaker Implbrlatlon
table, no attempt shouLd be made to read across Cario nart cervix, breast, and possibly colon
the rows Rather, by reading down the columns, and rectal.
the reader can get an impression of the reative Conwy bypam for left main artery only.
ost-effetivenm of different interventions.

Simlauly, from Table 114, there is a group of
The data base for such comparisons is extremely unequivocal "bad buys". These inciude:
precarous in any country of the wald. In the
partil case of Brazil, It is necessaty to rely to a PRIMARY PREVENTION:
large degree on extrapoations from industrilized
countries, an inhererndy dubous procedure given None
the large dferemes in the costs of, respones to,
and effecs of, different interventos in different
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Table 11-4: Order-of-manitude estimates of the cost-offecdveness of some health intervendions

INTERVENtON SOURCE I 4 oQW COB NOTE

PRIMARY PREVENTION
Traffic:
Motorcycle helmets 1 US Costs of hel metdiverted medical care costs
Seat Belts 150 y m US: Costs: retail price Increases & fuel costs
SmokinW.
Public information t1 t 2-25
and personal smoking
cessation serices:
Brief advice during
routine medical vIsI: 42 ~d4
Counselling by physician: 42 . .

Alcohol Abus 128 Oklahoma: Costs: Of reimbursing for sevices
Exercise 65 P 10 70 m 4 US: Range depends on how cost of exerclze

is treated.
SECONDARY PREVENTION
Screenng and contrdof.t ~ ,

Hypertension 42,65 
Mild (90-94mmHg: H.370
Mild (90-1-10mm Hg): t4
Moderate (94-104 mm Hg): 140

iModerater(>11iOmmi-Igy| 70 300
Modre alt Cn tt,HO 70-300 C-e lower where prevalence high and program efficient

Breast cacr11,104
Physical exam by health worker
Physia + mammography

H e42 Control wih cholestryamlne
TREATMiENT
Pacemaker ImploantatIon 47 1 2
H;p replacmemen 47 12
Cancer treatffm t 11
cervix
Breast
Colon and redcum
Lung
Stomach

Cotonary Bypass: 47 t 
for left man artpr oe.n 25
with moderate angina: 210
7kbney trannlanot 47 so
HeMOdlalYSls 47 H hB.
homne: Om00
hospital: ~~3(

I. fTue ue i * c e ftdPperAsla bp~ deout d by Bw arnd Grothd * &eswbrg (I) Thia i tent In temfay udnits,y used so thkat pgam denoass bwue mee
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heath sector that have been relatively successful in calculated that elimirnion of smokin,
Brazil. hypercholeremia and hypertension in the US would

prevent only about one quarter of the CVD diseases
This perspective implies major changes in that would occur in the absence of such
government action. Strong public sector insttutbns Interventios If other petsonal risk fac (stress,
at the federal and state levels that deal with issues obesity and exercise) were controlled, 30% of CVDs
such as health promotion, occupational health, might be prevented*. Furthermore, there are long
product safety, environmental protecton, food and latency periods" before the effects of such
drug safety, highway safety and public safety improvements become apparent
should be greatly strengthened. In some cases,
allocation of health sector resources to such ends The one great exception relates to reductions in the
will be justified. extremely high death rates due to injuries. While

Brazil's rates of other post-transition diseases are
Urnforately, it is probably not appropriate to "normal", Injury rates are unusually high. It appears
extrapolate from the experience of industriaiized or that the payoffs to an aggressive effort to reduce
other counis in devising preventive proams, traffic and occupational hazards would be large.
especially those designed to reach the poor. And it appears that modem and innvative
Accordingly, the government (federal, state and approaches to crime prevention could have a
local) in Brazil cannot deal with this new reality significant impact on intentional injuries(1a9.
successuly without developing flexible and
inrovative instions capable of collecting and What might be the impact of dramaticaily effective
analyzing data, iitiating interventons based on prevention programs in Brazil? Using the simple
these data, monitoring the interventions and scenario developed In Chapter I-S as a starting
miodi the interventions as a result of the point, it is assumed that prevention could:
findings. * cause age-standardized cardiovascular death

rates to fall by 20% (instead of the 10%
Fnally, it is painfuLly apparent that a scientific previousy assumed);
approach to prevention requires more * cause age-standardized cancer rates to rise
oomprehensive and higher-quality information than by Just 20% (Instead of 40%); and
is curenly available. Numbers are critical to * cause injury rates to stay at the 1985 national
defining the problem, garnering political support levels (mstead of rising, by 50%, to the 1985 Sao
and attempting evaluation. Accordingly, it is Paulo).
necessry to begin to dvop a hirarchical,
decentraized epidemiologic information system that Using the same simple projection "modei", it can be
will serve the needs at the national, state and local shown hat if a preventin program achieved such
levels. results, there would be about 15% fewer deaths due

to cancers, cardiovascular diseases and injuries in
THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF 202 than would otherwise be expected. Moreover,
SUCCESSFUL PREVENTION the costs of medica care for each Brazlian would

be about 75% higher than hi 1980, rather than 100%
The problem of preventing the post-'ans4on health higher (as would be the case under the original
problems is a formidable one, involving changes in assumptions).
deep-seated individual and instittional behavior
and cuLore. Even under the best of circumstances,
furthermore, there are significant limits to the power
of chronic disease programs. There is nothing on
the horizon for chronk diseases that has the
potential impact of immunzation, swamp draiage
or the pasteurization of mik The interventions are
*weakW in coparison; thus, a smaller proportion of
the population wil probably be affected, and the
effect may be smaller than the effect of some
traditional public health tools. For example, the * R. Rothenberg, CDC, Alanta, Personal
Centrs for Disease Control in the United States has communication.
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Part III:
FINANCING:

What are the problems
and what can be done?

SUMMARY

In recent decades there have been large increases in pubic spending for health in Brazil, but there are serious
problems with ihe ways in which these resources have been spent. Resources have been poorly allocated:
Litte is spent on prevention and much on curative care (about 70%/ of all spending is on hospitals alone); litfle
is spent on the poor, and much on the middle class. Resources have been used inefficiently, both by the so-
called 'private sector that has provided most publicly financed aetvices, and by the public sector. In
nmnaging tfie use of public resources there has been heavy reliance on norms and regulations, and relatively
little use of Ancentives.

Spending on certain disease prevention and health promotion activities appears to be highly cost-effective. It
Is estimated only about 3% of the public resources spent on health would be required for an intensive
program to prevent adult ill-health.

Under reasonable assumptbons of economic growth, it is conceivable that per capita income will double over
the next 30 years. Since the proportion of national income spent on health care rises with the level of per
capita income, it is possible that, in 2020, soiety will be willing to spend more than double the amount
currenly spent on health. For several reasons, however, it would appear that in coming decades increases in
demand for health care wDI outstrip this increased willingness to pay. First, by the year 2020, the joint effect of
the demographic and epidemioogic changes will double the per capita costs of providing the current quaiity
of medical treatment to the currently served proportion of the population. Second, as mandated in the
Constitution, the entire population - not just the population covered by the social security system - is to be
covered by the publicly financed health care system. And third, as in all industralized countries, there wil be
heavy pressures for use of high-technology, expensive medical care.

Accordingly, financing the Brazilian health system w1i presant a formidable challenge and will require
ingenuity, flexiblity and Innovation. A creative response to financing of health services in L.e next decades
might include:
* decentralieing control to the state and local level, and reducing political control of the process whereby
resources are transferred fiom the federal to the state level and trom the state to the municipal level;
* allocating more resources to health preventtion and promotion activities, and providing more and better
services to the poor;
* mobilizing private resources by requiring the middle class to pay for some of their health care;
e rationing medical care on the basis of need and cost-effectiveness;
* using incentives and modem management techniques so that both the private and ,ublic sectors may be
used to maximize the outputs produced by the health system.
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CHAPTER 1111:

DEMAND: THE IMPACT OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL,

TECHNOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL CHANGES

The demand for health servbes is paradoxc. greater frequency amnng Fe elderly, and there wil
Loglcaly, tee woud appear to be less neod to therefre be nases In Fe demad fbr tent
spend money on health care as societies develop of these pehstlo-treat deas. in
and people Ive longer and healthier lives. In fact, Industrilized countries, per capi health care
hwnever, an examtionof the relatknhip expendtures on people over 60 are almost 4 times
between ndividual and societal income and the the per capita expenditures on the rest o the
demand for healfth services shows just the opposite. populatiOts.j. With respect to supply, the burden
Health care is a "Iwcury good": at hgher levels of of generating the resources required for the
income IndWdual and societies (as shown in provision of public health services wDI fail on the
Fiure 11-I) choose to spend higtr propotins of working-age popaion which will decline slightly as
income on health servics. Thi chapter examines a proportion of the population over the nex sever
some of the reasons why this happens, and decades (Table 111-1).
suggests how the poximate demographic,
tchnological and poltical causes of increased Improved screening programs
demand are likely to chare In Bril in the conmn
decades. As outined in Pat 11, al importnt category of

prevenion olves screen healy people to
An aging population Identify risk factors. Scree progam for the

corod of hypertesion end cervial cancer are
In the past several decades, there have been being promoted at both national and state lewels In
exaary declines In ferlity and infant and Brazil. In Industrialized countries, health plamneS
y child mtalit in Brazl. As these changes have long justified such progams In financial terms,
work their way thrugh the population, as shown in arguing, for instce, that is cheaper to treat a
Table 111-1, it will rapidly change from a "young' case of hypertension than to trea ske vicm
population to an 'oid' one. The number of elderly
wil increase from 7 million In 1980 to 14 million in Recez, more complete and phistioted analyses
2000. of the u costs of such screening programs have

shown that such prograns, In fact, often
Table Ill-1: lead to net inaes in costs to the
Changes in the age composition of the population health care systemrt12). This does not

imnply that such progrmsf are not
1980 2020 justIied investments, but that they are

justified because they Improve healfth,
% under 15 yearsold 38% 26% not because they can help resolve the
% beoe 15 and 59 years old 6% 621 problem of rising healfth care costs. In

terms of the present di ion, the key
ededyder4enoyratlO 11% ~~ issue as that, as screenring programis

become estab-ished, more people and
facilities are needed to screen end to

Source: Ramos (123) provide follow-up, and more drugs and
oter therapeuti supplies are needed to
treat those at high risk. Beter screening

These demographic changes have fundamenta progamms, therefre, will Incease the demand for
impl-iadions for the demand for medcal care. health servies.
Chronic and degenerave diseases ocur with
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Increases In disability The implios of these -.dngs are profound:
they suggest that relatively smal increases in life

Chapter 11-5 showed that Fe burden of chrnic and expccy are bought at the cost of very large
degenerative diseases In the population will Increases In sickness and disabiliy. Sinoe it Is the
incr considerably over the next 30 yeam The latter hat underlie the demand for health sevices,
proportion of total deaths due to cardiovaacutar these structural changes lead to arge Inreases in
diseases, cances and njuies wDi increase fom the demand for health care.
54% In 100 to an estimated 74% In 2020.

As nisted In Figure 111-4, the same theortical
While the mortality profile can be projected with model also provides a usu framework for
some confidence, and whie these projeins considering how different Intervenions might affect
provide a sense of how health care needs will "healthy" and "disabed" yeas of life. n the only
change over time, it does not prode a complete Intervention is treatment after a person became sik
description of futre needs. This is because, In ("ai on Figure 111-4), then the rItervention might be
some extreme sense, health care costs are not expectd to have litte effect on the PsL.ness
incurred because people die but because they livel curve", but to instead to displace the -monality

curve to the riht. In an extreme case this would
A usefui way of thinking about this issu. developed mean that the effect of the Intervention would be to
by the World Health Organizationui, is illustrated in stimulate lage increases in the years of sickness In
Figure 111-2, In which the totai years of life lived by a the population.
population are divided into "healthy yearse and
'sick or diab-ed years". As life expectcy If, on the other hand, the intervention were to
ncreases, of course, the total number of yearm lived prevent the onset of sickness, but do lite to prolong
per person in the population inceases. From the life once the person was sick, then the effect would
perspective of the demand for health serices, a key be to shift both the sckness and mortaliy curves to
question is wther this increase In total yearm is the right. A preventive interenton of this sort (b"
accompanied by an increase (or decrease) In years on Figure 1114) would effect litle change in the yeams
of sickness and disability. of sckness in the population.

This subject is currently being studied In This analysis has two Impicatks first, the
Industrialized countriesmy.1m. From a theoretical empirical results from the Canadian and US data
pempecth there are competing theories, none of suggest that life expectascy gains have come
which is curenty considered hegemonic. At the primarily because, thrugh Improved case
moment, there are only two empiical studies, one management, sick indiduls are kept alive longer
from Canada(ai and one from the United States4l), than was prevlous-y possible. Since these systems
th address this issue. These studies showthat life invest very heavfly In case management - In the
expectancy increased by an average of 32% per US, for nstance, 95% of the health care budget is
decade in Canada between 1951 and 1978, and by spent on teatment of the sick - the large ireases
about 4.3% betieen 1970 and 190 In the US. In disabled life are to be expected. Second, the
When decomposed Into "healy and "disabled" model suggests that preventive actions that extend
life years, however, it was found that, In both cases, life will result in smaller Inceases In the demand for
the gains In "healthy lifeW accounted for less than health care than a treatment action that extended
one third of the total gain, with "disabled years" life by the same amonmL
accounting for 78% and 68%, respectively, of the
increases In life expectay In Canada and the US. What does this mean for Brazil? Fist, because the
As Figure 111-3 illusbates, for these populations this Brazilian health system places as heavy emphasis
implies: on treatment as the Canadian and US systems, the

* a small increase (less than 2% per decade) in same explosive increases In disablity will probably
"healthy life"; occur in Brazl. Second, investments in life-
e a modest Icrease (less than 5% per decade) extending treatment initiate a vicious cycle in which
in "total yearsof life"; and the initial costs are high and the effect is a more
* a very large Increase (over 20% per decade) sickly population that demands more intensive
In "disabled years of life". inputs of trnatment, and so forth.
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Increases In costly diseases

Cardiovascuiar diseases, cancers and injuries
currenify account for about half of the sick who are
admited to hospas in Brazil. As the old diseases
of underdevelopmern become less ccmmon, these
new caues of death will become an increasigy
domiarn cause of demand for health services.
Because cardiovascular diseases and, particudarly,
cances are generally more costly to treat (see
Figure 111-5), this shift wRi mean a substantial
hcrease in the cost of medical care.

Universal access to services and
Increased consciousness of rights

As descrbed In Part 1, a two-tiered system of
publicly flnanced health care has developed In
Brazl over the pest two decades. The reality is that
the lower track" - that is, services supplied by
dfferent levels of government to those not working
in the formai sector - has, for the most part,
rivolved litte health care. The highly unequal
regional distribuion of healt services reflects this
siation: the per capia levels of hospitla and
outpatient faclities are much higher in the South
and Souta than thev are In the rest of the
country (Figure 111t).

This dual system is now offially a relic of the past.
The Constkit of 1988 establishes universa
aocess to publicly financed health services as a

I WAAIO ri ght. Implementation of this right
would have a signifiant effect on the demand for,
and costs of, publicly financed medical servies. If
the levels of npatent and outpatient use were the
same In the rest of the country as they are for the
60% of the popuation that lives In the South and
Southeast reglons, the number of hospitalizations
would be about 13% higher and the number of
outpatient visits, about 25% higher. (The increase
would, of couse, be substantilly greater N account
were also taken of the underserved living In the
urban periphery In the South and Southeast.)
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CHAPTER II-2:

SUPPLY: HOW IS HEALTH CARE FINANCED AND PROVIDED?

mhe eluon d the system r fncin and Private spending: the "old" forms
prvid heath ce in Bra, and ht reato to
oval devepmen polcis and pwfomanc, Health car is also fiwand privately, by both
hae been decrxd In Pat L Thi dptr companie and Wivdduals. The mo recet survey
describes In more detail how health sorves In data an private, outof-pocket expendies on
Brazil ae firaned and pved. healt are from t PNAD (tional Household

Sample Survey of IBGE) d 198-. These data,
In a genrWal sense, tere is no sw,h thi as "th shown an Fgure 11143, ate that:
Brazilin heawl system". Raher, as repe d * therichspend much more t the pooren
schematically In Figure 11I-7, thwe Is a patchwok of healfth care;
1inancing and provder arngemet that has * the poor spend much greaterpoportio of
haged consierably In rcnt decades and hat Wthoir iome on htcare than the rich (about

contme tD be In flu 5%versus2%);
* the rich puhae priiy the sevics of
physici, while t poor puae mosty

WHO PAYS FOR HEALTH CARE? u d medicines.

Public spending Private spending: group health
plans

It I estmaed at razl spends 5% to 6% of GDP
on healfth care, about equaly divided beween In addiion to the 'old' form of bue prive sector
public and priate sources. The social s ity activity (in which indviduals pay a physicin for
budget provides, through INAMPS, about half ol servkes rendeed), there is a more complex form of
pc financg for healt, and abou thee quars prlvatly financed health care t has beoome very
d all fderal government spending. The INAMPS imporat In Brazi In the 180mi. This sector is
budget s highy dependent an emplymen and varbusly known as the supplemerAary seco, th
wage levels, and thus ws rpkdy in tmes of 'group alth secte, te 'private heath Insurance
economic prospeiy (13% a year during th setore or the 'health ntenanc rganbation
1970st)) and contrs duing reesonsL sectwo.

Healh sevices are also supported by the genel In the goeos, privatey financed, priately proWided
budce trhough the Minty of Heath These group medical pls have assumed major
exenditures have prmary been for bloq"sty, imporance. The nmrber d people covrned by
basic health servkes for the nual and urban poor, such plans has grown dramactilly. Group health
and for a variety of disese control progn. State plans currenty serve an estmated 20 milon
and boc govenms account, respectively, for peope, with coverage bein high In ndusal
about 17%A and 10% of all public spendig on health cenai genr and In Sao Paulo In partudar.
In Iges. This heteogene sector comprises several

hued firms, which are financed and managed In
a variety f ways, and which provide widely differing
sevies to their memberL The four main fonrs of
pte plms are:

* Background papers on the fiat cf helth * group medioine plans', In wvh -h a monthdy
sevie In Brazn were prepared by Cordelwo, capitation fee Is paid to a pfit-makifn
Cuenel de Cumpostan and Medicit. company (such as Golden Crss) and In which
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the company itef prvdes servces; For the economic and polii reasons described in
"*medical cooperatIvese, In which a montly Pal 1, there was a major change In INAMP' policy

captatlon fee b paid to a psicia' In the mid-1980s. One aspect of this chane was a
cooperative (such as UNIMED) and In which the reversal In the role of "preferred INAMPS provider.
physans who are membes of t cooperative A set of measures (described in more detai in
provide services; Chapter 1114) were taken to reduce the role d te
* "ataoprogmms", In which companies prive contrctors and to increase the role of public
contract wih a healtt. services company to provders (both INAMPS's own hospitals and
provide sev for employees on a fee-for- ieswiy, state and municipal hospltals)p%.
service basis; Figure 111-10 shows how INAMPS spending on the
* "health insurace programs", in which those private network has decined in the 1980s and how
covered seek care from any provider and are spending on the public hospitas has increased.
then reimbursed for costs. Not all the consequences of these changes have

been positive. As the network has decreased In
As Figure 111-9 shows, the two dominant forms imporance, the demnds on sophisticated public
(accounting for about 85% of the market in this hospitals for basic care have inoreased. Between
sector) operate on the basis of capitatlon fees paid 1985 and 1987, patient loads of the universty
by subscribers who can ten use the physicins of hospials increased by 13%. in addition, the
the medical companies (as in the case of Golden changes in te payment system (from feefor-
Cross) or "preferred providersW (as In the case of sevice to fee-per-procedure) have given the for-
UNIMED). Because payment is on a per capita profit system an inctive to pass th more dffilt
basis, these are considered whealth nteance and expensive-totreat cases to the more complex

rgaions" (HMOs). hospitals (often the uniersity hospitals).

Algthouh idividual families can and do pucae Group health plans: Their rise and
HMO coverage, the dominant fnancig mode is their roleewoa
that a company has a contact with an HMO, with
the monthy costs for each worker and his or her The HMOs are worthy of a more detailed analysis
family paid partally by the company and partially by than the other components of the "health system",
the worker. In the past, companies participating In for two easons. Frst, there is extensive
such schemes were able to wihold a portion of documentation of the publidy financed health
their social security contributbios. By and large they sector In Brazl, but relaly little hformation on the
are no lnger permitted to do so, but the change group health plans Second, this is a dynamic,
has apparently not affected the growth of this modern sector that colJd play a key role in the
sector. overall prcess of modernizing the fhancing and

delhey of health care In Brazil In the 1990s.
HMOs are both financing systems and pmviders of
health care. Their st.ucture and possible role as The dramatic gowth in this subosector has
providers of publicly financed serices is discussed coicided with the stabiliation in INAMPS budgets
in more detail below. In the 1980s, and with the contraction of the

INAMPS4unded private network. Although
WHO PROVIDES HEALTH CARE? definkive analysis remains to be done, it would

appear (and is so daimed by the HIMOs) that the
Publicly financed health services rise of HMOs Is a result of employer and worker

dissatisfaction with the quality of INAMPS-kinded
From 1968 unti the mid-1980s, INAMPS used the servces.
privately contracted network of hospitals and
physicans as the principal mechanism for providing ft is commonly asserted that the middle and upper-
health care to formal sector workers. In 1981 61% middle classes are the primary subscribers to
of al INAMPS spending went to the netWo*k, 20% l'MOs. This may be the case with those who
was for INAMPS's own servIs, 4% went to non- subscribe Individually, but gvn the depth of
profit private sector providers (he so-called penetation of the HMOs In area such as Sao
"philanthropics") and 2.5% to univesty hospitals(a. Paulo, It Is obvious that the base is broader than
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this. Indeed, a recent survey d HMO users found TOWARDS THE 1990s
that users were distibuted more or less eveny by
income group. For example, 29% of HMO uses In 1987 a Presideal Deare established the
earn more than 2 minimum salariesw5a, whereas SUDS, the -unified and decentralized heat
about 28% d working age people in the system". While the unification was widely
Southtern Region earn more than 2 minimum welcomed at te state and municipal leels, there
salesles.) has been relatively litle progress In implementing

the SUDS because of. resistance from vested
The group health plans offer a wide varity of interests (mot partuaIy the network d
options and plans, with differing levels of coverage. conttrs and the INAMPS bureaucracy tsef; the
For the most part, the plans cover primarily routine, weakness of the state health sector belfe and
relatively low-unt-cost procedures. gh-cost iregular tramfers from INAMPS to th states.
procedures are generally not covered, and
subscribers needing these services are "dumped" Alfthough this procss is now mandated by the new
into the publidy fianewd system. In part because Constitution, it will be some time before a unified
of this practice, and surely in part because of and decentralized system is functoning. Political
relatWely high efficiency in such plans, per capita resstane aside, the envisaged transformation Is
costs are not excessive (typically about US$100 per immense, the context one of fiscal, administrative
year). This is about twice the national average per and political uncertainty, and the flexibility and
capita public spending on health, and probably lite capaciy of antiquated and inefficient federal and
above average per capita public spending on health state health bureaucracies limited.
In the South and Southeern regions.

A recent survey of HMO users indicates that here
are seious problems with the quality of services
offered by some HMOs. As shown in Figure 111-11,
dissatisfacton is particularly high with the dominant
'group medicine category of pla Almost half of
all subscnbers to such plans consider the service to
be of low quality and even more think the waiting
lnes are too long, while nearly one third consider
the serikes to be too restrive. PRobably in part
because of such problems, the market share d the
"group medicne" companies has declined rapidly
relative to their major competitor, the "medical
cooperatives". In the mid-1980s, the major "group
medicine" company (Golden Cross) commanded
95% of the grup health plan market; today its share
is 60%. The quality of the medical oooperative
programs is perceived to be much higher than that
of the group medicine plans (although there are still
widespread concerns about waiting times and
restritions).

A recurr theme throughout this paper Is the
necessity for moderniing the health sector in Brazil,
for improving efficiency so that limited resources
may be used to maximum effect. In this context, a
key question (discussed urther in Chapter 111-4) Is
whether t HMOs are effcient suppilers d healft
care.
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CHAPTER 1114.

MAICNG BEfIER USE OF PUBUC HEALTH RESOURCES*

WHAT TYPE OF MEDICAL CARF. IS mea universal, even when the whole population Is
PROVIDED? used as the denonator, publicly financed

hospitalizations are excessive in the Souh,
Too much hospital-based caM Southeast and Center1est regions.

lhe pubicly financed medical care system in Brazil In the mid-wISBs, INAMPS Intoduced a seris of
Is exraordharDy top . Hospital costs have reforms (d sd fer in Chapter 1114),
inaed fom less tn 40% of total public healt inudng the termination of the fee-forservie
costs in the Ig1° to rmeiy 70% In lhe 1980sPa. system, ained at curbing abuses in the condracted
Alou tere has been considerable expans or nwork and at providing additional resources to
basic oupatent seies In the lae lS89sP, tis public hospitals. As a result. private conactors no
has had lile effect an the oval stucue od longer consider paymrent for treatment of
spendig. As shown in Figue lll-1Z the Brazilan compliced diseases to be adequate. Tlhs, as
health system is considrably more shoin hI Fiure 11115, the oacted hospRals

sta nth the systems of Iuskled conentrate heaviy on relatvely simple dies
counries, and even more unbalanced when and procedures, whle most of the more
compared with relatively poor Euoen countries compliated and expensie diseases (especisly
(suh as Portugal). cardiovascular diseases and cancers) are treated

primariy in pubic faclities.
Medium and lrge hospias play a dominant role.
For the INAMPS netNork, about 43% of lb. treatment of Individuals wh ment health
hosI s and 53% of expenses are In the problems provdes a good Illustration of the
17% (about 620) of hospits with more than 1i0 problem of excessive hospitalization43. Alhugh
beds. If the other major component of the publicly hospitl admissios for menta diseases account for
fianced system (INAMP's own facilities, university only about 3% of all hospitl admission, the
hospitls and non-profit providers) were induded, average length of stay IS long (nearly 7Lu days) and
the concentration In large hospitlxx woLdd be even mental condiions account for over 12% of all
more edreme. hospitaliation costs In the early 1970s, menta

hospitals were predomiantly public. During the
This concentration an hospitals is party a result of 1970s, the number of private mental beds hcreased
INAMPS' eensive me of private contractor In the four-fold. By 1980 the network provided two thkds
197s, and of fiscal Ineni for the coruti dof of all mental hospital beds. Concurny, many
prie hospias the "mrace year. As shown In more people were admitted to hospital as men
Figure 111-13, the private sector dominwtes prviion patients: Per capita hospitalizations In the early
of tetiary care, whle the public seor is responsible 1980s were double the level a decade earlier. This
for virully a primary healho e facliies prtice is not only expensive, but also conradics

modern mental health pactice, which emphaskes
Tne average availablity of hospital beds in DBai community-based treatment for most of the
(4.1 per 1000 poption) is about 33% hihr than mentally ill. (In Italy, per capita hospitalizations for
would be predicted for a country of Brazil's GNP per mental poblems have fallen by W0% sine reform of
capita (see Fiure 111-14). Although acces is by no the mentai health system in the mid-1960s. As In

other counties which have deinsflutik zed
Background papers addressing the alocatin of mental care, this process has not been without

health resouces were prepard by Cordeirop anc formidable new problemlrS.)
Caoea de CamposP.
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Outpatient care Is too speclalzed in the Souh and Soufst Fan in the Norlh and
Noheast. Even wMitin the wed-supplied reon,

The composition of outpant facilities also p- moreover, the availability of sevices is unevn, wh
heavy. There Is a hevy concenron In a dearth of basic facilies in many of the pripheral
specaized units and a relative dearth of general areas of the cities of the South and Southeast.
outpatient facnitles&

Not the poor people
As In the case o hospital care, there was a marked
shift In INAMPS in the mki-IOW s away frm privte Data from around the world have consistertly
contactors. The proprion of ouatent servces shown that the demand for health services Is highly
provided by prhiate contacrs fll frm 66% to 57% income elastic(eoo. That Is as Inoome rises,
between 1985 and 198. absolute spending on health care rses at an even

faster rate. However, as shown by Figure 111-8, in
Rapidly growing use of high-tech ra0 in the early 1980sc, the proportin of income
procedures spent on health services was mnch lmss for the rich

than for the poor. The explanation for this apparent
Throughout the industrialized wornd, there have contradiction is that the middle dass and the rickh
been rapid advances in medical technodogy over not tne poor, were the principal beneficiaries of
the past several decades More specificaly, the publicly financed health sevies In Brazil.
aray and oompledty of technology available for
keeping sick people alive has increased The regressive nature of subsidies from publidy
dramatically. Brazil Is pan of the intonal financed health care Is evident in the regional
community in this regard, and rnew medical distributbon of facilies (Figure II1), too. The
technolos from the industrialized world have provision of pubicly financed services heavily favrs
been incorporated rapidly(lela. the mora developed regions of the country.

Time series data on the use and costs of high-tech
medical tchnoogy in Brazl are not available. The RESOURCE MOBILIZATION: WHAT
levels, however, are curenty quite high. in 198, IS SPENT AND WHERE DOES IT
for inance, INAMlPS paid over US$ 100 million (3% COME FROM?
of the totla INAMiPS budge for just 4 high-ech
oupant treatmet procdures peodalysis, Is spending on health adequate?
hemodynamic studies, endooopy and
compueizd tomography)s4). Over the past two decades, public spending on

health has increased at an annual average rate of
Chapter 1i-4 describes some inisia steps that have about 10%M ). it is estimated that between 5% and
been taken In Brazil to address the problem of 6% of GDP is currently spent on health, with abAut
technology assesmnt, cholce and control, and half of this public spinding a . Many health
discusses how this vital capacity may be developed professionals in Brazi believe tha this level is far too
In the fute. Under any st of cicumstace low, and frequently cite the substntialy higher
howevr, there is no doubt that the demand for peceages of GDP spent on heal In
hightech, expensive medical technology will industriaized counties. The Eigth National
contie to be a cental factor In increasing health Conference on Heasth, for instance, concuded that
care costs In Brazil. the short-term goal should be for Brazl to spend

10% of GDP on health.

EQUTY.: WHO BENEFITS FROM However, health is, in the rgon of economists, a
PUBUC SPENDING ON HEALTH? luxury good", since socleties are wilinXg to spend

higher proporions of income on health as rnional
Not the poor reglons per capita income increases. From this pespective,

does Brazil spend "unusually litte" when compared
As noted eawier Igure 1114), reginal disparkies In to other counties? The answer, as shown in Figure
the aviabiity of hospitals and oulpatient facilities 111-16, is dearly no. H anything, Bzil appears to
ar great, wih per capita levels 2 to 4 times higher already spend a somewhat higher proportio of
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GDP on both public and total health care than The bottom line must be that more publi resources
would be expected for a country of Brazil's lewl of be directed to the poor and that the poor should
per capita income. pay Ies, not more, for health care. Second, the

middle dass and the rich ms be pesaded to use
Is spending likely to Increase? few public resources and to apend more of thei

private resours on their own health care. How
There are to main factors that wIll tend to increase this may be achieved through bothe Oprate and
heaith spending in Brazil c'ver the couse of the public systems Is dscussed in more deai below.
IGGOs: rising noome and reditibution of benefits. Third, the ideal finanrch system cannot fully target
Fhst, because the proportion of GDP spent on public resources to the poor. if the middle classes
health increases as per capita income risess, an and the rich were to gt no benefits from public

c, sase In per capisa income of, say, 10% over the spendig on healh, sooner or later political
next decade would mean a slightly higher increase pressure would buid to reduce public spending on
in real per capila expendire on health. Second, if health.
the incdence of benefits of public spending on
health are indeed redistributed towards the poor, i Accordingly, the task would appear to be to design
is likcely that the middle class and Fe rich wii a system in which:
ncrease their pivate spending on health. * the poor receive free publicly financed health

care of reasonable qualifty
On the other hand, there are strong forces that wil * the middle ass and the rich pay directy for a
tend to reduce public spending on health. Fst, it substanial portion of their health needs, but still
seems lilkely (although the complementary law for get some benefits from the publicy financed
the new Consituion b yet to be written) that the system.
core of public health finan wil continue to be
the funds thatrem in the socia secuity fund after Extension of serves to the under-served is
retirement and welare benefts are wltdawr. perevd to be the major objective of public health
Because the new Const'tton mandates large reform in Brazil. However, this refrm wil be vitiated
Increases In retirement benefits, soci securt by financing realiies uness pgress can
spending on health is licely to drop drasticaiy. simaously be made on the second task,
Seconcd, there wil be pressues to recduce public namely, finding ways to incse private spending.
speding on heal (and all other sectors) In the
face of a prolonged period of fiscal austeity, In principle, private spendig could be mobilized by

having the better-off pay for publicly povided
On baance, modest ncreases in public and overal serce, or haming thm pay for privately provided
health spending might be predicted by the year servies that would othrwise coiute a demand
2000, but in the short run, the health sectorwill do on the public system, or both.
well ff i manag3es to mahtain current public sector
spendng. In a curious way, the health system In Brazl, as it

has evolved in the 1980s, almost seems designed to
Can non-lgovernmertal resources mobilie non-govnmental resources from he
be mobilized? better-off through company and individual

convltrions to grp health plans), whle ensuring
Given the modest, at best, prospects for ineasing that these individuals stil hve a vested intest in
publi spendig, is kt possible to kwrease private the publit; system (since they are thrown back onto
spending on health? Te answer appears to be the publk system for potentilly catastrophic
iysew. Findig ways of tnslti this potentil into procedures that the group health plans generally do
reality is one of the major healt policy tasks in the not cover). In Chapter 111-4, the report discuses
yearsahead. ways in which this creative moblization of private

resources could be further fostered.
Wha are the criteria that should govem tis
moblizaton of private resources? Firt and The system has faDed, however, has faled to take
foremost, the health sector in Brazi must prWide advantage of the 'spawe" created by the reduced
better servies to the poor, who already pay a high use of the public system by the bter-off tO provide
proportion of inome (about 6%) on health care.
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more wnd better services to the poor. Thb remain public or prime, prot individuals from socaed
the geat task at hand. catastrophk coss. Bu an te coset to

ndvduals are minimized, the demand for such
pocedures escales and the bil for meet the

RESOURCE ALLOCATION: TOO sum idivdual demands exceeds the colc
MUCH IS SPENT ON TREATMENT willgss to pay. Fationing of medca care is
AND TOO UTTLE ON therfore Inevitable, even In prvty-fne
PREVENTIONP1.1ate sWms Demands on the heath care system In

Braz will increase as a result of denmgaphi and
As public health spending in Brazil has grown, so, epidemiologic changes, as access to publily
too, has the proportion spent on cative care. In financed health servies becomes unveral and as
1965 36% of public funds was spent on cte high-technology teatmerts become avable. It is
servws by the mid-1980s Xt proportion was crical that criteia fr Fte inevtble roning be
85%Mom). As shown earlier, 70% of tot public specified explichly oewise, implic rtioning wil
spending is on hospias alone. The corollary to this ivably mean giv low prioft to the highst
is tht the poport of total spending used for prbiit em, namely, servioe to the needy.
basic care and preventive progams has
dedinedoem.

HOW TO FINANCE COST-
The weaknes of the prmary care network means EFFECTIE PREVENTIVE
that hospial emergey rooms are swamped, SERVICES
lrgely by relavy simple cases (80W of which
could be treated more effectively and less In Chapter 11-7, the cost-effecveness of vwarus

pesiy atthe prmawy level). Wht is needed prntive activities were assessed. Some
Is an integrated "health module" system, in which questions remain:
the primary network funrons as the port of entry for * What should the mix of public and priate

ost ca and in which referral up (and back) is financing be for the "good buys"?
necessary only fr the small minority of cases that * How much would a package of cost-effective
cannot be resolved at the primary level. This interventionscost? and,
conept of an itegrated healfth mode is now 0 What insutonal ns are required to
widely accepted as an essentil element of public institute a sustained national effort to improve
health reform in Brazil. disease prevention and health pomotion

act ?
Many Brazilian public health professionals argue
that the prevertioncure dchotomy is an ouldated As described in Box 1, standar economic theory
concept, sne the objective of the health system advocates the use of public resoues for public
must be to meet the full health needs, preventive goods (vhich are "ubject to exnlies or
and curative, of the individual. While this argument excludablity)(l30). There b no question rgarding
has some mer4t, it b nevtless a narow equation the use of public resources to fiance cassic public
of pesonal medial care services with health care. goods (such as air pollution conrol and the
As was argued in Part 11, many, If not the majoriy, of provision of health Informatin) in BA. But what
priority public health actions must occur outside of of other prevective actvities (such as cost-effetive
the "sickness care system". An effective health cervcal cancer screening programs) in whlih the
system would allocate a far larger share of benefits accrue principally to the indiduals availing
resouces to such actions and a far larger share of themselves of the service? As discussed In Chapter
resources curreny going thrwough the medical care 11-2, economic theory would suggest that public
system to preventive pgramL This is recognized resources be used to provide consumers with
by Artde 198 d the Consiution of 1988, which infomfaion on ttment options and
mandates that "priority be given to preventive consequences, but that the cornumers themselves
actibns"q. pay for the service. Gkiven the oveW strucre of

health fanc In Bazil today, this ould be the
Unit costs of some medical procedures are so high wong decision. Because curative care is publidy
that iurance i a unesal feature of health care financed, the Costs of treat a complicated case of
systems in developed counties. Thme system, cervical cancer are borne by the pubic sector and
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not by the indidual. For now, the priipal task b * work wkh and provde thnal to
to greaty Increase preventve actons For the state and municipal secretarat of health, as
present, at les, publir financing Ib appropriate for well as to relevt agencies In other sects
those prevenive sctions th are most likely to be (such as trarport an Industry);
cost-effectve. * conduct applied research to assess the costs

and befts of dferent prevention and
How much might an intensive program of oost- promotio actives and to develop models for
effev prvnie actions cost? Given the paucity fe cost-effective instibin of disease
of data from Brazil, and the wide rane of esmates prevention and healfth promoton activities.
avalable from other countries, an esiumate of costs
sindbative at best On the basis of daa from other Finaly, thwre are numerous ways in which a

counies, it is estimated that an itensive chged reulaty environment could stmulate
infrmation and education campaign might cost greater participation from the prvate sector in health
between 0.005% arnd 0.0M5% of GNP per year(Il). promoton and disease prevention. To take three of
Costs in Brazil may well be at the low end of this many possible examples:
spectrum: a recently-initiated, itensive national * Impovin environmental policies and the
highway safety education program cost. under $10 institutional capacty of environmental agencies
million per year, or about 0.003% of GNP per year. would stimulae industries to invest i polluton
For Mustative purposes it is assumed that inensive oontro;
national education and information prams In *sngthening the institutonal capacity of
Brazil cost about $15 million per year. A natorna occupational safety and health agencies would
cervical screening progam Is estmated to cost lead to incresed investment by industries in
about $30 million per year(1 6?). occupational sdty. and

amending automoble hsurance plices so
Thus, if an initial prgram were to include the items that insurance rates inced not only for
indicated as most cost-effecthie on Table 11-4 (an accidents inhvoig property damage (as is
antl-emrrlng campaign, vigous public Information presently the case) but albo for accidents
campaigns on alcohol and drug abuse, exercise inlviv pedestians would stimulate safer
and trafc safety, and an inensive and reasonably- driving.
organized natbonal cervial screening progrm) and
were also to include an itensive AIDS education
and Ifformation campaign, the tota oosts woud be
of the order of $100 million per year, or about 3% of
public (and 1.5% of total) spending on health in
Brzi. it is esimated that in 1988 total public
spending for the control of cronic and
degenetve diseases and AIDS amounted to

about US$57 mMiion.

There are two policy impication Fist, ween
without precise data on costs and benefits oa
actons designed to promot adult health In lrazi, it
is clear that present spending on prevention (both
within the health sector as it is currently defined,
and In related sectors, such as taport,
enviromen and lbor) should be sbstantially
increased. And, second, there appears to be a
need for establishing a federal instntution lbr health
promotion and disease prevention which would:

* set priorites for health promotion and disease
prevenin actives wihin the health sector and
in oher relevant secos;
* estaish norms and gudelrsa for healft
pr-omo and prevention program
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CHAPTER 111-4:

USING PUBUC RESOURCES MORE EFFICIENTLY*

The health sector in Brazil faces a daunting market forces, but oould objtivey be described as
challenge. Demands tor health care wM rse a parasite of the state apparaus, completely
substatlly In the near fmre, whle resources dependent on the socil secuy system for is
avalable for meeting these demands wDi grow sustnance. Since 1968 the network had become
slowly at best A oudame challenge for the accustomi1 to generous public subsidies for
health system is therefore "to produce more wih building hospitals and automatic payment for bDIs
less". More services of better quality must be submitted. By the early 1980s, prvate contractors
produced with approdmately the exitng lewl of provided about 80% of hospitalizations and 70% of
public resources. In a word, the provin of medical consultatons financed by INAMPS.
publicly-financed healfth services must be made
more "ntemnaly efficient". The distortions In such a system were hnvtable end

malor. Most flagrant was widespread faud through
This chapter addresses this critical issue. The fist billing for "phantom patients" and "phantom
section analyzes te eRciency with which private procedures'. Somewhat less sensatrol was
and public providers cureny deliver publicly physicians' common practice of using their public
financed health services In Brazil. The seoond service to recruit patients for their prvate, netwohk
secfion provides a broad overview of the closely practices. At a more subte and pervasive level, the
related issue of cost-c0nainenet, comparing the rtwork responded to a set of ncenti that paid
experiences of Brazil with those of other Latin physicians whatever they billed to provide viually
American counmtes and with the industrialzed untimited servies to patient who bore none of the
countries of Westem Europe and North Amerca. costs directly.
The third and oncluding section describes the
challenges and opporunities facing Brazi In In the mid-tS80s, INAMPS started to come to grips
building a modem and eficient health care system with the network, which by then accounted for over
mobilizing private as well as public resources. 70% of hospital beds in Brazil. A series of refms

were underaken to curb its excesses and to
improve the efficiency with which public resources

THE CURRENT SITUATION: were used via the network. INAMPS concentrated
frst on hospitalizations. Fundamet changes

The rapacious private networkaac included: preset rates for partilar procedures (in
place of physicianetermined fees); more

As was noted In Part I, the social security system systematic and thorough audits; establishment of
relied heavily on accredited private providers (the public reference centers fbr high-technology
so-caUed network) for services In the boom years of medicine; and review and modificaon of
the 1970s. Resources were no constant, budgets procedures whereby contracted suppilers procured
boomed (in the case of health service by an high-cost items.
average of 13% a year over the decade) and there
was little incentive to monitor the private contractors As a result of politic' changes in the federal
dosely. By the early 1980s, the staon had government in 1988 and 199, there have been
changed drastially, and, for the fst time, the soctal signifiant setbacks in the application of some of
security-funded health system had to worry about these inovative reforms, but these appear to be
efiulency. only temporary. However, opposition to reform is

no longer over fowrs of relationship between the
The obvios place to start was with the network. public fiancing agency and the coractors, but
This was not a "private" sector which depended on over the levels of remuneration that are set. The

Instrumens for motivating the private sector to
* Background papers or the financing of health provide efficient publily financed services appear
services In Brazil were prepared by Cordeiro34), to be Irrevocably in place. The task for the public
Correia de Camposp and Medkic. sector now is to leam to use these instruments
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to the maximum benfi o f tose who use th to be hosptaized, but as a way of enung that
publicly financed health care system. they get free medkines which they might

otherwise no be able to affod;
The public sector "black holsue"w. * It Is common for patients to be retained in a

hospal for preopematon exam, for the sole
While Fe neswok can be daactried as rason that thsenables the patin to "jump the
"rapaclous", te ul Institutions that provide queuen In the outanw fiky, and that
health care In Brazil are aptly descfibed as a "black * ft Is common to have 40% or more d
hoe", into which many resources are poured to lit0e equipment non-funehctnal In public health
effect. (here are, needless to say, many 1ine facilklti4).
providers In both the network and the public system
to whom these epifets do not apply.) The relative efficiency of the public

and private sectors
In the 1970s, as the network became the dominant
provider of health services, the geral quality do INAMPS funds healfth servies deliered by both
public sector prders decdined. A central objective publki and priate providers. What is the reltive
d the INAMPS reform program was the reversal of efficiency wih wich hesesevbes are provided?
what was perceived to be a long period of
discriminin agast public sector providers. Since 1984 private providers have been paid a fiwd
Accordingly, iNAMPS funded a massive investment fee for a patient presenting a partcular type of
program to restore the capacity of the public sector patholgy (the AIH system). More recenty INAMPS
to provide hi-quality care, andt used its control has stared to apply the AiH system to universy
over prices to encourage the use of public hospias, too. Data are available on the distribuion
providers As shown in Figure 111-10, these effors of patholgies among patients hospitalized at
resulted in a marked increase in the propordon of university hospias since late 1987q.
sevices prvided by the pubic sector.

In recert yeams, the private sector has received only
The focus of this investment program was on about 40% of total INAMPS paymerns for
physical rehatdiaton of facilities ltie attention hospItalizatIos, but has accounted for 67% of the
was paid to Improving the efficincy with wtich hosplwitzatis. That is, per hospitala;ion,
these resources are applied, however, and INAMPS has pale pubiic providers about 3 times
ncentives for cost escal were actually built into [(60/33)/(40187)] that which it has paid priate

the system. For hstanwe, univeriy hospitals have providers.
every incentive to use complex and expensive
technology, because the level of reimbursement per it Is caimed that this difference Is reasonabe first
procedure is higher the greater the level d because the private network deals primarily with
complexiy" of the hospital. simpler pathologies, and, second, because, within

any partica type of pathology, the more
From many perspectives, is evident that the complicated (and expensive) cases are treated by
efficiency with which public setor insttions public sector providers.
deliver health care in Brazi is very low. In many
cases, a provider's lack of infcmation on inputs, gue 111-15 presents data on the patient mix
outpus, costs and performnce is so acute that it is attended by private and public hospitals. Whie the
not possible to accurately describe how low its proponbn of private hospital patients is higher for
efficiency Is Because of the dearth of infortion some simple pathologies (such as hfectious and
a picture od the inefficiency of the public sector respiratory diseases), the "simple=privatti
provider Is necessarly largely anecdotal. For equaton does not aways hold. For example.
instance, it is reported that: patnts wth cardiovascular disease account for a

* Public facilities pay an average of about 40% greaer proportion of private than public patients.
over nominal market prices for equipment, while
the private sector pays about 40% below these One way d getting an overall impression of the
nomnal market prices; effect of pateXnt mix Is to weight the public and
* In public hospitals it is common practice to private profiles by a relative cost of each pathology
hospitalize poor patients, not because they need (as per INAMPS reimbursement levels, also shown
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on Fgure 111-15). The upshot b that, on the basb of a role In thb competion, consideratns of quality
pathdogy diferences alone, one would expect only and cost probably play a more hfdamentl Mle.
a 2% higher cost per hospitaflaion In univesy Thus, ahomugh the group medicine companir
hospils thn priae hospitals. As descibed (such as Golden Cross) domine advert In t
alier, the acl dfferce Is 20096. sector, their market share has been declining

relative to the m idial coopeatis, which offer a
What of severiy with each paology? One (not higher quality of sevice at about the same cost
completely satisfactory) way of examining this Is to Flere oompetitin for narket sres, and the
compare INAMPS figures on hosptal mortality for evident role of qjlity and oost in capt a
public and prive hospltales. Again, the olture Is market share, almost surely dres omnits In
mbied. Mortalty rates per hospiaton for this sectr towards greatr efficiency. It I widely
cardioascular dieases are In the predited acknowledged that the HMOs are the only health
directon, wih rates In public hospitals 60% higher care organbatns in Brazi to adopt modem
than in priate hospitals. For cancrs, however, the management and informat systems.
revwse Is tue, wih mortaity rates per
hopialaio about 2WA higher In priate
hospitlsW Overall, however, mortality rates per SOME SUCCESSES:
hospitalization In public hospitals are about 70%
higher than in private hospals, suggest that, hi The Federal level
general, publi hospitals do tend to see the more
seriously,ill paatit As described above, the oeall effbicy of

publicly provided health services In Brazil is low. In
in additon to these patit-mkx issues, there are recent years, this has been widely acknowledged,
odildffities in comparing the costs of publicly and several Important steps have been taken
financed public and prive providets. On the one towrds imprving efficiy. INAMPS took the
hand, In addition to treating patiets, university lead in these modemizatin refoms; at the state
hopitals trah medica personnel and carry out level, Paana and Sao Pauto have been leaders.
researh. On the other, uniesty hospitals have
addioral sorces of funds (annual alicatis ffom The INAMPS reforms were designed, in part, to
te Mhisty of Education and capital ans from ensure that more, btter-quality sevkes were
INAMPS) which prvate providers do not have produced with INAMPS' resources. These
access to. modemizadn reforms consisted of: a new payment

system (described ealier); a new system for dealing
Given these uncertae, it Is not possible to arrive with hightechnologr, and a new procuremen
to any defive conclusion about the relatie system for high-cost ortses and prostheses (such
efficency of public and private providers of INAMPS as pacemakers, denars and braces).
financed sves It wouldd, however, appear that:

* diferences in pathology mIes are slight and In 1987 INAMPS iniated the Integrated High-
could account for only small dfferences Tecnloy Systems (SiAT) programsn. Curreny,
between average public and private sector cost operationa programs deal with cardiovascular
per hospitalization; diseases, trauma-orthopedic systems, hemodislysis
* patiestreted at public hospitals appear to and transplants, image diagnoses and organ
be significantly sicker than those treated at transplants. In each case, the program is led by a
private hospitals, but the difference would not public hospitla 'of exceUencet, which establishes
appear to justify an average public cost 200% technical norms (including definitions of procedures
higher tan the average prate cost that can be done by different levels of qualified

facilities), materal and price standards and
And what of the relive efficencV of the HMOs? To evaluation and corol mechanisms.
date there has been liWe systematic study of these
organization, and thus quantitatHg comparions of In the spirit of the SIAT program, the SUDS in Rio
effcincy are not possibleo. However, there are de Janeiro has developed an interesting proposal
indirect indications that many of the HMOs are for the assessment and use of high technology. It is
efficiently managed and operated. Competition for proposed to constitute a consortium of public and
market share is iten. Although advertising plays prhive sector agencies wih expetise in high-tech
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mediine to viw the costs and effeotiveness f service and management advances to aocompany
high-echnology options, and to provide inoation thb politbic process. In several cases these have
for use by both the publio and priate sector. As a startd wih the INAMPS insument, and hae
parallel mechism for controlling the use of high beon extended to cover both private and public
technology In the state of Rio de Janeiro, SUDSRJ suppliers, and both hosptal and outaent services.
proposes to set up a center for tihe applicaion of The advanes Include:
higchnology pmcedures. * Medica moden*aion Expert commitees

have been constitud to specify technical
A major area of modernization by INAMPS is in the norms for the treatnent of all major medical care
pIuemt of ortho and prostheses, especially categories
thoe used in hear surgeryt8 . In 1986 these items * Plwt_ Four key members d each of the
coso. INAMPS $126 millon. A saidy by the Zerbini 62 regional health authrities have receved well-
Foundation (which manages INCOR, the Heart onceived and tailored management training,
Insite of Sao Paulo) detected etemely wide and have bsequently elabrated saegic
variations In pics among suppliers and average plansfor their authorities.
prices that were twie as high as those in Fe US * Manageomt of inpatient s svic in publi
and 3 times as high as those in neighboring hosplbl SUDS-SP is adapting the AiH system
countries. A detailed survey of suppliers was which INAMPS uses to pay pivate contactors)
carried out, and standards Moth in terms of quality for use in ali public hospitals in the State of Sao
and price) established. The effects were damatic: Paulo.
The average price paid for heart pacemakers (which * M_r"eminntcfoutallmtswim proided
accounted for over 50% of costs of these Itens) by both tt prvat and public etase SUDS-
dropped by over 5D%P. SP is in the process of adapting Parana's

SICAPS system in three waya. FMut the
The State level Instrument (known as the Sitema de

Informacao Ambulatorlal or *SIA-SUDS") is
Thrughout the I9SCs the state of Parana has been designed to be not only an accounting tool, but
the site of innovative health sevkes management also an epidemiologic tool for evaluating
The *Curitiba Plan1oe) provided for a triage at progdrm permbncn. Second, theinstrument
INAMPS and other public faciities in which each is designed to be computerized. And third, it is
walk4in was examined by a physician-auditor and envisaged ta the procedure will be applied to
ether treated immediately or refred to a higher- both the private and public sectors.
level service. Under the plan, the fee system was 0 Cost acountingsys im A simple but
also altered by paying a fixed amount for a given effective cost accoun system (Sistema de
procedure as prescribed at the public facility, rather Apuracao de Custos, or SAC) for monitoring the
than paying for all items as charged by the volume of activities and costs of each basic
soeondary fadiity. These changes were reported to heatth care unit in a service module has been
have reduced hospitalizations by abot 30%, and to developed and applied for over a year by one of
have improved the quality of care. the reg;nal healfth authorities. After review and

moiification, it is planned th the SAC will be
As part of the reform of ambulatory care In Parana, applid in all of the 62 regional health authrities
the System for Infomtion and Control of In the state of Sao Paulo.
Outpatient Care (SICAPS) was developed3s. * Human res s managamen SUDSISao
SICAPS provides managers at different Ivels wih Paulo is experimenting wih an Integrated
prevkously unavable data on services provided, Management System (PGI) by which physicians
payments made and costs. are rewarded for full-time dedication to a public

sector job, which provides Incentives for working
Sao Paulo, where the state SUDS (SUDSSP) has in the difficult peripheral areas, and which lIks
intiated a process of modernization, has been the the level of remuneration of workers in a health
other major innovator at the state level. The faciity to the productiviy of the faclity.
cones of the Sao Paulo program has been the
decentralization and *municipaliation of In summary, some progress has been made in
responsibiiity for the delivery of health servcefi3l). Brai. The nhitia stage was to identify moutIiers"
At a technial level, there have been innovative who overchaged because of a variety of fraudulent
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prooedwures. The seoond, and more diffcl, stage * a qualitative Indcadon of the en of us of
s to advane the whole t production frnee the method In Brul (row 7);
forward. INAMPS, In particular, has shown how * a qualitsve ndicatin ofte ely lontam
nwoh can be achived In the Initial stage. The effect of e method on effioney (row ); and,
expermets In Parana and Sao Paulo are the most * a qualitatve iatin of the poteial of th
adanced atmpts In Braz for dealWng wth fe method In BaziL
second stage. Incipient as hese bIoati may
be, hy repest a phiosophy and pracie tha Rows t and 2 show, for example, that the payment
are vial for fe h sector In hfe whole d Brazil. per diasisa method (column 12) opeates

through Incentives, and that expected to have
both short- and loun efect Rows 3 tough 6

COST-CONTROL IN sow ta the metod is not widely used In either
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES AND fe OECD or LAC, b t it Is used In France and
LATIN AMERICAmm.1i," fte US. he ef on long-un effcc is thgh

to be considerable, andt method's poteial asa
The fundamental dilemma of fe healfth sector in too1 for fuher cost-control in Bazl, s .
Ba Is how to meet ring demands (all of which This wodd Invdve modificaon of the AIH method,
are legitimate) wih limied resoures. A major applying uni payms per digobs not
problem is that as the costs of establWied sevces prcedure. Of course, there are also problerm wth
cornue to rise rapidly, it becomes correspondingly mnthods of thiB sort Pown as Diagnostc
more diffoult to redirect r to the highest Reteence Grups, or DRGs), such as how to take
prkiy need, namely improving the ae of sevety of diseaseimto awounL
underprivleged groups to better quality health
svies, icluding hih-cost technology. A conparion of row 7 (razi with rows 5 and 6
Accordingly, a major task in Brazi is to find ways of (OECD and LAC) shows et the public sector hI
containing osts of medbial care. Because this Is a Brazi has used only a lUmed set of the Istruments
global problem, it is approprate to ask whtt other t have been tid and tsted hI ohr cou s.
countres have done to ontain costa, to compare More secifiay, k b apparnt th Brazi ha
these efforts wih what has been done In Brazil and concentat d on the Instruments
to try to identify areas that appear promising for that opeate on supply and rely on durect contols
Brazl. (the left of the table), and has done Itnle to se those

that operate more through hoentives, biduding
Two mjor reviws d cost-contalment epeienc those th operate on demand (to the rit d ft
have been conducted: one of the industrzed table). Even more specifically, the table sugges
coies d the Orgization for Economic that the most p ing opto for BnazD iclude:
Cooperation and Development (OECD)(1) and one 0 ation to dnrgs (Icluding monitn j
(commissioned for this study) of Latin Ameraic and physicias' presctn patterns [olumn 71.
the Caribbean (LAC)isl. The results of these moe effectiveorganizationofpurchgof
revews are summarized In Table 1ll-2. drugs [clwm 101 and wse of gerics and

drug list [column 15];
The table classifies cost-ontament methods * improverent of the AIH system [column 121;
accordig to wheth they act on supply or demand and posEbly even capikaon systems in both
and, for each of the metods, ino a set of inpatient and outpatient faciies [olumn 13];
operonali categories (columns 1 trough 22). The * movement towards prospective budgeting
table also indciates (rows I and 2) whether a [column 14],
method operates through direct contols or * contiu of atttion to defining high-
inoentives, and whether it Is a short-term or long- technology treatmont facilities and regimes
term approach. Then, for each of the metods, the [column 16];
table gives: 0 development of a famework for allowing

' examples of OECD and LAG contries that competiton between public and prvate
use the meftod (rows 3 and 4); providers [column 17];
* a qualitative indication of frequency of use of * unification of the INAMPS and state and local
the method In the OECD and LAC (rows 5 and systems as enviaged by the SUDS [column
6); 18];
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TABLE 111-2: Ine effects of cost-cotainment methods, their use in the COCD and the Americas, and their potential role in Brazil
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* toducion of usr charges for the middle privae ects In Brazl mus sat wih the
cls and tho rih for selected Inptien and constitutial povWsions d nust be ased on an
outpain series and diagnostic tests lcdum obective assesm t t *e relatve strengths of the
51, as s apparently already done at Xt Heac different sectrs.
Institute (NCOR) In Sao Paulo.

From the e nce of BDazil and oter conrio, I
IMPROVING EFFICIENCY is dear what the public sector should do and does

wal, and wtthe pivate sector shoul do and
mproving Fte internal efficiency wih which publicy does wesliso. The fuldamental role of Fe publi

financed health sevices are povied In Brazil is not sector I set ipoicy so ht Fe healt of Braziians
a simple task, since changes are required In deep- Is protected and Improved. mhe pubic sector has
seated poitic and instibiona cultures. almost sole responsibility for the vital tasks of

regulon, prootion and education, and a majr
Better definitlon of public and role in financi. Provsn of sewvies should be
private roles done by whatever eny cm, witin fte ovel

policy set by the public sector, proide the
The relationship bete the public and priate prescribed servnes most eficlently.
healt sectors is co.npibated In many counts.
Brazil is no exption. In the years of the 'miracde" The public sector in Brazil today is misdirected and
te network flouished; controling the prvate fie . it devotes relatively little anention
ctactorse has been a necessary and major task of and resources to its central function, that of
public health reform Inhe to80sm. Predictably, it reglator, pomoter and educator. On Fte oher
has been (and is) a bier battie, the legacy of which hand, in the area hi which it devotes mosi of its
is a deep polarization. To public healt reformers, attention - the povion of services - it peforms
the "pae sor M rpset everything that is poorly and ineffiently. In pat because of the
rprehensible: to the network, the refoms absence of appropiate policy, the netwok is also a
represern a dangerous idealisn that does not low-quality, highcost proder of services. Not
acknowledge the endemic deficiencies of the public surprisingly, the HMOs, which have grown to fll the
seor in Brazil. The result is dose to a war. As hI vacuum left by the public sector and the network,
most wars, the first casualty is the truth The appear to be doing the best job.
reformers fail to adcowledge Fat the private sector
can do anything of value; the private sector What, then, might be an appropriate public/private
denounces all attempts at change. cofiuation Inthe Bm il of the 19W0s? The publi

sector has a huge task, both as definer of w rules
From the experience in oer couris wih of the game and as provider. Fbrst as detailed in
pluralistic economic and politial systems, it is dear, Pait 11, major binvestm need to be made by the
first, that both the private and the public sectos publi sector In promoting health and peventing
have Important roles to play in providing health disease in ai. Second, with respect to the
seavices, and, second, tha sound public policy is provion of personal health servies, the public
crtical. In Brazl, it is the pubi sector tha decides sector has to define the nrues so that public
"the rules of the game"; that regulates, by norms or resources are supplemented by priate resources
incentives, the behavior of providers and users; that and, given these resources, the best possible types
directy ances about 50% of all spending in the andi qualitis of services are provided.
sector, that is a major direc provider of serwvkes and
that is responsible for human resoure Some eloments of the stiuture of the helth
development servkes sector are dear. The private sector has not

voluntarily provided adequate health care to the
The new Constition mandates that public and poor, and wii not aunmousy do so. The public
philanthropic pmriders be strenthened and that sector can address this problem in two ways. The
consideration be given to the private for-prfit characteritic (and understandable) response is that
sector as a oomplementary but essernil element such services must be provied directly by the
where public provWion is iappropriate because of public sector. However, it is also possibie that poor
lack of capacity, effiacy or effkiency. lhe people might get better sevbes If the public sector
definiion of the respecthie roles of tho public and emulated the modern industia sector in Brazi or
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the publicly financed health system In Canada In 35%, this means that every 100 cruzados of
this regard. The modem Industrial sector (in Sao corporate spending on health care benefits results
Paulo especially) finds it more efficient to contract In a loss of corporate tax revenue of about 35
out the provision of health services to HMOs than to cruzados. With regard to personal income tax,
provide such services directly to its workers. fringe benefits lead to a loss of tax revenues
Similarly, in Canada the provincial governments because these benefits are not taxed. Given an
contract out the provision of inpatient and outpatient average marginal tax rate of about 15% for workers
services to competing prwate providers. In Brazil, a in the formal sector, this implies that every 100
regional health authority could experiment with cruzados of corporate spending on health care
having HMOs bid on providing services to its benefits results in a loss of personal income tax
population, and concentrate its own efforts on revenue of about 15 crezados.
monitoring the services provided. An important task
for a state-level health secretariat might be to Thus every 100 cruzados of corporate spending on
stimulate such experiments, and to monitor the health care benefits results in a loss of income tax of
comparative efficiency of the publicly provided and about 50 cruzados. Since corporate payments
contracted-o models. account for about one-half of all payments to the

HMOs (the rest being payments by users
At the other end of the spectrum, it is clear that the themselves) this would imply that about 25% of the
HMOs will continue to have a major role in financing HMO bill is financed indirectly from tax revenues.
and providing services in the better-off industrial In fact overall tax revenue losses are probably
centers. somewhat lower, since the income tax revenue loss

Is likely to be at least partially offset by an increase
An impediment to breaking the public/private in indirect (consumption) tax revenues. This is
logjam is the frequent perception of "the private because increases In labor costs due to corporate
sector' as a homogeneous entity that foliows the spending on health plans can, in part, be passed
network patterns of behavior. In fact, the HMOs on to consumers.
represent a qualitative break from the old, INAMPS-
dependent, "private" sector. The rason d'etre of ~n summary, although I is not possible to give a
the network is acquisition of public resources, often precise estimate of the magnitude of "indirect public
through archaic forms of polkical manipulation and financing of private health plans", less than 25% of
falsification. The HMOs, by oontrast, receive no the HMO bill appears to be finan.3d indirectly from
public money directly, but oompete vigorously, tax revenues. If the tax code remained unchanged,
prirc-ipally on the basis of cost and quality, for however, the magnitude of this indirect fnancing
supplying health services to well-informed and would become greater as the economy is
sophisticated buyers. liberalized. As argued by the World Bank* and

others, such tax breaks on fringe benefts constitute
While the HMOs receive no direct public funding, a distortion to the economy which should be
company-financed health plans are, in part, funded eliminated as part of an overall tax reform.
indirectly by public funds.

As noted earlier, although services provided by
Frst, there is a mechanism whereby INAMPS pays HMOs are demonstrably superior to the avaiiable
a company for providing health servNkes to its public services, the quality of the services offered by
employees. This mechanism, however, is largely the HMOs leaves much to be desired. To some
inactive, with such trarsfers declining by 86% degree this will always be true, since resources are
between 1981 and 1987, to a point where they limited, but subscribers' desires are not.
accounted for only US$15 million in 198792).

A widely perceived flaw in such plans is that they
A more complex and important set of questions generally do not cover the potentially catastrophic
concerns reductions in corporate and personel needs of their clients, who are referred back to the
taxes as a result of company-financed health plans. public system for catastrophic care(34). There are
Wih regard to corporate taxes, companies are two ways of viewing this practice. On the one hand,
allowed to claim medical benefits as operating
costs, thus reducing a company's tax liability. With * World Bank, 'Brazil: An Agenda for Tax Reform",
an average marginal corporate tax rate of about forthcoming report.
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those who consider HMOs to be opportunists that profts" should compete on an even playing fieldoo.
skim off the profts to be reaped through health care Hf the phDlanthropics can be as efficient as the
vigorously oppose these limitations on coverage. private providers, then they will out-compete the
Indeed, in 1987 the Regional Medical Council of Rio private providers (because they do not pay profits).
de Janeiro petitioned the legal system to mandate If the philanthropics cannot compete under such
that HMOs be required to cover all the medical care circumstances, why should their inefficiency be
needs of subscribers(34). subsidized?

On the other hand, this practice could be defended Making t; ansfers transparent
as exactly what one would like to have in the
system. The problem of "medical catastrophes' Is The public sector in Brazi will continue to play a
not that they are very common, but that when they major role as a funder of health services. As
do occur the costs are very high. In industrialized required by both the Constitution and common
countries, they represent no more than one-fifth of sense, responsibility for administration of publicly
total medical care costs(l. If the proportion is fnanced health services will be decentralized to the
roughly the same in Brazil, then, from the aggregate states and municipalities. To date, such transfers
point of view, the public system is bearing a between different levels of govemment have been
relatively small proportion of the total health care govemed by negotiated contracts and
costs of HMO subscribers. From one perspective, "conventions" - the food on which clientelistc
this is an ideal arrangement. Because the public politics have thrived. The solution to this problem is
sector functions as the catastrophic insurer for technically quite simple, requiring the definition of
modem sertor workers and the middle class, these objective and transparent criteria (such as size of
groups get some benefits from the publicly financed population, level of poverty, and level of local
system. Pressures to reduce allocations of public commitment of resources) to govem the transfer of
funds to the public healt;. sector are thus these resources.
atenuated. (The danger, of course, is that this
pressure is for more public spending for I igh-tech The importance of the federal-state problem is
hospital care.) widely understood, and it is likely that a provision to

this effect Is likely to be included in the
In any case, it is clear that the HMOs will continue to complementary law (to be considered by the
be an important actor, especially in the Congress in late 1989). Rather less publicized is the
ndustrialized cities. At a minimum, the public equally important need for transparency goveming
sector should monitor the quality of medical care state-municipal transfers and the necessity for
given by such providers, and should provide correspording legislative and administrative action
potential corsumers with objective information on at the state level.
te costs, benefits and limitations of the different
group health plans. If the public sector were more Decentraliation
affirmative about the presence of this modern and
effcent private sector, there are two other In the years of mlitary rule, decision-making power
relationships that might develop. First, as described was heavily centralized in Brasilia. The principle of
above, this sector could possibly play an impotant decentralization of power to state and local levels Is
role in providing publicly financed health services enshrined In the Constitution of 1988 and will be a
efficently to underserved populations. And, central element in public policy in the 1990s
second, the public sector could take advai=ge of
the management innovations that the HMOs have Not only Is decentralizeation a poliical imperative of
pioneered in the health sector in Brazil. a democratic society, it is also a pre-condition for a

more flexible, responsive and modern public health
Finally, what of the not-for-proFit health providers, system. For both political and technical reasons,
the so-called "philanthropics"? If the objective is to decentralization of decision-making power to the
provide the maximum quantity and quality of state, regional and local govemment levels, and
services with existing resources, then current public ultimately to the users themselves, is a comerstone
policy (which gves these providers signifcant of the philosophy of the pubic health reform
advantages over the for-profit sector) is movement in Brazii.
inappropriate. The phiianthropics and the "for-
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As discsed eadier, a President decree servicii). Governend has a vial rote to play in
asaIshing the SUDS was signed two years ago. Infin conuomrs abot the costs, beneft arnd
Howevs, precisely because a centralized system is quality d hh sevice pvWed through the
an effecive uhidle for podital machinations, this vaus public and pivate channels that conmer
decree has been implemened slowly and wnveny might co er usn.
Nevertheless, positive rests have been obtained in
the states of Rio Grande do SW, Paraws, Bahia, Modemizing management
Golas, Pernambuco, Rio Grande do Norte, Mato pracUCes
Grosso, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo*.

The final elemen in extracfing the nmst and best
It is not by chance that the state in which the SUDS services from limited resources is the development
has advanced firthest (Sao Paulo) is one in which a and application of modemn management pracdts
cornerstone of state public policy is decentralization at all levels of the health system.
(to the municipal level)(m). And it iS also not by
dwance that it is in Sao Paulo that most attenion has Until quite recently, there was a marked asymmwy
been paid to developing tools to help loca in Fe public health system in Brazl. While Brazi
managers use the resources at their control more adopted modem dinical pcs rapily, and
efficiy. Decentralization is a preoconditlon for became a world leader in certain dinical techniques
Improvd effiency, because it is the magers of (such as cardiothoraic surg, unti very recently
reginal and local he authorites, and even the few of the modem management techniques were
managers of specifc facities, who know best what Incorporated int the pubic health sector hI Brazil.
problems they face and who need to be able to Although this remauns tue fbr most of the public
decide how to use their resources to meet those health system, there are now (as Illustrated by the
chaflenges. SUDS-SP and INAMPS cases described earlier)

lgns of change.
The final step in decentralization is empowerment of
users and their hioNvemert In the decionmking As summarized on Table l1l-Z public health sector
processoll. This i never a simple task, and is managers in Brazi have depended heavly on
especialy difficult where, as In Brazi, the political norms, attempting to Improve perfman by
culture of pater cenism has encourged speciying what is and what is not Valowed'.
communities to hope hat they might be the Experience Brazil and esewhere shows that ch
benficWias of free" faciits and sevns fom the stps sometimes result In short-term gais In
state. Empowei conlmmutis also means that efficiency, buthat they are inibly undut by
they have to learn about rational resource ailocation creative resporws and by bureaucrai rgidiy
and use Even in socities wih long historis of and Icapacity. More subtle and more affective
comnity involvemvt in public sevfice delivery, tools for impving efficy are the binetvs
an esserntl tool for sett prrities is user charges, (both to suppliers and uses) described in
imposed either directly or thugh local tawes In a Table 111-2.
socety lIke Brazi1, where commuit organt Is
still incipint, such objective, non-political tools are At the national level, INAMPS has made major
especially imporanL pogress in developing a set of tools (both

ruations and inentives) for cotroling hospital
Ideally, the revenues generated through user services provided thrugh the netvwkp4.".
dcges should be mainthed at the loal level and Peas the most Important of these tools is the
used to improve facflities and serkes, both so that AIH, which represetd an important advance over
the ommnity does not feel explolted by han the prior feefor-service systm, shce it ensured that
to pay for services, and so iat oal managers have constent rates were paid per prcedure. The
an incentive to Implement use charges. major drawback to the AIH Is that the provder stD

has an incetrive to use an excessive number of
A final eement of the proess of user empowerment prcedures. Sorne have argued that the next step
is providing cornumers with informin on the might be to move frm the AIH to a Diagnostic-
optons they face in meeting their needs for health Rted Group (DRG) concept, in which the provider

woudd be paid per diagnosis and not per procdure,
HHeoso Cordeo, perso nalr comnication while others have suggested that othr patint
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classification systeAw, which talke accoun f and pwema provide magerst al
severity, are more appropria. Or perhaps k may levels wth the iftormton need In th form tha
be more bgl to move directly to capilbon they need IL For this to become effeetve will
system (asimlr to th used by marty of th require massive in texpersmerIsdw wih
HMOs in Brazl today) In which a prvider i paid a dft tools, hI purchasing of equipment and the
spefi amon (whih may very accordng to, say, specialzd irformation and mngemt skill, and
the age of the popuation servd for pmvidig Intraining.
specif servis to a populon. Alouh these
potl evuion of fe AIH also have their As descrbod earer, under INAMPS leadeahip,
dawbacks (and speficly require that the public considwable progress has been made an
aut have te capacity and tools to enwure t devoping cost-effecte highechology treat
the qualky of care is not reduced), th great rgime (SlAT). This work needas to be connd
advantage Is hat Wthey give t provider he and exgended (as Is being done in SUDSIRJ), so
icentive to use resoures effiently in dealhg with tha both private and public providem wIll choose to
their patients. In this sen, these tools involve use high-technology equipment only when It i cost-
takig the dicentralbuation process all the way dowm effective. Where payment is from pubic fnds, the
to the leve of the physician, key Is not to tell the prvate secr how to invest

(advie that it can simply diregard) but to send
With regard to impovn the netioxVs efficey, unequvocal sigas thrugh the paymernt system
INAMPS now faces two teas. lbe 1t i to that fe private sector wil traste bito Investment
develop a pmoces for sen pic tha neitw prbrs.
pays aupplbea excessiely nor (as is often the case
now) pays them so lite In real tems tat they Finally, one of the most glaring sources of
refuse to prvide sevces, hrig In heavy nffcieny In the public sector is its use of huran
oveloads on the public sysem. The second task is rce(. Fhs, the oomposilk d the health
to adapt the AIHM1ke syms he 81CAPS system lbor fore is tophevy, wth 6 physicans per
of Parana, or its , the S14SUDS of Sao medical techician. Second, many physicians hold
Paulo) to cover ambulatory servies. 2 or more jobs, with their energy and irnitiave often

pt primarily into their priate job, while their public
While INAMPS has made considrable progress in sector job Is seen as a source of seoure
developing tools for impvin the effbincy with emplyment where they have to produce litte and
which the netrwoc provides serce, INAMPS has where they can recruit patlets for their private
dome rile to motvate the wplanthoplc or public practes. Modernig the management of humn
sector pvidems to improve efciny. The principle resources in the health sector is a complex task. A
should be that the public sector funder ablm to get detailed assessment of human resources policy in
the most, and best quality servics for the money health b beyond the scope of this report but wi be
avaiable, irrespecie of wheth the supplier Is a a cenra element of a fthoming study by the
public or private agenyn. Thus, the management Wald Bankte. In the present coitext, it b
task is to develop a single set of tools (uch as the relevant to note cdy that the tools for achievn a
AIH and SIA-SUDS) and apply these to all more productive lbor force are not primarily
providera, both public and private, for all svce, normaive and regultory tool, but, once again,
prsvetve and cusve, inpatient and outpae those of incwts. The innovationm being tried as

part of the Ingrad Management System In Sao
To be able to respond to a set of Incentives, Pauo are important fht steps in thb diretion.
mnage - of regional and local health districlt
and of specifi faclities - need infom As
described ealier, SUDS-SP has made a prmiing
start (the SAC) in developing a simple cost
account system for the manager of health
modules. Some hospitals (such as the Hospital
Humbeto hI Sao Pautoa) have made some
progres In developing nformaon syswms for
hospitals. A gra dea moe work needs to be
done to develop inkaon msems on both cost

-Adult Heat In BraziL pageo.
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Figure 1-1:
Reliability and quality of mortality data

v v v

Reliability: Quality:
States in which more than States in which *poorly defined'

75% of municipalities report regularly deaths account for ' 25% of all deaths

Source:
Ministry of i
Health, 1987 States with reasonable reliability and quality
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Figure 11-1
The aging of mortality In Brazil

% of all deaths
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SOURCE: World Bank analysis
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Figure 11-2:
Per Capita Cigarette Consumption In Brazil

& Male Lung Cancer Mortality in Rio Grande do Sul

Cigarette/adult in Brazil Lung Cancer Death /100,000

2000 ---------
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.Cancer

m000 ,,_/ 0
1000 25-30 year lag 0
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SOURCE: Ministry of Health, 1988
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Figure 11-3:
Smoking Prevalence In South and Southeast

from surveys In 1971,1978 and 1987

Prevalence
100%
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SOURCE: Achutti, 1988 NB: Populations and age groups differ in eaoh survey
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Figure 11-4:
Levels of Air Pollution Relative to Air Quality Standards

Sao Paulo, 1981 and 1985
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Figure 11-5:
Air quality and respiratory function in Cubatao

Improvements in Air Quality
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Figure 11-6:
Industrial Accidents in Brazil

S of workers injured/year

20 Change In reporting
requirements
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SOURCE: Nogu@lra, 1967
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Figure 11-7
Causes of Mortality in State Capitals,

1930-1980, uncorrected for age structure

Percentage of all deaths
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Figure 11-8: __ R_____L___
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Figure 11-9:
Proportional Mortality

(Excluding undetermined causes)

Proportion of total mortality
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Figure 11-10:
Probability that a person will eventually die from

cardiovascular disease

(i) AT BIRTH (ii) AFTER AGE 15
Pm;ubility (%) Probability (%I
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SOURCES: Prestion (1976) and World Bank analyses



Figure 11-11:
Predicted and actual probabilities that a person

will eventually die from cancer

(i) AT BIRTH: (ii) AT AGE 15:

Probablity (S) Probability 4%)
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Figure 11-12:
Levels and likely trends In cancer deaWh

S of all cancers
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Figure 11-13:
Cancer and Level of Development:

I: Lung cancer among males

Incidence per 100,000 (standardized)
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SOURCE: Feersteln. 1968
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Figure 11-14
Cancer and Level of Development:
II: Cervical cancer among females

Incidence per 100,000 (standardized)
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Figure 11-15
Age-adjusted Mortality Rates, 1940-1980

Mortality rate/1,000year
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Figure 11-16:
Lung Cancer Death Rates In Rio Grande

do Sul (age standardized)
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SOURCE: Prolla et al 1985
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Figure 11-17:
Probability that a person will eventually die from

an injury

(i) AT BIRTH (ii) AFTER AGE 15
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Figure 11-18
External Causes of Death by Age, Brazil

Percent of total mortality
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Figure 11-19:
MaJor Causes of Injury Deaths, 1983

(excluding unknown causes)

Falls 3% Transport 31%
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SOURCE: Mlnisterlo da Saude, 1987
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Figure 11-20:
Traffic Accidents In Sao Paulo and Brazil

8to Pulb, 1960-84 irazil, 19771984

SOURCE: Mello Jorge, 1988
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Figure 11-21:
Age-specific deaths from traffic accidents: US and Brazil:

Pedestrians and vehicle occupants

UNITED STATES BRAZIL (Sao Paulo City)
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Figure 11-22:
Pedestrian Death Rates: Baltimore ('71).

Rio ('71) and Sao Paulo ('81)

Death/100,000
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Source: Mello Jorge, 1982 Note: In 1981 traffic accident death rates were similar
Ba-ker, 1977 In Rio and Sac Paulo
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Figure 11-23:

Traffic accidents and homicide: Sao Paulo and Brazil
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Figure 11-24:
Cumulated Incidence of AIDS (per million)

October, 1988
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Figure 11-25:
Proportion of Male AIDS Cases

by Risk Factor
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SOURCE: Cestiho, 1989
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Figure 11-26
Effect of Age Structure Alone:

1980 rates applied to older populations

Proportion of all mortality (hypothetic)
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Figure 11-27
ProJections of age-adJusted

mortality rates

Mortality rate/1,000
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Figure 11-28
ProJections of age-adjusted

mortality rates for "other causes

Mortality rate/1,000
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Figure 11-29
Projected Crude Death Rates:
Cancer, Circulatory and Injury

Death rats/1.O000 per year
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Figure 11-30
Causes of Mortality:

Historic and Projected

Percentage of all deaths
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Figure 11-31
Projected Death Rates per Worker:

Injury, Cancer & Cardiovascular Disease
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Figure 11-32:
Education and High Blood Pressure,

Adult Males, Volta Redonda, 1979/80

Prevalence
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Figure 11-33:
Education and Risk Factors

Porto Alegre, 1987
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Figure 11-34:
Class and mortality in Porto Alegre, 1980
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Figure 11-35:

Occupation and death,

Sao Paulo State, 1980-1982
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Figure 11-36:
Air Pollution in Greater Sao Paulo, 1981-85
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Figure I1-38:
The Absence of a National Cervical Cancer Program,

and the Effects of the Campinas Program

BEFORE AN EARLY DETECTION PROGRAM AFTER AN EARLY DETECTION PROGRAM
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Figure 111-1:
Total Health Expenditures in the OECD,

Some Developing Countries, and the Americas

% of GDP on health
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SOURCES: OECD and World bank data
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Figure 111-3:
Increases In healthy, disabled and total years of life

Canada and the United States

Canada, 1961-1978 Us. 1970-98
w pecade w .decae

I Healthy M Disabled D3 Total

SOURCES: Wilkins and Adams, 1987, & Crimmins, 1988
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Figure 111-4:
Hypothetical effects of case management and prevention

on years of sick life
BEFORE INTERVENTION:
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Figure 111-5:

Unit costs of hospitalization due to
different conditions

Relative costs per episode

]
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SOURCES: Hartunian, 1980; Campoa, 1988
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Figure 111-6:
Distribution of health facilities:

(a) Beds/1000 people & (b) general outpatient facilities/ million
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SOURCE: IBGE, 1984 South
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Figure 111-7:
Schematic representation of the financing
and provision of health services In Brazil
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Figure 111-8:
Out-of-pocket Expenditures for Health

by Income Group, Brazil, 1981
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Figure 111-9:
Shares of the Group Health Plan Market

Group medicine 56%

Insurance 3%

Autoprogram 11%

Medical Coops 30%

SOURCE: Vela, 1988
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Figure 111-10:
INAMPS payments to different health

providers, 1982-1986

% ot total INAMPS spending
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Figure 111-11:
Users' perceptions of the quality

of group health plans

% of users dissatisfied
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Figure 111-12:
Expenditure on hospitals In

Brazil and OECD

Hospital Costs/Total Costs (%)
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Figure 111-13
Public and Private Shares

of Health Facilities

% of total
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Figure 111-14:

Hospitil beds Per peron In OECD and Latn Amwia
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Figure 111-15:
Hospital admission patterns in INAMPS-funded

Private and University Hospitals

S all admissions Relatiw costs
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SOURCES: Cordeiro, 1988; Campos, 1988; INAMPS, 1989
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Figure 111-16:
Relationship between GDP/capita and health expenditure

in OECD countries and 8 developing countries
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